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Abstract 
 
Concrete pedestal is a key component that safely transfers the traffic and other nature-induced 
loads from the bridge deck through the bearings to the pier crossheads or abutment-tops. With 
the ongoing increase in traffic throughput, axle loads and severity of natural hazards, concrete 
pedestals are subjected to increasingly higher levels of stresses that lead to excessive 
deformations or localised damages that are detrimental to the safe functioning of the pedestals 
and hence the safer passage of traffic. Localised failure of concrete pedestals is a complex 
problem for bridge repair and maintenance. In spite of the existence of industry guidelines, due 
to logistical complexities, such guidelines are often overlooked in repair or rehabilitation works 
leading to premature failure and further exorbitant maintenance costs.  
   
In spite of the significance of these pedestals, only limited information is available in the 
literature regarding their structural behaviour. Localised failures in concrete pedestals include 
spalling, edge-crushing, surface damage and edge cracking of concrete. These localised failures 
are symptoms of pedestals overstressing. Such problem requires urgent repair; any delay can 
affect the safe functioning of the pier crossheads or abutments and can also affect the overall 
stability of the bridge deck and safety of the vehicular transport.  
  
This present research was undertaken with the aim of contributing to the body of knowledge of 
failure mechanisms of concrete pedestals and providing possible mitigation strategies for 
concrete pedestal failures suitable for industry practises. Three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear 
micro-finite element model of unreinforced and reinforced concrete pedestals were analysed 
using ABAQUS Explicit with due consideration to contact and material nonlinearity behaviour 
associated with the concrete damage plasticity material model. These contact and material 
models have been calibrated and validated with existing experimental database found in the 
literature. The predicted failure mechanisms and the failures loads were found comparable to the 
experimental database and the industry input from the case study. From these analyses, it was 
concluded that the tension-bulging failure was the governing mode of the localised failure 
mechanism of the unreinforced concrete pedestals.  
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In order to further understand the structural response of concrete pedestals, different key 
parameters had been examined by carrying out parametric studies. The key parameters of the 
parametric studies including different pedestal heights, edge clearance distances of pedestal, 
confining pressure and loading positions. Through examining the effects of these key parameters, 
it was found that the effects of height and load eccentricity cannot be ignored as they have 
significant effect on the bearing capacities of the concrete pedestals. However, for the edge 
clearance distances, it was observed that it has very minimal effect on the ultimate load of the 
structure. For pedestal subjected to confining pressure, the results were more obvious as the 
ultimate load can increase up to twice of the ultimate strength of the control specimen depending 
on the level of confining pressure.  
 
In the present study, three mitigation strategies have been introduced in order to minimise the 
effect of localised failure and improve the structural performance of concrete pedestals. These 
strategies include confined with cage reinforcement, confined with embedded steel sheet and 
smoothened the sharp edge of steel bearing plate. The cage confinement reinforcement was 
found to be more effective than confined with embedded steel sheet. With cage reinforcement, 
the ultimate load of the pedestal can increase up to 63% compared to the control specimen 
without reinforcement. In modifying the shape of the bearing plate to have smooth instead of 
sharp edges, the ultimate load of pedestal can increase up to 22%. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
Introduction 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1.1 Background 
 
Concrete pedestals play a significant role in bridges by safely transferring the traffic and other 
nature induced loads from the girders to the pier crossheads or abutments through bearings.  
They also act as load dispersing plates by providing intermediate supports for bridge bearings as 
illustrated in Figure 1.1. Concrete pedestals are sources of high stress zones which contribute to 
complex damage mechanisms and pose significant challenges to keep them in serviceable 
conditions over their intended design life.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Concrete pedestals for bridge girder bearings 
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The demand for bridge inspection, repairs and maintenance works due to accelerated localised 
damages in concrete pedestals is on the increase due to increased traffic and frequent nature of 
the environment conditions. When the repaired concrete pedestals fail prematurely, the cost 
burden to the communities increases. Thus, the asset owners replace the old pedestals with the 
expectation of better performance as there exists little information on the load transfer 
mechanisms of concrete pedestals. Due to lack of research, localised damages in concrete 
pedestals are not clearly explained and hence the maintenance is at best based on instinct rather 
than evidence based. Therefore, this present research aims at explaining the load transfer 
mechanism of concrete pedestals scientifically and to develop strategies concerning mitigation 
failure of concrete pedestals. 
 
In this research, the failure mechanism of localised damages of concrete pedestals has been 
explained through numerical modelling approach and a new design concept of concrete 
pedestals is introduced from the strength and the serviceability perspectives so that they can 
provide adequate lifelong supports to bridge bearings.  The numerical modelling has helped 
developing an optimal design concepts of complex contact surfaces can be achieved by 
minimising the stress and damage levels especially at the contact surfaces between steel 
bearing plates and the concrete pedestals. 
 
1.2    Research Significance 
 
According to Australian Bridge Management Systems Report AP-R198 (2002), there were 
approximately 33,500 road bridges in Australia that had been managed by various national, state 
and local authorities. The report also mentioned that based on inventory for year 1996; there 
were 33,449 bridges under public ownership, which all required maintenance with a total 
estimated cost of around AS$85millions. In Malaysia, 22.3% of all operating bridges (746 
bridges) were ranked as critically damaged and possibly affecting the safety of traffic where it 
became necessary to implement emergency temporary repair work as reported in Malaysian 
Bridge Appraisal, Rehabilitation and Maintenance (1996). The above two cases imply the 
importance of developing the technology and knowledge for bridge repair and maintenance 
works to improve the efficiency of maintenance works so that overall budget allocations can be 
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met. In addition, further research is necessary, since otherwise the industry will face challenges 
due to increased rate of failure in repair works. Current design method of concrete pedestal has 
been adopted without a comprehensive understanding on the load transfer and failure 
mechanisms and hence it needs to be revised. It is accompanied by limited researches on this 
area especially on high stress bearing zones of shallow footings for concrete pedestals under 
bridge girder bearings. This present study is also undertaken to provide strategies concerning 
mitigation failure of concrete pedestals for practical application. 
 
1.3    Research Problem 
 
In bridge engineering, re-construction of concrete pedestals and bridge bearing replacement are 
considered a very complex process. The repair works are also found difficult to perform because 
of time-constraints and dealing with advanced material that may have issues with material 
compatibility. Hence, improper design of concrete pedestals may only increase the failure rate of 
rehabilitation works and it becomes critical especially under constrained budget.  
 
There is a limited fundamental study that has been conducted to evaluate the load transfer 
mechanisms of concrete pedestals that can lead to localised damage in concrete pedestals.  
Therefore, this present research is aimed at explaining the failure mechanism of localised 
damage and to develop new design strategies for longer lifespan that costs less for maintenance. 
The load transfer mechanisms should be firstly identified before developing strategies on 
mitigation failure of concrete pedestals. Therefore, this present research attempts to answer the 
following research questions: 
 
i. What are the load transfer mechanisms that affect the structural performance of concrete 
pedestals? 
 
ii. What are the key parameters that affect the localised damage in concrete pedestals? 
 
iii. How can the severity of localised damage in concrete pedestals be minimised through 
appropriate design? 
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1.4    Research Aim and Objectives 
 
This research aims to understand the load transfer and failure mechanism with strategies on 
mitigation failure of concrete pedestals supporting bridge bearings. This aim has been examined 
via the following objectives: 
 
i. developing a nonlinear finite element model for concrete pedestals subjected to vertical 
loads  
 
ii. identifying key factors that affect the structural performance of concrete pedestals from 
related studies in the literature   
 
iii. validating the finite element models with pre-existing experimental results available in 
the literature  
 
iv. identifying the localised damage modes of failure in concrete bridge pedestals through 
finite element analysis and consequently, determining the governing mode 
 
v. identifying the mitigation strategies to minimise local failures through state-of-the-art of 
numerical modelling 
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1.5   Scope and limitation of this study 
 
The present research uses numerical modelling approach for analysing the structural response of 
concrete pedestals supporting bridge girder bearings with or without reinforcement with some 
limitations as stated below;  
 
a) Only pedestal that are made of concrete were considered, with no composite material 
included except for steel reinforcement interaction. 
 
b) For bridge loading, only vertical loads were considered to simulate the permanent and 
imposed loads on bridges. For the present study, only simply supported bridge girders 
were considered.  As the bridge pedestals support multiple roller bearings that can 
accommodate longitudinal movement, only the vertical loads are passed onto the 
pedestals.  Hence, the pedestals were considered free from lateral forces. 
 
c) Model validation is only based on available pre-existing database obtained from the 
literature whereby there was no experimental work carried out. 
 
d) Long term performance of concrete pedestals is not considered in the present study as 
fatigue behaviour was not further investigated.  
 
e) There is no cost implication considered if re-construction of pedestals becomes necessary. 
The present study only focuses on the technical explanation of structural performance of 
bridge pedestals through numerical investigation. 
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1.6    Chapters Arrangement 
 
Concrete pedestals are confined by bridge bearing plates and pier head surfaces on top and 
bottom horizontal surface respectively. The vertical surfaces remain free. When a concrete 
pedestal is subjected to high level of stresses it has a tendency to experience localised damage 
through lateral expansion. Tension bulging localised failure of concrete at the outer edge of 
contact area between the steel bearing plate and the concrete pedestal is considered critical in 
bridge maintenance. This thesis comprises the following chapters: 
 
Chapter 1 presents aim, objectives, scope and limitation of the thesis. 
 
In Chapter 2, the basic information about concrete pedestals for bridge girder bearings is 
presented with particularly reference to repair and maintenance works. The important parameters 
that influence the structural performance of concrete pedestals that are strongly related to 
concrete bearings are also explained. Rational design approaches and equations that are proposed 
by number of researchers and the international standards are also included. A review of the 
research literature related to the work of this present study is presented in this chapter. 
 
In Chapter 3, a short report on the state-of-the-art strategies of the practical reconstruction of 
concrete pedestals for bridge bearing replacement as adopted by the industry is included.  The 
main discussion of this chapter focuses on the identification of the contributing factors to 
concrete pedestal damages and provide some technical information about the structural problems 
experienced in practice. 
 
Chapter 4 presents analysis carried out to determine standard load on the pedestals. This standard 
load is necessary for sizing of the pedestals. SPACE GASS program was used for the analysis. 
Common girder sections were considered. Traffic load was taken as per AS5100.2 (2004). 
   
In Chapter 5, formulation of a finite element model is presented. The procedures of the finite 
element model analysis and technique are explained including mesh sensitivity study.  
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In Chapter 6, the validation of the finite element model using the data of pre-existing 
experimental results reported in the literature is presented. Two dimensionless parameters have 
been used for validation purpose; (i) surface-to-bearing area ratio (ii) bearing strength-to-
compressive strength ratio. 
 
In Chapter 7, the finite element results and localised damages of the unreinforced concrete 
pedestals are discussed in detail. The governing failure mode of the localised damages of 
concrete pedestal is identified. 
 
In Chapter 8, parametric studies were carried out to examine different key parameters that may 
effects the structural performance of concrete pedestal.  The selected key design parameters were 
identified from literature. These key parameters including block height, edge clearance distance, 
subjected to confining pressure and loading position.  
 
Chapter 9 focuses on mitigation strategies to concrete pedestal localised failure. The critical 
parameters that enhance strength and/or improve structural ductility were selected as the key 
strategies for mitigating the localised failure of concrete pedestals.  
 
Chapter 10 contains the conclusions and overall discussion of the work presented in this thesis. 
Finally, areas where future researches could be profitably undertaken are also outlined. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
Literature review 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
In the bridge construction, pedestal is a small but key structural member that resembles a shallow 
concrete block positioned in between the bridge bearing and the bridge abutments or pier 
crossheads. Generally, its main function is to safely transmit loads from the bridge deck to the 
abutment or the pier crosshead through the bearing. However, the importance of concrete 
pedestals in bridges is not emphasized as it is always overshadowed by the function of bridge 
bearing as one of the key elements in the bridge articulation.  
  
Structural behaviour of a concrete pedestal is strongly related to the bearing capacity of concrete 
as the concrete block loaded through a steel plate. Studies on the bearing capacities of concrete 
to date reported with reference to research on column-foundation joints, anchorage zone in post-
tension members, construction anchor and fixing. Even though many studies were carried out on 
concrete bearings, localised failure such as edge cracking, spalling and surface damages of 
concrete are still not clearly addressed especially for shallow footings like concrete bridge 
pedestal.  
 
This chapter highlights the problems through critical reviews to identify research gaps on 
pedestals in the bridge repair and maintenance. This chapter also contains collection of relevant 
information gathered from available online databases including industry reports and 
manufactures’ and bridge specification requirements on concrete bridge pedestals especially that 
are related to bridge bearing replacement works. Apart from that, it also covers some of 
published findings from the related research works, i.e. experimental or numerical studies on 
bearing capacities of concrete. Finally it presents the key parameters that affect the structural 
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performance of concrete bearing especially that are strongly related to the concrete bridge 
pedestal conditions. 
 
2.2 Repair and maintenance works 
 
Repair and maintenance works play an important role to ensure the structural safety and to 
maintain structural integrity up to the expected design life. In bridges, one of the critical 
maintenance works is to provide good support conditions and stability of bridge deck through 
bridge bearings.  Bridge bearings are important substructure members to transfer the load from 
the deck to the piers/abutment, accommodate movement due to expansion/contraction of 
different parts of the structure, and minimise the effects of impact load and vibration as reported 
in the Jabatan Kerja Raya (JKR) Annual Bridge Inspection Manual (2001).  
 
Eventually, bridge bearings can deteriorate due to many factors, i.e. (i) increase of traffic load, 
(ii) structural ageing, (iii) environmental effects including natural disaster. Consequently, many 
damaged bridge bearings are routinely replaced in order to restore the integrity of the bridge 
bearings. Najm et al. (2007) reported that elastomeric bearing failure include crushing of bearing 
pad, stiffer of natural rubber and neoprene in extreme cold temperature, delamination of 
elastomeric and steel bond, and bearing slip. Heymsfield et al. (2001) reported that slippage or 
“walking out of position” is the most common problem in Louisiana, US. This problem also 
happened because of non-uniformly loaded bearing, significant thermal movement of bridge 
girder and small shape factor of the elastomeric bearing (McDonald et al., 2000; Heng et al., 
2000; King and Mahamud, 2009; Cheong, 2009). However, for other type of bearing, i.e. 
mechanical bearing, problem may occur due to failure of anchoring components (rivets, bolts, 
and welds), uplift of bearing under high load, limited movement caused by rust and corrosion 
bearing components (Oladimeji, 2012; Roeder et al., 1995).  
 
Many advanced researches had been carried out to improve the design efficiency of bridge 
bearings. These include the use of embedded load cell in pot bearing for health monitoring of 
bearing (Cho et. al., 2013), use of advanced numerical study on the stability of bearing 
components to improve the effectiveness of load transfer mechanism in polytetrafluoroethylene  
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(PTFE) pot bearing (Gupta et al., 2014), use of single pot bearing to reduce uplift force in a 
curved bridge (Hu and Morad, 2010), usage of synthesised polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE or 
Teflon) that have outstanding properties such as anti-corrosive and resistance to high pressure for 
sliding bearing (Wetzk, 2006), experimental and numerical studies on damaged internal seal in 
elastomeric bearing that leads to leaking problem (Khbeis and Stempniewski, 2006), 
comprehensive study on bearing performance for high load multi-rotational bridge bearing 
(Roeder et al. 1995).  
 
For the elastomeric bearing, use of neoprene as alternative replacement of natural rubber proved 
that it has significant improvement of elastomeric bearing performance because it is less prone to 
ozone attack as neoprene does not require antiozonant substance (Muscarella and Yura, 1995). 
Najm et al. (2007) also proved that a circular bearing shape was an advantages in term of 
rotational capacity compared to square or rectangular shape because it has better axis-rotation. 
Other techniques include the use of cotton or polyester fabric as replacement of steel 
reinforcement in the cotton duck bearing pad (CDP) which was explained by Lehman et al. 
(2005). This new bearing consists of closely spaced layers of elastomeric interlayer and cotton or 
polyester fabric that has higher bearing strain because it is more flexible than the normal steel 
reinforced elastomeric pad. These imply that there are many research works that focus on bridge 
bearings. However, researches on concrete bridge pedestals are considered quite limited in 
numbers as compared to researches on bridge bearing.  
 
According to Ngo et al. (2012),the root causes of bearing damage comes from all stages included 
during design, manufacture, construction, installation and maintenance such as inadequate access 
due to design errors, movement due temperature gradient not properly addressed in design stage, 
improper orientation of bearing with respect to the direction of movement, fabrication errors, 
material errors, improper installation of bearings, failure of expansion joint system that leads to 
water leaking to underneath the bearing, accumulation of detritus and water, cracking of bedding 
mortar, uneven loading on bearing of skew bridges, inadequate lubrication of elastomeric pad or 
poor quality corrosive protection layer in the fabricated steel bearing. Since bridge bearings are 
vulnerable during their service life, studies on the structural performance of concrete bridge 
pedestals are significant for providing the adequate support to the bearing replacement works. 
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Failure of concrete pedestals can affect the performance of bearings and hence the deck; 
therefore, proper functioning of the pedestal is a key to the satisfactory operation of the bridge. 
Effects of bridge bearing repair and maintenance report on pedestals are given in Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1: Localised damages in bridge pedestal in Australia (Ngo et al., 2012). 
Failure mode Bearing 
types 
Experienced in 
Cracking and 
spalling in 
concrete 
pedestal and 
surface  
damage of 
concrete 
pedestal 
 
Metal 
bearing 
(i) Road and Maritime Service New South Wales (RMS) 
(ii) Roads Corporation Victoria (VicRoads)  
(iii) Department of Transport Main Roads, Queensland 
(TMR) 
 
Pot 
bearing 
(i) Road and Maritime Service New South Wales (RMS)  
(ii) Department of Transport and Main Roads, 
Queensland (TMR) 
  
Hite et al., (2008) found there are localised failures of the concrete surfaces of the supporting 
members when using steel pedestal in bridges. They claimed that localized damages happened 
due to flexibility of steel bridge pedestal, in particularly the rocking and sliding mechanisms. The 
shear load caused by the prying action of post-installed anchor bolts which then cause concrete 
spalling or crushing. These types of damages require urgent repair to prevent further 
deterioration of the pier crosshead or abutment. Meanwhile, Choi et al. (2012) had highlighted 
concrete crushing around the bearing area in the bearing replacement work of the Socheon and 
Pyeongcehon bridges in Korea. Eventhough a numbers of localised damage in bridge pedestals 
have been reported, to date there are only limited studies reported in this particular area. 
 
Bearing replacement is considered as inevitable part in bridge repair and maintenance. Even with 
latest development on bridge bearing, there is no guarantee that bearing can be free of 
maintenance during its design life. Generally, bearing replacement always offers one alternative 
solution to bearing problems. Baimas and McClean (1998) considered that bearing replacement 
work is a long-term solution in bridge repair and maintenance works. However, this maintenance 
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may not succeed if it fails to provide a good pedestal for new bridge bearings. 
 
2.2.1  Supports of bridge decks 
 
A bridge bearing and pedestal are interconnected with each other and both act as one complete 
system to transfer the load from bridge deck to the bridge abutment or pier crosshead. These two 
members also play significant roles by providing essential stability to the bridge deck. The 
bridge bearings control the relative movement of the bridge decks and then the pedestals provide 
a strong support to the bearings and distribute the loads from the bearings safely down to the 
bridge abutments or pier crossheads.  
 
According to Newmark et al. (2006), use of mortar levelling layer as the pedestal layer under 
bridge bearing is important to accommodate beam hogging and irregularity of concrete surface. 
In their inspection of Black River Parkway Viaduct in South Africa, they found that beams were 
placed directly on the top surface of bearing as illustrated in Figure 2.1(a). However, it is more 
appropriate to provide intermediate mortar leveling layers as shown in Figure 2.1(b) where they 
are placed between the beam and abutment. Without these mortar levelling layers, it only causes 
to form concentrated load and uneven load distribution at the concrete surface of abutment. The 
authors mentioned that a bearing without mortar levelling layer is one of the main contribution 
factors to structural damage of bridge abutment. It is also associated with the high contact 
pressure especially on unreinforced edge of concrete that may cause concrete deterioration and 
spalling. Consequently, as instructed by the Roads Infrastructure Western Cape, South Africa the 
above problem was undertaken critical and urgent repair to prevent further damage to the bridge 
abutment.  
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Figure 2.1: Bridge bearing (a) with and (b) without intermediate pedestal level 
 
Baimas and McClean (1998) emphasised that a good selection of the material for pedestals is 
very important for successful operation of bearing replacement at Manchusrian Way Bridge, UK. 
They also emphasized that the target strength for the material, i.e. grout, must be achieved in 24 
hours to minimise disruption to traffic. During the operation, it is also important to eliminate 
vibration caused by ongoing traffic vehicle and let the effective bridge temperature be restricted 
from 5C to 20C only.  
 
Rogers (2014) mentioned that mortar bedding layers or pedestals are cast in place between the 
top and the bottom surface of bridge bearing to accommodate various levels of bearing depth. In 
bearing replacement works at Zilwaukee Bridge, US where existing bearings and concrete 
pedestal were removed to install new pedestal made by mortar grout with steel reinforcement 
that anchor at top of pier and bottom of superstructure. This type of grout material for pedestal is 
a non-shrink cementitious grout with compressive strength of 35MPa. This expected strength 
should be achieved before lowering the bridge decks. For this operation, Michigan Department 
of Transport (MDoT) decided that jacking process should be conducted between 7am to 9 am 
due to excessive movement of bridge caused by thermal gradient effects. 
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Yanagihara et al. (2000) stated the importance of pedestal in the bearing replacement work in the 
Golden Horn Bridge, Turkey. In the replacement procedure, the non-shrink mortar mix 
containing aggregate was poured under new bearing as bridge pedestal and was properly cured to 
obtain the specified compressive strength before releasing the jacking system.  
 
Freyssinet who is one of the consultants in conducting series of bridge bearing replacement 
projects in the UK and its works are listed in Table 2.2.  
 
Table 2.2: Bridge bearing replacement works in UK by Freyssinet 
Bridge name Projects 
A38 Harcombe Cross, North of 
Chudleigh. 
(Completed by June 2014) 
Deteriorated bearings (as a result of bridge ageing) were 
replaced with two new guided pot bearings and 10 new 
free pot bearings  
Yanley Viaduct, North Somerset 
(Completed by August 2015) 
48 mechanical bearings were replaced after 45years 
A61 Gosforth Valley Viaduct 
(Completed by February 2013) 
New 110 free bearings and 21 guided bearings were 
installed. 
Forth Road Bridge 
(Completed by August 2012) 
40 mechanical bearings were installed 
A14 Orwell Bridge – Phase 4 
(Completed by February 2011) 
Two existing mechanical bearings were removed and 
replaced with two new mechanical sliding bearings 
A1260 Pier Refurbishment, 
Peterborough 
(Completed by March 2011) 
12 elastomeric pads and one mechanical shear key were 
installed 
M6 toll also called Birmingham 
North Relief Road.  
(Completed by December 2003) 
12 new mechanical guided bearings were installed new 
M27 Roller Bearings – Phase 2 
(Completed by April 2011) 
3 defective roller bearing were replaced 
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The above projects emphasises that the second important stage in replacement work is to restore 
the concrete pedestals. Some of the difficulties during the reconstruction of pedestals include 
limited access. The company also stated that both material selection and construction method for 
grouting are critical to ensure the replaced parts can achieve the required strength before 
lowering the bridge deck. 
 
According to Reid and Global (2008), grouting re-bed in the re-construction of pedestal for a 
bearing is one of the important processes in replacement bearing sequence besides jacking 
process, removal of old bearing and installation of new bearing. They mentioned that the 
specifications, workmanships and installation of grout are extremely important to control 
shrinkage, expansion and compressibility in order to ensure no voids remain underneath the new 
bearing that may affect grout strength. Also, they recommended that grout pedestal is to extend 
50mm beyond bearing plates for better stability and it should be deep enough to enable the grout 
flow smoothly. In order to prevent from spalling, the grout should be trimmed vertically to the 
face of the base plate. Meanwhile, Money and Hodgson (1992) also provided a guideline to limit 
the grout height for appropriate loading and settlement control. 
 
2.2.2  Causes of bridge pedestal damage 
 
According to Bennett (2014), the adjacent concrete substrate and mortar pad having high contact 
pressure due to compact size of the spherical bearing can reach the limit of proprietary shrinkage 
compensated cement grout. The author also mentioned that even using thick plate did not resolve 
the high stress on concrete bearing surface and it would often exceed the limit in Clause 12.3 of 
AS 5100.5 for bearing pressure. The author also emphasised on the importance of load 
distribution from bearings which was not clearly addressed in AS 5100 and therefore the 
committee member from the Australian standard had decided to develop a comprehensive set of 
rules. 
 
Shiau et al. (2008) stated that inappropriate concrete pouring can cause huge voids in concrete 
surrounding the upper and the lower bearing plates. The voids in concrete can reduce the 
concrete compressive strength that is considered very critical especially at the load dispersion 
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zone including through concrete pedestal. This damage is also related to uneven contact pressure 
and stress concentration in the pedestal material due to bearing plate deformation.  
 
Chiarello et al. (2014) reported that damages of concrete beneath the bearing are associated to 
malfunction of roller bearings that are locked up due to corrosion and distortion. In their 
inspection for the Fourth Road Bridge in UK, they found that there was concrete delamination at 
the top pier with patches of spalled concrete in the region directly beneath the bearing. In another 
occasion, very high stress was induced on the bridge pedestals when bridge bearings were not 
working appropriately (JKR Bridge Appraisal, Rehabilitation and Maintenance, 1996; Cheong, 
2009). Meanwhile, Sing and King (1999) reported that only two out of the four bearings were 
left to support the bridge girders that had been damaged in the Sultan Ahmad Shah Bridge, 
Malaysia. The two functional bearings become overloaded and consequently had to resist 
additional load from the damaged bearings.  
 
Overloaded bridge is considered as one of the major causes to damage of structural supports such 
as bridge pedestals or piers. Ongoing increase of traffic volume and heavy axle load explain 
continuous damages of bridge pedestals especially in old bridges. Yanagihara et al. (2000) 
reported that increasing traffic volume and vehicle weight in Golden Horn Bridge in Turkey 
damaged the bearing components of the bridge. They stated that the damaged roller component 
in bridge bearing caused the bridge deck to crack and also uneven settlement of bridge girder that 
required pedestals to be reinforced to transfer the horizontal forces. West Gate Bridge in the UK 
was reported dramatically increase in traffic volume from 40,000 to 160,000 vehicles and also 
vehicle weight from 25 to 70 tonnes starting from 1978 until 2010 because of the use of double 
loaded trucks  reported by Taormina (2010). In Australia, the bridge loading in Austroad Bridge 
Design Code (HB77.2-1996) was revised in 1999 to anticipate the increase in vehicle size and 
weight in the Australian Standard (AS5100.2 Supp1–2007). 
 
In some cases, damage of pedestals is caused by unforeseen event such as natural disaster. Kim 
et al. (2006) stated that damaged bridge bearing may change the response of structural resistance 
to accommodate seismic between the superstructure and substructure. They identified two 
categories of failures that effect pedestals; pull out failure of anchor sockets and shear failure of 
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anchor bolts. They concluded that the friction force between the superstructure and the 
substructure is also a governing factor for these failure types. In another situation, King and 
Mahamud (2009) also reported that excessive soil movement behind the abutment to create 
significant lateral force to bridge bearing. This force causes some damages to bridge bearing 
system including anchor bolts and the concrete plinth.  
 
Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT) in the United States (2012) reported that 
there are many possible reasons that bridge pedestals can be damaged. This damage can be 
caused by; 
a) additional lateral forces from large chunks of debris hitting the bridge during flood flows, 
high water level or over-height vehicles. These factors can create large forces to anchor 
bolts which then can be transmitted to bridge seats. 
b) friction created by beams or bearing devices sliding directly on the bridge seats which can 
cause the edge of the bridge seats to fail in shear failure. 
 
Events such as flooding, vehicle collisions on bridges and bridge piers and earthquake disasters 
are emerging as advanced research topics in recent times. These events are considered out-of-
scope of the current research. 
 
2.2.3  Guidelines of the assets owners design and manufacture of bridge bearing 
 
Some of the technical information was collected from specification requirement that are 
available in online database from different bridge owners and bearing manufactures. It was found 
that the technical information that is related to bridge pedestal has been reported in part of 
installation procedures for bridge bearing system. The specification requirements for bridge 
pedestals by different bridge departments and bearing manufacturers are provided in Table 2.3 
and 2.4 respectively. 
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Table 2.3: Specifications provided by bridge owners  
Bridge Owners Specification requirements 
Indian Railway Institute 
of Civil Engineering 
(IRICE) 
Common material: sand-cement mortar with or without 
epoxy resin 
Recommended crushing strength of mortar is 35MPa
 
It should be perfectly level 
Main Roads Western 
Australia Specification 
860 
Material: non-shrink cementitious grout  
Minimum compressive strength in 28 days for grouting 
based on 70mm cube test: 
 30MPa for elastomeric bearing 
 40MPa for mechanical bearing 
Department of 
Transportation State 
Georgia, USA 
 Section 581 
Material: epoxy grout  
No load is allowed until 7 days of curing 
 
Table 2.4: Specifications provided by bearing manufacturers  
Bridge manufactures Specification requirements 
MAGETA structural 
bearings 
Anchor recesses must be concreted  
Mortar bed should not be more than 50mm thick  
Recommend to use flowable mortar type  
Pressure acting on the concrete is calculated based on partial 
surface pressure in accordance with EN 1992 (2004) 
Concrete class: C30/37 or higher is generally satisfied 
Load distribution in concrete pedestal is estimated 
approximately 1.6 times of the base area of the pot bearing 
Granor Rubber and 
Engineering 
(Australia) 
 
For pot bearing: 
Uniform stress to the concrete considering the stress is 
disbursed from the elastomeric pad or PTFE with the angle 
of 2:1 from the contact surface 
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Min Industries Sdn Bhd 
(Malaysia) 
For mechanical pot bearing: 
Considered concrete pressure 20MPa at the centre
 
 
According to the list of specifications provided in Table 2.3 and 2.4, it can be concluded that 
some of the bridge owners require use of special material for pedestal such as epoxy-mortar or 
non-shrink grout. The materials should also have compressive strength from 35 to 40MPa. It 
emphasises that no loading is allowed on the pedestal until 7 days of curing. For specification set 
by bearing manufacturers, it is found that the allowable concrete pressure is slightly lower the 
strength of concrete between 20 to 30MPa.  
 
2.3    Related studies: Bearing strength of concrete 
 
For the concrete pedestals for bridge bearing girders, the contact behaviour between the steel 
bearing plate and the concrete pedestal is strongly related to the bearing strength of concrete. In 
previous research work dealing with bearing capacity of concrete, method of solution is usually 
conducted by experimental work; such papers are reviewed in this section.  
 
2.3.1  Early research on bearing capacity of concrete  
 
There has been much research carried out in the field especially on developing rational approach 
to predict the bearing capacity of concretes for different loading conditions. Most of the early 
research has been directed on identifying numbers of factors that affecting the bearing capacity 
of concrete. Comparatively many of published papers agreed that the bearing capacity of 
concrete depends on the loaded area, the unloaded area and the compressive strength of concrete.  
The first person who is responsible to investigate the bearing strength of construction 
materials is Bauschinger in late 1800s. The author has developed a cubic root equation based on 
testing of rock specimens.  
                                                            
   
   
………………………………….………(2.1) 
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where fc’ = compressive strength of concrete, A = unloaded area, A’ = loaded area 
However, the accuracy of the prediction for concrete application is questionable. So, the 
Bauschinger’s formula was modified as square root form based on the Komendant (1952) and it 
is used for the America Concrete Institute (ACI). 
 
 
where fc’ = compressive strength of concrete, A = unloaded area, A’ = loaded area 
According to Meyerhof (1953), the bearing capacity of concrete can be taken as twice of 
concrete strength which depending on the unloaded to loaded area can be underestimated. The 
author has extended the study by determining the principal strength characteristics that govern 
the bearing capacity of concrete and rock blocks. It was reported that bearing failure under 
concentrated loads concretes and rocks behaved in a similar manner with those tested under tri-
axial compression test.  So, the author introduced the new concept that confining pressure can be 
predicted by fundamental shear strength of material, 
tans c p   ……………………………………….….(2.3) 
where, c = unit cohesion, p = effective normal pressure on shear plane,  = angle of internal 
friction 
However, all these parameters were taken from tri-axial compression test that required more 
complicated testing.  
 
Another attempt has been made by Shelson (1957) to investigate the relationships between 
ultimate bearing capacity and the ratio of footing area and loaded area of plain concrete under 
base plates. It is stated that margin of safety for concrete footing according to the ACI building 
code may sometimes higher than the margin of safety of other structural elements. The 
experimental results proved that the specification for higher ratio of footing; loaded area 10:1 are 
too conservative. The author found that bearing pressure at failure approached the limiting values 
for ratio of 30:1. The author has purposed the following formula to calculate permissible bearing 
pressure on concrete:    
' 0.30.25c cf f R ……………………….……………….….(2.4) 
………………………………….………(2.2) 
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where 'cf = compressive strength of concrete, R = ratio of footing-to-loaded area 
Hawkins (1968) highlighted the necessity of considering the effects of load eccentricity and 
loading geometry. So, the author has conducted series of testing to examine these two factors has 
been conducted. In the experimental result, the author has developed a conservative estimation of 
bearing capacity of concrete by following failure model as shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Failure model  
 
For equilibrium of failure wedge, the bearing strength is; 
                                       
' 2cotb c hf f    ………………………………………………….(2.5) 
where  
The hoop stress (bursting pressure) at failure  1h tf R   ………..(2.6) 
   Tensile strength, '
t cf A f ..................................................…………(2.7) 
 
The simplest form of bearing equation is given below; 
              ' '1 1
b
c c
f K
R
f f
   ………..………………………………(2.8) 
where,  2cotK A  …………………………………………………(2.9) 
 
 
 
 
 
s 
= 45° - (/2) 
p 
q 
h 
 
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Wasti (1969) stated that the number of approaches that had been developed was difficult to get 
an agreement with the experimental results because of the variations in material properties and 
the absence of a suitable failure criterion. The author has developed a new approach to predict 
the behaviour of bearing strength based on concrete tensile strength rather than compression 
strength as carried out in most studies. The author approach was based on bearing load fracture 
of the inverted pyramid form as shown in Figure 2.3. In the failure model, the author assumed 
that the hoop stress of the cylinder must be equal to the direct tensile strength. In the 
experimental works, the semi-apex angle, α and Poisson’s ratio, v was taken as 22.5° and 0.17 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Inverted pyramid failure form  
    31 2 2 1 cos cos
2
b
r
f
              ………………………(2.10) 
                   0.017r    ………………..……………………(2.11) 
where Hoop stress, r t    (tensile strength) …..…………………(2.12) 
 
The bearing capacity, 
bf is equal to tensile strength of concrete, t divided by factor 0.017 
                                
0.017
tq

 ………………………..…………………(2.13) 
The agreement between this approach and experimental results by Shelson (1957) and Meyerhof 
(1953) was favourable. However, this prediction is limited to the bearing of concrete where the 
α /2 
r 
z 
a 
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loaded area is smaller than the surface area of concrete block as the failure model is adopted for a 
semi-infinite medium model.  
Hyland and Chen (1970) studied the behaviour of concrete under bearing. They stated that the 
concrete normally behaves in a brittle manner but another assumption had been made by Chen 
and Drucker (1969) that concrete can be assumed to behave in a perfect plastic manner when 
constrained. Therefore they conducted a series of testing to verify this assumption. They 
measured both the horizontal and the vertical strain distribution at failure in the punch test. From 
their experimental data, they found that the assumption made by Chen and Drucker (1969) was 
acceptable as concrete showed sufficient strain to develop almost complete behaviour of 
plasticity prior to the collapse.  
 
In another study, Niyogi and Das (1978) stated that there was little information about the bearing 
capacity under multi-directional concentrated force. So, they conducted a series of testing for 
concrete block under combined effect of lateral and vertical strip and patch loads as shown in 
Figure 2.4.  Their analysis results showed that combined load can reduce the ultimate bearing 
strength of concrete under a unidirectional load. They stated that two important factors affect the 
ultimate load under combined load;  
a. Relative position of strip plate 
'
a
a
 
 
 
 
b. The magnitute of lateral bearing stress  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Combined loads model  
 
2a’ 
a 
Strip load 
Patch load 
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Adebar and Zhou (1993) conducted experimental studies to evaluate the transverse splitting 
behaviour of concrete cylinder under compression using the strut-and-tie model (STM). The 
concrete cylinders has varied in diameter and height. Their simple truss model for single punch 
test, short double punch test and tall double punch test as shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Truss model 
 
From their analysis, they suggested that maximum bearing stress depends on amount of 
confinement and height to width ratio. They also proposed a new design method for deep 
members where no sufficient reinforcement was considered to insecure redistribution after 
cracking. The maximum bearing strength is limited to 
              '0.6 1 2cbf f   ………………..………………..……(2.14) 
where 
    2
1
0.33 1 1.0
A
A

 
  
 
   ………………..…………..………(2.15) 
    0.33 1 1.0
h
b

 
 
 
   ………………..……………………...(2.16) 
a) Single punch test b) Short double 
punch test 
b) Tall double 
punch test 
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h
b
 is height-to-width ratio 
………………..………………….(2.17) 
For concrete greater than 34.5MPa (5000 psi) 
 
   ' '0.6 6c cbf f f   for 
'
cf in MPa………………..…………….(2.18) 
 
Ahmed et al. (1998) have investigated other relevant factors that affect the bearing capacity of 
concrete. A comprehensive experimental works was conducted in order to determine the effect of 
different types of lateral reinforcement block and different loading geometry, i.e. square, 
rectangular and strip plates. The disposition of bearing plate, i.e. concentric and eccentric loads 
and size effect of concrete blocks was also varied. From their analysis, they established two 
mathematical relationships as shown in Eq 2.19 and 2.20.  
 For reinforced concrete block;  
'
1'
3 sb c
c
A A
f f C
A A
   
    
   
……..…………..………………….(2.19) 
For loading geometry surface; 
'
2 2b c
x
ex
b
f f m C
b
  
  
   
  ……..………….………….…………(2.20) 
 
Another complex behaviour of structure, Ravindrarajah (1999) discovered that use of lightweight 
concrete polystyrene particle as replacement to coarse aggregate in normal concrete can enhance 
durability of concrete against sulphate attack or freeze thaw. In order to deal with this material, 
the author has developed empirical equation for bearing strength of polystyrene aggregate 
concrete by modifying the basic form of bearing equation in ACI building code (1989).  
 
                           0.79f ccb
b
A
f
A
 
  
 
 ..……………..……….……………………(2.21) 
where, cf = compressive cube strength  
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The modified equation (Ravindrarajah, 1999) is provided below; 
                        
0.5
'0.635 cb c
b
A
f f
A

 
   
 
………….………………(2.22) 
 
where, 'cf = compressive cylinder strength  
  = percentage of replacement aggregate  
cA = the total area 
bA = the bearing area 
 
In their experimental results, they also found that there was no significant influence on bearing 
strength of polystyrene aggregate concrete even when different plate shapes were used. 
However, it was notified that their experimental result showed different failure patterns.  
 
2.3.2  Mode of failures in concrete bearing 
 
In structural testing for determining the bearing capacity for concrete, the concrete block 
exhibited localised damaged due to excessive penetration of steel bearing plate into the top 
surface of concrete pedestals. Different failure modes of concretes have been reported in the 
literature. The formation of the inverted pyramid under the steel bearing plates caused concrete 
splitting vertically has been reported by many researchers (Meyerhof, 1953; Shelson, 1957: 
Hawkins, 1968a; Ahmed et al. 1998). They found that a wedge of concrete punched out beneath 
the bearing plate cause horizontal pressure and caused resultant tension force in concrete. They 
also observed the failure wedge were pyramid-shaped with apex angle between 30° to 40°.  
 
Ravindrarajah (1999) also observed similar formation of conical and pyramid-shaped for the 
failure wedge when circular and square plate was used respectively. However, the author stated 
that this failure mode was not observed if the bearing area was equal to or greater than half of 
surface area. Hawkins (1968b) also observed similar behaviour when tested concrete blocks with 
flexible plates for low ratio of surface area-to-bearing area of 1.78. 
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Formation of “column” with radial splitting has been reported in previous studies (Au and Baird, 
1960; Hawkins, 1968; Hyland and Chen, 1970). They have compared two series of specimens 
with different two block heights, i.e. 203.2 × 203.2 × 203.2mm and 203.2 × 203.2 × 101.6mm 
concrete blocks. They only observed the formation of cone-shaped failure with radial splitting 
for reduced height (203.2 × 203.2 × 101.6mm) concrete blocks. They also stated that the 
concrete block has higher bearing capacity due to retardation of formation of pyramid and 
resistance to sliding failure. Similar failure mode was observed by Hyland and Chen(1970). In 
their experimental work, they tested the concrete block cylinders with and without a hole. Their 
specimens consisted of cylinders with constant diameter of 153mm with three different heights, 
i.e. 153, 76.5 and 51mm. They found that the formation of a “column” shape-failure with radial 
splitting is only observed for concrete block height 51mm with or without hole.  
 
The failure mode of concrete bearing depends on many factors including load and specimen 
configurations. Therefore, in order to understand these failure modes, number of factors that 
affecting the bearing capacity of concrete will be identified further as listed below: 
 
1. Height of concrete block and ratio of surface-to-bearing area 
2. Reduction of bearing surface area 
3. Confinement reinforcement 
4. Lateral confinement 
5. Loading position 
6. Edge shape 
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2.3.3    Factors affecting the bearing capacity of concrete 
 
In general, structural response of a concrete bearing depends on its height, surface area available 
to resist loading, bearing area and the compressive strength of concrete. However, other factors 
such as the level of lateral confinement, confinement reinforcement and loading position would 
also affecting the bearing capacity of concrete. 
  
2.3.3.1    Height of concrete block and ratio of surface-to-bearing area 
 
Concrete pedestals for bridge girder bearings is considered as a shallow footing where their 
height-to-width ratio is lesser than 1. In literature, the specimen dimension of concrete block for 
bearing research is illustrated as shown in Figure 2.6.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Specimen dimension  
  
 
Table 2.5 shows majority of concrete specimens have height-to-width ratio greater than 1 excepts 
some specimens in work carried out by  Meyerhof (1953), Au and Baird (1960), Hyland and 
Cheng (1970), Hawkins (1970) and Adebar and Zhou (1993). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Width 
(in the range of 50mm 
to 457.2 mm) 
 
Height 
(in the range of 
38.1mm to 1015mm) 
Length 
(in the range of 50mm 
to 457.2 mm) 
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Table 2.5(a): Specimen size used in bearing strength of concrete block (from 1953 to 2014) 
 
Researcher 
(year) 
 
Study Specimen size: 
For block: length (mm) × width 
(mm) × height(mm)   
For cylinder: diameter(mm) × 
height(mm)  
Height/width 
ratio 
 (dimensionless)  
 
Meyerhof 
(1953) 
For concrete and 
rock 
152.4 × 152.4 × 38.1 
152.4 × 152.4 × 76.2 
152.4 × 152.4 × 152.4   
304.8 × 304.8  × 152.4 
457.2 × 457.2 × 152.4 
0.25* 
0.5* 
1 
0.5* 
0.5* 
Shelson (1957) Concrete block 203.2 × 203.2 × 203.2  1 
 
Au and Baird 
(1960) 
Concrete block 203.2 × 203.2 × 203.2 
203.2 × 203.2 × 101.6 
 1 
 0.5* 
Hawkins 
(1968a) 
Concrete blocks 
loaded to rigid plates 
152.4 × 152.4 × 152.4   
228.6 × 228.6 × 228.6 
101.6 dia. × 203.2  
152.4 dia. × 304.8  
1 
1 
2 
2 
Hawkins 
(1968b) 
Concrete blocks 
loaded to flexible  
plates 
152.4 × 152.4 × 152.4   
254 × 254 × 254   
203.2 dia.  × 304.8 
1 
1 
2 
Hyland and 
Chen 
(1970) 
Concrete block with 
hole 
153 × 153 × 153 
153 × 153 × 76.5 
153 × 153 × 51 
1 
0.5* 
0.33* 
Hawkins  
(1970) 
Concrete for strip 
loadings 
152 × 381 × 712 
102 × 457 × 1015 
102 × 457 × 762 
102 × 457 × 635 
102 × 457 × 508 
102 × 457 × 381 
102 × 457 × 1015 
1.87 
2.22 
1.67 
1.39 
1.11 
0.83* 
2.22 
Niyogi and Das 
(1978) 
Combined lateral 
and vertical 
concentrated load 
75 × 300 × 300 1 
 
Ince and Arici 
(2004) 
Size effects of 
concrete cube 
50 × 50 × 50 
100 × 100 × 100 
200 × 200 × 200 
1 
1 
1 
Adebar and 
Zhou 
(1993) 
Compressive strut 
confined by plain 
concrete 
152.4 dia. × 304.8 
203.2 dia. ×304.8 
254 dia. × 228.6  
254 dia. × 457.2 
 254 dia. × 914.4 
304.8 dia. × 228.6 
304.8 dia. × 304.8 
2 
1.5 
0.9* 
1.8 
3.6 
0.75* 
1 
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304.8 dia. × 457.2 
304.8 dia. × 914.4 
355.6 dia. × 228.6 
335.6 dia. × 457.2 
355.6 dia. × 914.4 
457.2 dia. × 228.6  
457.2 dia. × 301.8 
457.2 dia. × 457.2 
 457.2 dia. × 914.4 
609.6 dia. × 304.8 
1.5 
 3 
0.64* 
1.29 
2.57 
0.5* 
 0.67* 
1 
2 
0.5* 
Ahmed et al. 
(1998) 
Reinforced concrete 200 × 200 × 300 1.5 
Ravindrarajah 
(1999) 
Concrete containing 
polystyrene 
200 × 200 × 200 1 
Roberts-
Wollmann et al. 
(2006) 
Lightweight 
concrete 
152 dia. × 304 2 
Scheffers et al. 
(2010) 
CFRP confined 
concrete 
150 × 150 × 150 1 
Zhou et al. 
(2013) 
Reactive powder 
concrete reinforced 
by steel fibers 
200 × 200 × 400 2 
Bonetti et al. 
(2014) 
Confined concrete 203 × 203 × 406 2 
Note that: *Height-to-width that is lesser than 1 
 
By referring to Table 2.5(a), most studies on the concrete bearing using the concrete blocks with 
(height/width) greater than 1. So, the outcome of these research findings may not represent the 
actual behaviour of concrete pedestals for concrete bridge bearings because concrete pedestal has 
much lower (height/width) ratio. Eventually there are number of studies on bearing using lower 
(height/width) but it is mainly imposed for rubber bearing pads that are used in bridge 
elastomeric bearing which are considered not applicable for concrete pedestals (Hamzeh et al., 
1998; Yazdani et al., 2000; Yoon et al., 2004; Lehman et al., 2005; Mounir et al., 2006). In 
addition, the concrete pedestals for bridge girder bearings has small ratio of surface to loaded 
area which is lesser than 2. All five selected researcher works that having the lowest ratio of 
surface area to bearing area (A2/A1) is 2 shown in Table 2.5(b). 
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Table 2.5(b): Ratio of surface to bearing area for selected specimens that have height to width 
ratio less than 1.  
Researcher 
(year) 
Specimen size: 
For block: length (mm) × 
width (mm) × height (mm)   
For cylinder: diameter(mm) 
× height (mm) 
Steel plate:  
For block: length (mm) × 
width (mm)  
For cylinder: diameter (mm)  
Ratio of 
surface area 
to bearing 
area (A2/A1) 
Meyerhof 
(1953) 
152.4 × 152.4 × 38.1 
152.4 × 152.4 × 76.2 
31.75 × 31.75 
31.75 × 31.75 
23 
Au and 
Baird 
(1960) 
203.2 × 203.2 × 101.6 
203.2 × 203.2 × 101.6 
203.2 × 203.2 × 101.6 
203.2 × 203.2 × 101.6 
203.2 × 203.2 × 101.6 
203.2 × 203.2 × 101.6 
144.02 × 144.02 
101.6 × 101.6 
83.06 × 83.06 
71.88 × 71.88 
58.67 × 58.67 
50.8 × 50.8 
2 
4 
6 
8 
12 
16 
Hyland and 
Cheng 
(1970) 
153 × 153 × 76.5 
153 × 153 × 76.5 
153 × 153 × 51 
153 × 153 × 51 
38.1 dia. 
50.8 dia 
38.1 dia. 
50.8 dia 
16 
9 
16 
9 
Hawkins 
(1970) 
102 × 457 × 381 50.8 × 102 4.5 
Adebar and 
Zhou 
(1993) 
254 × 228.6  
304.8 × 228.6 
355.6 × 228.6 
457.2× 228.6  
457.2 × 301.8 
609.6 × 304.8 
152.4 dia. 
152.4 dia. 
152.4 dia. 
152.4 dia. 
152.4 dia. 
152.4 dia. 
2.78 
4 
5.44 
9 
9 
16 
 
Table 2.5(b) indicates that most of the experimental studies for bearing capacity of concrete use 
surface area-to-bearing area ratio greater than 2 and it can reach up to 23. The large ratios are 
normally associated with the anchorage zone for pre or post-stressed beam. Extremely high ratio 
(23) represents extremely small bearing area such as the application of fixing of anchor bolts in 
concrete connections that reflect the semi-infinite medium model. Very limited researches are 
focused on surface area-to-bearing area ratio that is lower than 2. Most typical cases for the 
(height/width) and ratio of surface-to-bearing area is normally lesser than 1 and 2 respectively. 
Therefore further study is needed to investigate these two factors on structural performance of 
shallow concrete footings such as concrete pedestal for bridge girder bearings. This PhD thesis 
attempts to perform this key task. 
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2.3.3.2    Reduction of bearing surface area  
 
The bearing area depends on the contact area of the steel plate and that of the concrete surface. 
This contact interface is one of the important parameters in the determination of the bearing 
capacity of concrete in most published standards and codes internationally.  
 
The cause of reduction in bearing surface on the bearing capacity of concrete is due to edge 
flexibility of the steel bearing plates. Shelson (1957) tested concrete blocks through steel base 
plate but with smaller loading area in order to simulate the effects of edge flexibility for steel 
bearing plate. The analysis results showed that the bearing capacity did not improved with 
greater edge flexibility. In other study, Hawkins (1968) has evaluated two types of plates, i.e. one 
flexible and the other semi-flexible plates. The author found that the ultimate load for flexible 
plate increased linearly with the plate thickness whereas the semi-flexible plate has similar 
response to the rigid plate. Apart from experimental works, Escobar-Sandoval et al. (2006) 
studied through numerical modelling approach. They stated that the bearing area due to uplift of 
the bearing plate can be determined through stress distribution in the finite element model. As 
compared to previous findings, they found that the ultimate bearing capacity is dependent on the 
reduced bearing area due plate flexibility especially the use of thin bearing plates.  
 
Meanwhile, reduction in bearing area is also related to change of geometry shape of the loaded 
plate. In the past, loading geometry of steel bearing plate has been evaluated in different load 
situations. Hawkins (1970) studied the effects of plain concrete block tested under strip loading 
under symmetric and eccentric loading. Niyogi and Das (1978) investigated the effect of strip 
loading as lateral loading combined with vertical concentrated loads acting on plain concrete 
blocks. Further comparative study on the effect of loading geometry, i.e. square, rectangular and 
strip plates was carried out by Ahmed et al.(1998) for plain and reinforced concrete blocks. They 
stated that the loading geometry of the bearing plate also influence the ultimate local bearing 
strength of concrete. In another study, the effect of loading of geometry for square and circle 
loaded plates has been explained by Ravindrarajah (1999) and Scheffers et al. (2010). 
Ravindrajah’s work found that there was no significant influence on the bearing strength of 
polystyrene aggregate concrete even it was failed in different failure pattern. However, this 
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finding contradicted Scheffers’s (2010) finding when the carbon fibre reinforced polymer 
(CFRP) concrete has been tested.  In summary, the geometry effect is said to have a marginal 
influence on the bearing strength of concrete.  
 
The reduction of contact area has significant effect on the bearing capacity of concrete. The 
previous studies were focused on the edge flexibility of steel plate and changes of loading 
geometry. However, there is no explanation about the effect of edge clearance distance of 
concrete surface that can modify the bearing strength of concrete especially for shallow type 
footing such as the concrete pedestal for bridge girder bearings. In order to understand such 
effect, this parameter will be examined in the parametric study of this PhD thesis. 
 
2.3.3.3    Confinement reinforcement 
 
In the industry practices, generally the steel reinforcement is placed in the tension zone in order 
to prevent tension failure. For internal reinforcement in concrete bearing, the steel reinforcement 
is embedded in concrete to provide an additional confinement effect to enhance the bearing 
capacity of concrete.  
 
Ahmed et al.(1998) studied on the lapping for the anchorage or fixing of the tie-reinforcement in 
reinforced concrete blocks. Four types of anchorage have been evaluated as shown in Figure 2.8. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Different steel anchorage types 
 
Their experimental results showed that the percentage increase of ultimate bearing strength was 
the highest for reinforcement Type 1 followed by Type 2, 3 and 4. Also, they mentioned that 
reinforcement Types 1, 2 and 3 have better resistance against initial cracking compared to Type 
4.   
 
Type 1 Type 2 
 
Type 3 
 
Type 4 
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Bonetti et al. (2014) investigated the reinforced concrete blocks for different ratios of 
reinforcement up to 7.6% and 10.4% for ties and spiral or combination of both respectively. 
They found that the bearing capacity increased linearly with the increase in confining steel ratio. 
They also proposed two equations (2.23 and 2.24) for predicting the bearing strength of concrete 
for tie, spiral or combination. 
 
For tie-reinforced, 
                                       ' 12 3.5cb lateralf f f A  ……….…………………(2.23) 
For spiral-reinforced or combination, 
 ' 12 5.5cb lateralf f f A  ……….……………………(2.24) 
            where 
bf is the bearing strength of concrete 
    lateralf is the effective lateral confining pressure 
        
'
c
f is the compressive strength of concrete 
                                               1A is the bearing area 
 
Previous studies on bearing capacity of reinforced concrete block found that additional 
reinforcement has improved the bearing capacity of concrete as it provide additional confinement 
effect as compare to unreinforced concrete block. It was also found that different arrangement of 
reinforcement had significant effects on the bearing capacity of concrete. However, this finding 
is limited to lateral reinforcement only and it applies for concrete block with aspect ratio 
(height/width) greater than 1. Effect of horizontal reinforcement is not clearly explained 
especially on the shallow type concrete footing such as concrete pedestal for bridge bearings. 
Therefore, further investigation is required to evaluate the effect of different layouts of 
reinforcement, i.e. horizontal and lateral. 
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2.3.3.4    Lateral confinement   
 
In previous studies, the effect of lateral confinement is widely investigated in concrete column 
especially in concrete core confinement. The concrete core confinement was provided either by 
in-filled concrete steel tube or external wrapping.  
 
In confined concrete with CFRP composite, Issa et al. (2009) reported that the energy absorption 
for CFRP composite is about 70% of total energy and the remaining energy is absorbed by 
concrete and steel reinforcement. Scheffers and Ravindrarajah (2010) found that the bearing 
strength of concrete increase up to 74% when the concrete block is confined with Carbon Fibre 
Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) sheet. 
 
Schneider (1998) investigated the effect confinement for different steel tube shapes on the 
ultimate strength of concrete-filled tube (CFT) column. The author reported that the circular steel 
tubes had offer better ductility and higher ultimate load than square or rectangular tube sections. 
Similarly, the CFT was found to exhibit higher strain hardening. 
 
Toutanji (1999) experimentally confirmed the finding with Schneider and Ravindrarajah (2010) 
as the external confinement on concrete had significant enhancement of strength, ductility and 
energy absorption capacity. The finding is based on the externally wrapped technique concrete 
with advanced fiber composite sheet for structural rehabilitation.  In addition, the effect of 
different configuration of ply was investigated by Pravin and Jamwal (2004). They evaluated two 
type of ply configuration that have different orientation, i.e. hoop and angle for 0° and 45° 
respectively.  Their analysis results showed that the combination of hoop-angle-hoop had better 
axial capacity and ductility. Meanwhile, Carey and Harries (2005) studied confined concrete 
with carbon fiber-reinforced polymer jackets for three different scales, i.e. small, medium and 
large. They found that there is a significant effect of block scale size on the axial capacity of 
concrete. 
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Sakino et al. (2004) explained that the increase strength and ductility in confined concrete occurs 
due to development of tensile hoop stress when the lateral deformation of concrete provided a 
tri-axial compression. Additional effect of inner hole was investigated by Fam and Rizkalla 
(2001). They tested in short column confined with FRP circular tubes in different hole sizes. In 
their analysis, it is shown that the increment in hole sizes was only reducing the axial strength 
and confining pressure of structure member.   
  
Apart from experimental works, Mirmiran et al. (2000) has developed a nonlinear model finite 
element model to predict the behaviour of FRP-confined concrete. They found that the Drucker –
Prager plasticity model in ANSYS predicted the axial stress-strain response of   FRP-confined 
concrete satisfactorily. This model was extended to validate the experimental data on carbon-
wrapped concrete column studied by Shahawy et al. (2000). However, the Drucker–Prager 
plasticity model in ANSYS cannot capture the dilation (volumetric expansion) characteristic due 
to its elastic-perfectly plastic assumption.  
 
Liu and Foster (2000) has developed a finite element model for confined concrete structure 
associated with micro-plane formulation for  uni-axial, biaxial and tri-axial compression. In their 
model, a concrete cylinder was confined with 2.5% lateral confining pressure. Yu et al. (2010) 
proposed a modified concrete damage plasticity model (CDPM) to model confined concrete 
under non-uniform confinement. They have included the confinement-dependent and pressure 
dependent yield criteria in damage parameter, strain hardening or softening and flow rule to 
account the confinement effect of concrete.   
   
Application of confining pressure is widely explained for the concrete column through the use of 
advanced materials and numerical modelling techniques. Confined concrete column was also 
found to be a suitable technique to restore the integrity of damaged structure. However, previous 
studies are limited to confined concrete core for column. The effect of lateral confinement on 
bearing capacity of concrete especially for shallow type foundation such as the concrete 
pedestals is never explained to the best of the understanding of the author.  Therefore, the effect 
of lateral confinement on concrete bearing through the application of confining pressure will be 
evaluated in this thesis.  
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2.3.3.5    Loading position  
 
The bearing plate is not always located at the centre of concrete pedestal in real world bridges. 
At times, adjustment to the position of bridge bearing may be necessary in order to ensure the 
correct position and level after installation of bridge bearing. Eccentric loading may be 
considered if the resulted loading position is slightly away from the centre location of concrete 
pedestal. In the previous studies, most researchers usually concentrated on the concentric loading 
in most case in bearing strength of concrete excepts Hawkins (1968a) and Ahmed et al.(1998).  
 
Hawkins (1968a) studied the effect of two different loading positions, i.e. concentric and edge 
loading on bearing strength of plain concrete through rigid plate.  In their test results, they found 
that a fine vertical cracks was formed under edge loading before failure. They stated that there 
was no visible cracking or spalling concrete occurred in the concentric loaded blocks. The failure 
of concrete under concentrically loaded plate is totally controlled by the downward movement of 
loading plate.  
 
A comprehensive study on loading positions, concentric, eccentric and biaxial for plain and 
reinforced concrete blocks was carried out by Ahmed et al.(1998). In their observation, the 
bearing capacity of concrete was found to decrease with the increase in eccentricity. The bearing 
strength is more affected in case of biaxial loading. They stated that lack of symmetry only 
change the internal stress distribution and reduce the effective surrounding area. That gives an 
explanation on the fine cracking of the side of concrete blocks in the experimental works by 
Hawkins (1968a). 
 
In other studies, loading position was also shown to be important when strip loading was used 
(Hawkins, 1970; Niyogi and Das, 1978). Hawkins(1970) developed an equation to predict the 
bearing capacity in case of strip loading as in Eq. 2.25. 
   
1
3
'
b c
D
f C f
W
 
 
 
 …………….……………………(2.25) 
The eccentricity of the loaded plate, D is one of important factors to determine the bearing 
capacity under strip loading.  
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Niyogi and Das (1978) have determined the bearing capacity of concrete blocks under combined 
lateral and vertical loads. They stated that one of the principal factors that affect the bearing 
capacity of the block is the distance between the centre line of bearing plate and the nearest end 
face of concrete block. 
 
The previous studies are limited to concrete blocks with aspect ratio (height/width) greater than 
1. For the concrete block with lower aspect ratio less than 1, the effect of loading position to 
bearing strength can be different. Therefore, further study has to be conducted to investigate such 
effects especially for shallow type concrete footing such as the concrete bridge pedestal. In the 
present study, the effect of loading position will be examined under parametric study. 
 
2.3.3.6    Edge shape 
 
When concrete surface loaded through steel plate, the basic assumption for uniform stress 
distribution over the entire cross sectional area may not be applicable for concrete bearing. The 
change of geometry at the contact between steel plate and concrete surface create a disruption on 
the uniform stress distribution pattern.  This discontinuity only creates a high level of stress 
known as stress concentration. Usually the stress concentration appears at the sharp edge of 
contact area. In concrete pedestals, the area that critically under high concentrated stress is at the 
sharp edge of contact area between the steel bearing plate and the concrete surface.  
 
The importance of contact mechanics to evaluate the bearing pressure at the contact surface has 
been highlighted in Terry (2011) and Gere and Goodno (2009).The stress concentration at the 
contact surface can be examined by experimental or advanced analysis method such as the finite 
element method. Wang et al. (2006) evaluated the stress concentration between the block and the 
substratum using advanced technique of Hybrid Trefftz (HT) finite element (FE) analysis.    
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The intensity of stress concentration can be minimised by properly designing the critical section 
using optimal shape profile. In this strategies, the sharp corner will be re-shaped until it becomes 
smooth shaped fillet. According to Haftka and Grandi (1986), shape design optimisation is found 
to be more effective than sizing design in many instances. This technique was adopted to solve 
many engineering problems especially dealing with advanced contact behaviour. For example, 
advanced shape design for wheel profile under dynamic performance to minimise geometrical 
wearing issue in wheel/rail contact (Shevtsov et al., 2005; Markine et al., 2007). Zong and 
Dhanasekar (2012) studied the effect of shape optimization for rail head profile under localised 
effects of wheel contact. They also agree that the shape optimisation reduce the stress 
concentration level therefore delaying material deterioration.  
 
The shape optimisation also has been widely used in other structural component for performance 
improvement.  Kaya et al. (2010) has re-designed an automotive clutch fork subjected to cyclic 
loading. They found that use of shape optimization has reduced contact stress by 9% with 37% 
increase with its rigidity. In the construction building, the shape optimization has been used 
widely in cold-formed for steel column (Gilbert et al., 2012; Leng et al., 2011). The shape design 
optimization can be one of the important strategies to improve the design efficiency especially 
dealing with high level of concentrated stress.  
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2.4    Analytical model: AS5100.5 
 
According to Australian standards AS5100.5 for concrete bridge design suggests that the design 
of concrete bearing depends on the compressive strength of concrete and ratio of surface are-to-
contact area ratio of concrete. It is noted that the standard only control the internal cracking of 
concrete without considering the effect of internal or external reinforcement. For concrete with 
no confinement reinforcement, the design bearing stress at concrete surface shall be lesser than  
 
                      Min      
' 4
3
0.85 :orc
A
f
A
 '2 cf     ,takes whichever is lesser…………………(2.26) 
  where 4A = largest area of the supporting surface that is geometrically similar to    
         and concentric with 3A  
   3A = bearing area 
   
'
cf  = compressive strength of concrete 
     = strength reduction factor (0.6 for bearing) 
 
Latest reviews on the bridge bearing specifications of the Australian standard (Bennett, 2014), 
shows that the adjacent concrete substrate and mortar pad having high contact pressure due to 
compact size of spherical bearing that can reach the limit of proprietary shrinkage compensated 
cement grouts. The author also added that even using the thick plates does not resolve the issue 
of high contact stress on concrete bearing surfaces and it would often exceed the limits of the 
bearing pressure in Clause 12.3 of AS 5100.5. The standard committee also agreed that the load 
distributions from the bridge bearings are not clearly addressed in AS5100 and decided to 
develop a comprehensive set of rules. Another reviewer, Kirkcaldie and Wood (2008) suggested 
that the bearing should be set sufficiently far back from edge of concrete bearing surface to avoid 
spalling at the corner concrete. Also, they suggested that confining reinforcement should be 
provided in the case where bearing pressure is very high in order to prevent tensile splitting of 
the concrete.  
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2.5    Summary 
 
From the review of literature, several critical information on the structural response concrete 
bridge pedestal has been comprehend as summarised below. 
 
1. The effect of concrete block height to the bearing capacity of concrete is not included in 
any existing design equations in Australia standard. The height of concrete block 
modifies failure modes, i.e. inverted pyramid and “column” formation with radial 
splitting.     
 
2. The ratio of surface area-to-bearing area contributes to the bearing capacity of concrete. 
Previous studies are focused on high ratios that are useful for anchorage in post-tension 
structural member or fixing. However, different structural behaviour is expected for 
concrete bridge pedestal when ratio lesser than 2 is used. 
 
3. The confinement reinforcement embedded in concrete blocks to improve the bearing 
capacity of concrete especially in tension zone, i.e. tie and spiral has significant effect on 
bearing capacity and ductility of the concrete. However, there is no explanation about the 
horizontal reinforcement to the concrete block to resist penetration of loaded steel plate. 
 
4. The effect of lateral confinement on structural enhancement is widely explained in the 
concrete structures. It found that this technique is effective for structural damages 
restoration as well. Therefore, this technique is further examined under parametric study.  
 
5. Load position affects the bearing capacity of concrete significantly. The bearing capacity 
of concrete decreases with the increase in eccentricity. Eccentric loading may be 
considered if the resulted loading position is slightly away (within one sixth of the width) 
from the centre location of concrete pedestal. 
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6. Shape of the pedestal edge can be modified to reduce stress concentration in bridge 
pedestals; any such reduction can have profound benefit to its performance.  
 
The literature review identified several research gaps. First most literature on the factors 
influencing the behaviour of concrete are several decade old; the current level of technology 
could add further insight into the behaviour of concrete pedestals and hence this thesis. 
Further there is a reviewed interest in the industry on the improved performance of the 
pedestals to cope up with the increase in traffic throughput and the constraints of the 
maintenance budget. Furthermore, the mechanical design of bearing has undergone 
modification. However, the pedestals on which they stand have not. This thesis is an attempt 
to improve the understanding of the bearing-pedestal system as a reliable support to the 
bridge girders. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Case Study  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.1   Introduction 
 
This chapter contains a short report covering the practical experience of the engineers, 
contractors and designers in the bridge industry with construction experience concrete pedestals. 
The technical information was first collected especially related to bridge bearing replacements 
works from the literature. However due to limited of information obtained, series of meetings 
were conducted with experienced engineers from the government and private sectors especially 
in Queensland, Australia and also in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.  The main focus of these 
discussions is to collect the first-hand information from engineers’ experience and their expertise 
regarding their thought and advices on designing, maintaining and reconstruction of concrete 
pedestals for bridge bearing replacement. This has provided useful providing additional technical 
information that is not available in the current literature. 
 
3.2   Privacy and confidentiality 
 
Due to privacy and confidentiality of information, this chapter will only focus on data without 
referring to exact location of the bridge. In order to maintain the confidentiality of information, 
the material, bridge, organization and respondent are referred to as material A, bridge A, 
organization A and respondent A respectively. Only the matters of technical nature are reported. 
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3.3   Meeting with industry 
 
A number of meetings were undertaken in order to gather relevant information data from 
practical perspective. The main objectives of collecting input from the industries are to: 
 
                         i.   identify the current design criteria  
                        ii.   identify any technical problems faced by industry 
                       iii.   identify real world failure modes of concrete pedestals.   
 
In total, six meetings were carried out throughout this study. These meetings were also used as a 
platform to sharpen the research direction in-line with current technologies and practices that 
have been implemented by industries. 
 
3.3.1   Established design criteria  
 
Some of the design criteria for concrete pedestals for bridge girder bearings had been established 
based on the engineers’ experiences in the field.  
 
Department A 
According to engineers in Department A;  
 
a) Bearing pedestals shall be constructed using concrete or accepted proprietary mortars 
developed specifically for installation of bearings.  Bearing pedestals shall be a 
minimum depth of 150 mm and shall be reinforced. 
b) Girder bearings shall be on continuous or on discrete pedestals 150 mm deep 
(nominal).  The width of headstocks shall be sufficient to accommodate jacking 
devices for direct jacking of girders or deck units. 
c) All girder bearing pedestals shall be reinforced with cast-in situ concrete with a 
minimum depth of 150 mm and a plan area that provides an edge clearance that 
ensures bearing forces intersect the vertical reinforcing bars.  These shall be cast 
separately to the bearing shelf.  All fasteners shall be anchored within the pedestal 
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rebar grid and any restraint angles must have at least the minimum edge clearance 
selected previously. Typically the strength of concrete shall be a minimum of 50MPa, 
but load effects must be checked.   
d) Normally, 10 mm size aggregate would be used to allow a grid of small diameter bars 
at relatively close spacing centre to centre. 
e) The provision of pedestals allows much greater control of accurate lining and levelling 
and a means of compensating for errors in headstock construction line, level and 
planarity. 
 
Department B  
The normal practice followed by engineers from Department B is that the bridge bearing 
replacement project would be tendered to consultants to minimise the construction cost of 
maintenance works. This includes construction of bridge pedestals. The engineers emphasised 
that the problem may occur because of casual practice by certain contractors that simply filling 
the gap between the bearing and the abutment-top with repair material without proper design 
with poor workmanship as supervision is difficult due to limited access. Poor workmanship in 
construction of concrete pedestal for bridge girder bearing is shown in Figure 3.1 as a example. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Porous concrete and poor workmanship 
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Department C 
Engineers from department C stated that the mortar bedding is usually an epoxy mortar (a 
combination of resin and hardener). This material has short setting time with less than 1 hour and 
has compression strength approximately 40-50MPa with promising good bond strength and 
durability. Normally, the minimum thickness is 13 mm. However, they had experience 
compatibility issue between the new and the old material of new concrete pedestal. 
 
3.3.2 Construction problems 
Problems encountered by a number of respondents involved in the construction are as follows; 
 
Respondent A  
Respondent A mentioned that the problems faced by the engineers when handling concrete 
pedestals for repair and maintenance works were due to lack of suitable technology. The 
following cause the repair and maintenance works difficult, such as: 
 
i. traffic disruptions during the repair process  
ii. non-availability of repair materials in certain areas  
iii. hot and cold climate  
iv. inclined angle position of bridge pedestal   
 
Respondent B 
According to Responded B, the mortar bedding also known as concrete plinth is to provide 
appropriate height for the bearing in bridge deck levelling and it also used to avoid bridge 
bearing to have contact with water during rain.  The engineers had stated that the bridge bearing 
should be installed horizontally so that it remaining parallel with the bridge deck. However, it is 
challenging in construction of concrete pedestal for an inclined pedestal in skewed bridge.  
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Respondent C 
Respondent C emphasised that it is important for the chosen repair material not to have 
compatibility issues, i.e. dehydration process, thermal effect and interface delamination. The 
respondent also added that the bridge bearing replacement requires proper selection of 
compatible bearing, hacking process (surface preparation), selection of repair mortar and repair 
of anchoring failure. 
 
Respondent D 
Respondent D has suggested three types of fast setting repair material for the rehabilitation 
works; 
i. High early strength repair material 
ii. Quick strength repair material 
iii. Non shrinkage repair material 
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3.3.3   Failure modes of concrete pedestals in real world  
 
To understand better the failure modes of concrete pedestals in real world, some photos were 
collected from various sources which include technical reports, industry reports and news media.  
More photos were provided by the industries that are directly contributed in this present study. 
From the collected photos, the localised damage can be categorized into two main groups: 
 
i. Spalling of concrete as shown in Figure 3.2 
ii. Edge cracking as shown in Figure 3.3 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2(a): Spalling concrete of concrete pedestal 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
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Figure 3.2(b): Spalling concrete of concrete pedestal 
(f) 
 
(g) 
 
(h) 
 
(i) 
 
(j) 
 
(k) 
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Figure 3.3: Edge cracking of concrete pedestal 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
 
(g) 
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Pictures in 3.2 and 3.3 show the most obvious common failure modes in concrete pedestals. The 
two main failure modes are spalling and edge cracking of the pedestal. It can be seen that these 
failures appear especially at the contact area between the steel plate and the concrete pedestal 
surfaces. Therefore, understanding of the concept of contact interaction between steel bearing 
plate and concrete surfaces is necessary for design purpose. For further investigation, the 
numerical analysis results of this contact behaviour can be used to explain accurately the 
complex load transfer mechanism of the concrete pedestals. 
 
It is also observed from the pictures that there is no indicator on the presence of steel 
reinforcement in the failure zone of spalling concrete. Hence providing steel reinforcement at the 
concrete edge can be an alternative solution to prevent or minimise the spalling concrete due to 
bulging effect. For structural repair, the damage area must be hacked and replaced with 
appropriate repair material in order to maintain the appropriate concrete cover of the reinforced 
pedestal. In the case if repair is not carried out, it can cause serious problem such as corrosion to 
steel reinforcement. For further investigation, the material compatibility between the repair 
material and existing concrete of the pedestal is crucial in this aspect. 
 
For a concrete bearing without steel bearing plate, it was observed from Figure 3.2(b) and (f) that 
the localised damage is more critical due to direct contact of concrete surface to the bridge girder 
which causes severe concrete crushing that directly under the bearing plate. By transferring the 
bearing load to the pedestal surface without steel bearing plate should be avoided in practise. In 
order to minimise the effect of stress concentration due to uneven surface, rubber bearing can be 
used instead and then placed between bridge abutment and bridge girder. 
 
Understanding of these failure modes is very important for design. Through this present study, 
new concepts for design and/ or mitigation of new or existing concrete pedestals can be 
developed to improve their structural performance. 
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Damaged pedestal also indicates that the top-abutment is over-stressed. If the maintenance work 
is not addressed immediately, further damage will affect the structural integrity of main 
structural supports especially at pier crosshead or abutment. This problem becomes more serious 
as major crack appeared at abutment-top. The photos in Figure 3.4 show major structural 
damages at pier crosshead and abutment top.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Further damage to main structural support 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
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3.4   Summary 
Through this case study, it can be concluded that; 
 
1. There are two major types of localised failure modes in the concrete pedestals for bridge 
girder bearings, i.e. spalling concrete and edge cracking.  
 
2. Even if the design criteria have been followed properly, failure might also occur due to 
poor workmanship and lack of supervision.   
 
3. If localised failure occurs, immediate repair is required otherwise further damage would 
affect the major structural support especially damages of abutment-top or pier crossheads.  
 
Due to the technical difficulties, the industry prefers strategies to avoid or eliminate the failure of 
pedestals rather than improved maintenance strategies. To avoid or eliminate the failure 
pedestals, a systematic understanding of the load path through the pedestals and their failure 
modes are essential. This research is carried out along these lines. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Determination of standard load on the pedestal 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4.1   Introduction 
 
This chapter presents analysis carried out to determine standard load on the pedestals. This 
standard load is necessary for sizing of the pedestal. 
 
Bridges have many lanes and the traffic can be different in different lanes. Therefore each 
pedestal can be subjected to different loading. However, an envelope of all loading for most 
common girder bridges can be considered in an analysis to examine how variable the loading on 
the pedestals are. This chapter provides an envelope of the pedestal loading for single, two and 
three lane bridges of spans of 30m, 40m and 50m. 
 
SpaceGass program was used for the analysis. Common girder sections were considered. Traffic 
load was taken as per AS5100.2 (2004). 
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4.2    Bridge considerations 
 
In this present study, three different lengths of bridge were considered for generalisation of 
bridge loading analysis, i.e. 30m, 40m or 50m as shown in Figure 4.1. The bridge consists of 
two, three and four simply supported box girder for single, two and three-lane bridges as shown 
in Figure 4.2. The bridge consists of traffic lanes with 3.6m lane width with edge clearance of 
1.6m for footway at both ends that make the bridge to have 7.2, 10.8 and 14.4m total width for 
single, two and three-lane bridges respectively as shown in Figure 4.2(a), (b) and (c) 
respectively. The bridge model is designed only to simulate bridge loading acting on its pedestals 
through which loads are transferred from superstructure to substructure. The parameters for the 
bridge analysis are referring to the current design load for bridge loading in Australia standard 
(AS5100.2).  
 
The bridge bearing capacity can be selected based on its capacity against the maximum vertical 
force acting at the bridge supports. The appropriate level of vertical force is adopted for the 
structural model of concrete pedestals for bridge girder bearings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Longitudinal view of bridge 
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 (a) Single-lane 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (b) Two-lane 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (c) Three-lane 
 
Figure 4.2: The cross sectional of the bridge 
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4.3   Cross-sectional of a box girder  
 
Different sizes of box-girders were used for the 30m, 40m and 50m length of the bridges in order 
to simulate the actual proportional sizes in real bridges as shown in Figure 4.3(a), (b) and (c) 
respectively. As the sectional size of box girder changes with respect to length of the bridge, 
hence the designated cross-sectional area of box girder for the 30m and 50m long bridge was 
determined based on the cross-sectional of 40m long bridge used as control dimension. This 
means that the cross-sectional area of the 30m and 50m long bridge were determined as 
proportionate with their span as shown in Table 4.1. These section sizes were used for the 
corresponding bridge length and for all the three numbers of bridge lanes. 
 
Table 4.1: Designated size of box girder 
Bridge length (m) 30 40* 50 
Cross-sectional area of box-girder (mm
2
) – required 1546976 2065569 2581961 
Cross-sectional area of box-girder (mm
2
) – provided  1547050 2065569 2588038 
Percentage difference (%) 0.14 - 0.24 
Number of lanes 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 
Note that:  *Control dimension and concrete density = 24kN/m
3
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cross-sectional area, A (mm
2
) = 2065569  
Figure 4.3(a): 40m long bridge (as control dimensions) 
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Cross-sectional area, A (mm
2
) = 1547050  
Figure 4.3(b): 30m long bridge (reduced dimensions) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cross-sectional area, A (mm
2
) = 2588038 
Figure 4.3(c): 50m long bridge (increased dimensions) 
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4.4   Road traffic load 
 
Road traffic load is the load resulting from the passage of vehicle or group of vehicle that move 
across the bridge for a specified time period. Two categories of traffic loads are considered in the 
analysis; stationary and moving load. The stationary and moving loads are named as S1600 and 
M1600 as follows in the standard, respectively. The load configurations for stationary load 
(S1600) and moving load (M1600) are given in Figure 4.4(a) and 4(b). (Australian standard 
AS5100.2) 
 
 (a) S1600 stationary traffic loading plan  
 
 
 (b)  M1600 moving traffic loading plan  
Figure 4.4: Load configuration 
The stationary traffic load (S1600) models the load applied by a stationary queue vehicles on the 
bridge. The S1600 stationary traffic load consists of a truckload of 240kN together with a 
uniform distribution load of 24kN/m. Whereas, the moving traffic load (M1600) models the 
loads applied by a moving stream of vehicle on the bridge. M1600 has higher truckload (360kN) 
accompanied with lower uniform distribution load of 6kN/m.  
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4.4.1   Loads configurations 
 
Different load combinations need to be analysed to identify the most critical load case that is able 
to produce the most adverse effects of the loadings. Since the bridge consists of maximum three 
lanes, the accompanying lane factors (ALF) were considered according to Clause 6.6 AS5100.2 
as given in Table 4.2. Three different load patterns are considered in the analysis as shown in 
Figure 4.5(a), (b) and (c). 
Table 4.2: Accompanying lane factors (Table 6.6 AS5100.2; 2004) 
Standard design lane number, n Accompanying lane factor, ALF 
Three or more lanes loaded 1.0 for first lane; 
0.8 for second lanes; and 
0.4 for third and subsequent lanes 
 
 
 
 
 
 (a): Load combination 1 - highest traffic at the outside right lane  
 
 
 
 
 
 (b): Load combination 2 - highest traffic at the middle lane 
 
 
 
 
 
(c): Load combination 3 - highest traffic at the outside left lane 
Figure 4.5: Traffic load combinations 
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The load combination 1 in Figure 4.5(a) illustrates the situation where the heavier traffic lane 
acting only on the side lane. Since it is symmetry, the load case 1 is used to analysis for both 
cases when the heaviest traffic occur on either left of right lane. Whereas, the load combination 2 
in Figure 4.5(b) illustrates the heaviest traffic loads acting on the middle lane. Figure 4.5(c) 
shows the heaviest traffic load at the outside left lane with lowest load ratio at the middle lane 
with ratio of 0.4.All these load combinations were considered in order to determine the most 
critical vertical force at the support reaction. 
 
4.4.2    Dead load of the bridge 
 
The dead load of the bridge is calculated based on the self-weight of the box girder and bridge 
deck. The dimension and weight per unit volume of the material are considered for the 
calculation. 
  
An appropriate load factor for the self-weight of the box girder and bridge deck is also 
considered in the analysis. The dead load factors are referred from Clause 5.2 of AS5100.2 as 
given in Table 4.3. The dead load factor of 1.2 for self-weight of concrete structure was 
considered. 
 
Table 4.3: Dead load factors (Table 5.2 of AS5100.2; 2004)  
Type of structure Type of construction 
material 
Ultimate limit 
state (ULS) 
Serviceability 
limit state (SLS) 
All structures, except 
for balance cantilever 
structures and anchor 
cantilever structures  
Steel 
 
Concrete 
 
1.1 
 
1.2 
1.0 
 
1.0 
* 1.2 was considered for the ULS of concrete. 
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4.4.3   Ultimate limit state (ULS) and Serviceability limit state (SLS) 
 
In order to obtain the design load for ultimate and serviceability limits states, the dead load is 
multiplied by the appropriate load factor as given in Table 4.4. These load factors are taken from 
Table 6.10(A) of AS5100.2. 
 
Table 4.4: Load factors for design roads traffic loads (Table 6.10.A of AS5100.2; 2004) 
Traffic load Ultimate limit state  
(ULS) 
Serviceability limit state 
(SLS) 
M1600 moving traffic 
load 
1.8 1.0 
S1600 stationary traffic 
load 
1.8 1.0 
    * 1.8 was considered for the ULS of M1600 and S1600. 
 
4.4.4   Dynamic load effect 
 
The dynamic loads effects were considered to specify an increase of the traffic loads resulting 
from the interaction of moving vehicles and the bridge structures. In standard, it was described in 
term of the static equivalent of the dynamic and vibratory effects. For design purpose, the 
dynamic load allowance, α is specified as a proportional of the traffic load. It also applies to both 
the ultimate and serviceability limit states. 
 
The dynamic load effect for vehicles moving over bridges is referred from Clause 6.7 of 
AS5100.2.  The dynamic load allowance factors are given in Table 4.5. For the moving load, the 
dynamic load allowance, α of 0.35 is used. 
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Table 4.5: Dynamic load allowance (Table 6.7.2 of AS5100.2; 2004) 
Loading Dynamic load allowance, α 
M1600 tri-axle group 0.35 
S1600 load 0 
 
The magnitude of the design action is equal to (1 + α) × the load factor × the action under 
consideration as given in Eq. 4.1. 
 
Design action  = (1 + α) × (the load factor) × (applied action)……………………………..(4.1) 
   = (1 + 0.35) × (1.8) × (applied action) 
   = 2.43 × (Applied action) 
 
Therefore, the dynamic effects factor for moving vehicles of 2.43 is adopted in this bridge 
loading analysis.  
 
4.5   SPACE GASS  
 
SPACEGASS is a multi-purpose 3D analysis and design program for structural engineers. 
SPACEGASS is suitable to analyse moving or stationary vehicles on bridges. Its moving load 
tools can be used to generate a series of load cases to represent effects of the moving load on the 
structure. Each load case represents a point in time and the load generated from moving wheels 
that are distributed on the bridge deck. Some advantages of moving load tools stated in 
SPACEGASS Reference Manual (1998) are: 
i. Loads can be moving or stationary. Load sources can be wheeled vehicles  
ii. Multiple scenarios allow modeling of any combinations of moving and stationary loads. 
Moving loads can also be combined with other static loads.  
iii. A lane generation tool is included for roads and bridges. Libraries of standard vehicles 
are included for various countries.  
iv. Travel paths and lanes can have multiple segments, including curved segments. Loads 
can share common travel paths or lanes.  
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v. Loads can be generated on nodes, members and plates. Load factors, lane factors and 
dynamic load allowances can be specified.  
vi. An animated display allows view of the moving loads along the structure. 
 
SPACEGASS defines several scenarios for modelling moving vehicles similar to influence line 
concept. As the vehicle moves, SPACEGASS takes a snapshot of its position at a regular time 
interval and creates a load case for each point in time. Once all cases of the moving load have 
been analysed, SPACEGASS combines the relevant load cases.  
 
In SPACEGASS, multiple scenarios have been created to examine different situations such as 
various combinations of vehicles moving along a bridge. Vehicles to the scenario can be added 
by specifying the magnitude, travel path, load factors, start position, speed and delay. A vehicle 
consists of a set of wheels (with their positions and loads) and can be defined directly or 
imported from a standard library, e.g Australian standard. Stationary loads can be modeled by 
just specifying a zero speed. Stationary loads can be put into just the starting load case or added 
to each load case that contains moving loads. A travel path is used to determine the vehicle travel 
direction.  
 
Finally, the bridge deck is directly loaded by the moving vehicles. When the moving load tools 
generate the load cases for a scenario, it calculates the position of each vehicle along its travel 
path at each point in time and then distributes its loads onto the closest bearing that supports it.  
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In the present study, number of bridge models were analysed for bridge load generalization. The 
total of nine bridges were analysed for different bridge span, i.e. 30m, 40m and 50m in three 
different lanes, i.e. single, two and three-lane as shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7.  
 
 
(a) 30m long span 
 
 
(b) 40m long span 
 
 
(c) 50m long span 
Figure 4.6: Three different length of bridge considered 
30m 
40m 
50m 
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Figure 4.7(a), (b) and (c) illustrate the load configuration of moving vehicle (M1600) that 
travelling on the middle section on 40m long bridge for single, two and three-lane respectively. 
The red circle on the road top surface of box girder indicates the wheels of the traffic vehicle. 
The traffics vehicle is moving from one end to other end to simulate the traffic movement on the 
bridge. The trunk positions and spacing are followed in Australia standard as given in Figure 
4.4(b). 
 
 
 
 (a) Single-lane  
 
 
 (b) Two-lane  
Wheels of traffic vehicle 
Box girder 
Bridge deck 
Single-lane  
Wheels of traffic vehicle 
Box girder 
Bridge deck 
Two-lane 
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(c) Three-lane  
Figure 4.7: Outline view of simply supported bridge 
 
4.5.1   Manual calculation of self-weight of bridge girders 
 
In order to validate the bridge model, the manual calculation was carried out to compare the 
predicted self-weight of the bridge with the software output. Note that the comparison of the 
loading is not include the dead load factor of 1.2 because the pre-analysis output is not included 
this factor. Figure 4.8 shows the reaction force at support due to selfweight for 1-lane 40m long 
bridge. For example, the loading calculation for 1-lane 40m long bridge reaction force caused by 
the self-weight is provided below; 
  Volume  = Area of box girder x bridge length…………………………..(4.2) 
Area      = 2065569 mm
2
 (refer Figure 4.3)  
Bridge length       = 40m 
Concrete density  = 2400 kg/ m
3
 
Volume   = 2065569 × 40000 = 8.262276 × 10
10 
mm
3 
= 82.62 m
3
 
Weight  = 82.62 m
3
 × 2400 kg/ m
3 
=
 
198294.62 kg  
(1kg = 0.00981kN)
 
Force (in kN)   1945.27kN (total vertical force acting at left and right supports) 
Therefore, the reaction at one support (due to self-weight) = 1945.27/2  972.64kN 
Wheels of traffic vehicle 
Box girder 
Bridge deck 
Three-lane 
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Figure 4.8: Maximum vertical force due to self-weight of bridge girder 
Comparisons of expected maximum reaction force due to self-weight with the software output 
for different bridge length and lanes is given in Table 4.6. It should be noted that the Software 
Output able to predict the vertical reaction due to self-weight if bridge girder with 100% 
accuracy. 
 
Table 4.6: Comparisons of self-weight between manual and software output 
Bridge length (m) 30 40 50 
Max. vertical reaction due self-weight of 
girder (kN) - Manual Calculation 
546.36 972.64 1523.32 
Summation of vertical reaction due self-
weight of girder (kN) - Software output 
546.36 972.64 1523.32 
Percentage difference (%) 0 0 0 
 
Figure 4.9(a) and (b) show the maximum reaction force due to moving and stationary traffic load 
for single-lane 40m long bridge. It should be noted that the maximum of vertical force at support 
due to moving load is 2189.73kN. 
R1 
R2 
R3 
R4 
Max. selfweight force 
at R2 = 972.64kN  
Single-lane 40m long span 
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(a) Moving traffic load 
 
 
 
 (b) Stationary queue vehicles on the bridge 
 
Figure 4.9: Maximum vertical force due to traffic loads 
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4.5.2    Maximum support reaction in all load combinations 
 
Figure 4.10 shows the vertical forces at the supports for all load cases. The force is analysed 
based on combination of bridge girder self-weight and moving traffic load. This figure is 
important to determine the reasonable level of vertical force acting on the bridge pedestal for all 
load cases.  
 
Figure 4.10: Maximum support reaction in all load combinations 
 
It can be seen in Figure 4.10 that the maximum vertical force acting on the support reaction R1, 
R2, R3 and R4 is 3356.9kN. So, the bridge bearing with bearing capacity of 3500kN is selected 
for the bridge loading in finite element model. The higher bearing capacity of bridge bearing 
(3500kN) is considered as it is assuming that there is no damage occurred in the bridge bearing 
systems during transmitting the vertical load from superstructure to substructure.  
 
In the bridge load generalisation, the ratio of maximum reaction force to bridge self-weight and 
traffic loads were compared for three different bridge length and three different number of lanes 
as results are given in Table 4.7(a), (b) and (c).  
 
 
 
Max. support reaction at R3  
= [972.64 (selfweight)*1.2]+ 2189.73 (traffic load) 
= 3356.9kN 
1-lane 40m long span 
R1 
R2 
R3 
R4 
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Table 4.7(a): Single-lane bridge 
Number of lane(s) Single 
Bridge length 
 
30 
 
40 
 
50 
Max. support reaction  at 
envelope vertical force (kN) 
2354.93 ratio 3356.90 ratio 4209.63 ratio 
Max. vertical force due to 
self-weight of bridge girder 
(kN) 
546.36 4.31* 972.64 3.45* 1523.32 2.76* 
Max. vertical force due to 
traffic load (kN) 
1699.30 1.39** 2189.73 1.53** 2381.64 1.77** 
 
Table 4.7(b): Two-lane bridge 
Number of lane(s) Two 
Bridge length 
 
30 
 
40 
 
50 
Max. support reaction  at 
envelope vertical force (kN) 
4021.42 ratio 5108.68 ratio 5769.50 ratio 
Max. vertical force due to 
self-weight of bridge girder 
(kN) 
546.36 7.36* 972.64 5.25* 1523.32 3.79* 
Max. vertical force due to 
traffic load (kN) 
3365.79 1.19** 3941.52 1.30** 3941.52 1.46** 
 
Table 4.7(c): Three-lane bridge 
Number of lane(s) Three 
Bridge length 
 
30 
 
40 
 
50 
Max. support reaction  at 
envelope vertical force (kN) 
4143.04 ratio 5108.68 ratio 6114.94 ratio 
Max. vertical force due to 
self-weight of bridge girder 
(kN) 
546.36 7.58* 972.64 5.25* 1357.91 4.50* 
Max. vertical force due to 
traffic load (kN) 
3365.79 1.23** 3365.79 1.52** 4286.96 1.43** 
 
Note that; 
* Ratio of (max. support reaction in all load combinations) to (max. vertical force due to self-
weight of bridge girder) 
** Ratio of (max. support reaction in all load combinations) to (max. vertical force support 
reaction due to traffic load) 
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In order to see it more clearly, the pattern for the bridge load generalization are plotted as shown 
in Figure 4.11 and 4.12. Figure 4.11 is based on the ratio of (max. support reaction in all load 
combinations) to (max. vertical force due to self-weight of bridge girder) for different number of 
lane and bridge length respectively. Meanwhile, Figure 4.12 is based on the ratio of (max. 
support reaction in all load combinations) to (max. vertical force support reaction due to traffic 
load) for different number of lane and bridge length respectively. 
 
  
Figure 4.11: The ratio of (max. support reaction at envelop vertical force) to (max. vertical force 
due to traffic load) for different bridge lengths and lanes 
 
 
 
Lower bound = 1.19 
Upper bound = 1.77 
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Figure 4.12: The ratio of (max. support reaction at envelop vertical force) to (max. vertical force 
due to selfweigh of box girder) for different bridge lengths and lanes 
 
4.6   Summary 
 
This chapter presented envelops of the loading on pedestals in single, two and three lane girder 
bridges for 30m, 40m and 50m long span. It was found that the upper and lower limits of the 
pedestal load as ratio to the traffic load reaction was 1.77 and 1.19 respectively. With this low 
level of spread, the pedestals would be confidently sized. The maximum possible load on 
pedestal was therefore considering 3500kN. This load was primarily used in the ensuing chapter 
dealing with the finite element modelling of the pedestals. 
 
Lower bound = 2.76 
Upper bound = 7.58 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 
Finite Element Method 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5.1    Introduction 
 
Finite element method (FEM) has been used as the main tool to understand the structural 
behaviour of the concrete pedestals under bridge girder bearings. This chapter explains the 
development of the finite element models including their selection of element types, meshing, 
boundary conditions and structural loading. Apart from model development, use of an explicit 
technique as a tool to analyse the model is briefly explained. It also includes the underlying 
concept of the explicit modelling technique and strategy.   
 
Explanations on material models for concrete, steel reinforcement, contact behaviour and mesh 
sensitive analysis are included. For concrete, the application of concrete damage plasticity model 
is discussed comprehensively. For steel reinforcement, the nonlinear material behaviour and 
embedded technique are also briefly explained. For the contact behaviour, the mechanical 
contact properties of the contact interface are briefly discussed. Finally, mesh sensitivity analysis 
is reported. The comparison between the FE results and predicted results by Australian Standard, 
AS3600 (2009) is also provided. 
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5.2    Model development  
   
5.2.1    Problem definition 
 
The objective of the analysis is to predict the structural response of the concrete pedestals 
subjected to heavy loading in the vertical direction through steel bearing plate in 
ABQUS/explicit. Typical concrete pedestal models considered in this present study include the 
followings:  
 
a) Three dimensional (3D) finite element models were applied due to the geometrical shape 
of the concrete pedestals; whereby applying 2D and 1D models applying are not possible.  
 
b) Concrete damage plasticity material model type was considered in order to capture the 
nonlinear response of concrete behaviour; whereas brittle cracking and smeared cracking 
model types were found not suitable material model for structural response of concrete 
pedestals.   
 
c) Only quarter size pedestals were modelled by taking advantages of symmetrical geometry 
and loading of concrete pedestals. 
 
d) Structural loadings considered are loads from traffic vehicles and selfweight of the bridge 
deck that are transferred to pedestals through bridge bearings. The bridge loading is in 
accordance with Australian Standard (AS5100.2; 2004) and was analysed in SPACE 
GASS computer package. Details of the bridge analysis can be found in Chapter 4. 
 
e) Analysis using ABAQUS Explicit was found for the analysis of the concrete pedestals’ 
behaviour up to failure. However, ABAQUS Implicit technique was found unsuitable due 
to convergence issues.  
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5.2.2    Finite element model dimension 
 
The ultimate load bearing capacity for bearing is set for 3500kN that is obtained from the bridge 
analysis in Chapter 4. In according to Australian standard AS5100.5, Clause 12.6 for bearing 
surface, the design bearing stress at a concrete surface shall not exceed allowable bearing stress 
as following equation below; 
                      ' 2
1
0.9b c
A
f f
A
 ……………………………………..………(5.1)  
Where    = 1.0 (adopted for prediction purpose) 
2A  = largest area of the supporting surface that is geometrically similar to end  
         concentric with 1A   
  1A  = bearing area 
For the current model, it assumes that concrete has surface dimension of 400mm by 400mm. 
Therefore the calculated area, A2 is 160000mm
2
. The steel plate is assumed to be square with 
surface dimension of b × b. The value of b is determined based on the expected bearing load 
capacity, Fult of 3500kN. In Australian standard, the bearing load capacity is given by following 
equation below;  
1ult bF f A  ………………………………………..(5.2) 
The example calculation is given below, 
 3 22
160000
3500 10 1.0 0.9 32.36 b
b
 
   
 
 
300b   
In the present study, the final dimension for current model is: 
a) Steel bearing plate surface dimension, 1A  = 300mm by 300mm 
b) Concrete bridge pedestal surface dimension, 2A = 400mm by 400mm 
 
Note that different size of steel bearing plate and concrete pedestal should be used in order to 
support different level of vertical load. The selected size also found comparable with 
manufacture size as shown in Appendix A. 
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5.2.3    Finite element model development 
 
In the development of FEM, there are four key steps are important: 
a) Selection of element type 
b) Meshing 
c) Boundary condition 
d) Application of loading 
 
In the selection of the appropriate type of element for the model, the following points were 
considered.  As the pedestal is a truly 3D solid model, the 2D idealisations are not possible; 
therefore, the model has to be developed from the standard volume type element. The concrete 
bridge pedestal model is subjected to vertical load through the steel bearing plate that causes the 
concrete to experience compression and tension in difference regions. Hence, the selected 
element type must have capability to represent these actual behaviours. The assemblage of these 
elements should not only model geometrically but gives appropriate response of stress and 
displacement for the whole body of concrete pedestal. Among the element types is available, a 
solid (continuum) 3D stress element satisfies all the above criteria. As a result, an 8-node brick 
with linear integration and hourly control (C3D8R) element with three degrees of freedom per 
node was selected as shown in Figure 5.1. The reduced integration element is the only possibility 
for the explicit solver (discussed later in Section 5.3 in this chapter) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Geometry of 8-node solid element 
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For brevity, this section describes modelling of a square pedestal loaded through a square steel 
based plate of the bearing concentrically. A number of variations to the geometry and loading 
positions are considered; the model is modified for such cases. These are described where such 
cases are presented in Chapters 5 - 8 as appropriate. In meshing, the structural model was 
discretised into small elements. The element size can be chosen randomly but too fine mesh size 
model normally may only increase the processing time and improving results. Meanwhile, coarse 
mesh size model may have faster processing time but it may lead to inaccurate result. Therefore, 
it is crucial to use an appropriate mesh size to balance between accuracy and computational time. 
In this study, only one quarter size of the physical problem was discretized by taking the 
advantages of symmetry in geometrical shape and structural loading.  
 
A model with coarse mesh up to 30mm is provided as shown in Figure 5.3(a). The details of 
mesh sensitivity analysis can be found in Section 5.6. 
 
 
Figure 5.2(a): A one-quarter scale model 
 
The bottom surface of concrete pedestal was restrained in the vertical direction as it normally sits 
on rigid bridge abutment surface as shown in Figure 5.2(b). As the model has geometrical and 
loading symmetry, the yz-plane and xy-plane were set as plane of symmetry. At these planes, 
there no lateral translation was allowed.  
 
Steel bearing 
plate 
Concrete 
pedestal 
(i) Without mesh (ii) With meshes 
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Figure 5.2(b): The boundary conditions of one-quarter model of concrete pedestal 
 
For the loading conditions, displacement control was set to increase up to 1mm maximum on the 
top surface of steel bearing plate. This load simulated the vertical force transfer from bridge 
bearing through the steel bearing plate as shown in Figure 5.2(c). The loading rate was consistent 
at 2mm/s for all models. The applied displacement was controlled through 50 equal steps as 
shown in Figure 5.2(d). The vertical force of the model was calculated based on the summation 
of vertical forces of all nodes at the top surface of the steel bearing plate determined by the 
solver. Since the model analyses reaction one-quarter size, the obtained vertical load was 
multiplied by 4 to determine the actual load.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vertical restrained at bottom 
surface of pedestal 
yz-plane of 
symmetry 
xy-plane of 
symmetry 
z x 
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Figure 5.2(c): Model subjected to load-displacement control  
 
 
Figure 5.2(d): 1mm displacement control in 50 steps  
 
 
 
 
 
Top surface of steel 
bearing plate 
Uniform vertical displacement 1mm 
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5.3    Analysis method 
 
The developed model can be analysed by either using implicit or explicit method. The implicit 
uses stiffness based solution technique and it is unconditionally stable in this nonlinear problem. 
Unfortunately, obtaining nonlinear solutions beyond peak requires careful control and is time 
consuming. Explicit solver, although primarily aimed at impact load scenarios, is shown to solve 
static problems through appropriate mass or time scaling.  
 
Use of Explicit FE method to solve static loading was proved successful by previous studies 
(Dhanasekar and Haider, 2008; Janaraj and Dhanasekar, 2014; Genikomsou and Polak, 2015; 
Noor-E-Khuda et al, 2016). Basically, explicit method is developed to solve the behaviour of any 
mechanical system that contains all nonlinearities such as large deformation, nonlinear material 
response or contact interface especially for  high speed (short duration) of dynamic events. This 
analysis is based on the dynamic equilibrium equation which related to inertia force with other 
forces. The general form of this equation is given in Eq. 5.3. (Abaqus Users Manual, 2006)  
Mu P I  ................................................................. (5.3) 
 1( ) ( ).t tu M P I
  ………………………………….(5.4) 
where  M is the lump mass 
P is the external load vector 
I is the internal load vector 
     is the acceleration and t is the time 
 
Through double integration, the displacement (u) can be determined – thus the method is more 
suitable for highly nonlinear problem involving contact and material nonlinearity. If the first 
term of this equation for inertia or dynamic force is too small, then this equation is reduced to the 
static equilibrium. The explicit method is also known as forward Euler or central difference 
algorithm. This technique integrates the equation of motion through time. The combination of 
explicit dynamic integration rule with element use a lumped mass matrix makes the finite 
element program works. The lumped mass, M allows the program to calculate the nodal 
acceleration at any given time, t. 
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Use of explicit method has advantages because no iteration or convergence check is required 
whereas implicit method required more iteration and also convergence check that is time 
consuming. In the explicit method, generally wave propagation through material is used to solve 
problems. In out of balance forces, it will propagate as stress waves between neighbouring 
elements. A bounded solution can be achieved when the time increment,  is lesser than stable 
time increment, . If time increment,  is greater than the stable time increment, , the 
solution can be unstable and oscillations can occurs. The stability limit is defined in terms of the 
highest Eigenvalue in a model, and fraction of the critical damping,  in the highest mode. 
Hence, damping may reduce stable time of increment.  
 2min
max
2
1t  

   …………………………..….(5.5) 
The stable time increment is a minimum time for dilatational (i.e. pressure) wave to across any 
elements in a model. This dilation consists of volume expansion and contraction. The dilation 
wave speed, , can be expressed for a linear elastic material when Poisson’s ratio is equal to 
zero as 
d
E
c

 ……………………………..…………..(5.6) 
where  is the Young’s modulus,  is the current material density 
 
So, the stable time increment can be expressed as  
e
d
L
t
c
 …………………………………………..(5.7) 
where  is characteristic length based on current geometry model 
 
In the explicit analysis, the stable time increment is adjusted automatically for global estimation. 
Generally, it requires 10000-1000000 increments to achieve converged solution where the 
computational cost per increments is generally small. For better results, the time increment was 
kept quite small. Applying of loading in smoothest possible matter is required as change of 
acceleration in small amount from one increment to the subsequent one is important in explicit 
analysis (Janaraj and Dhanasekar, 2014). 
 
 
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5.4    Material model available for concrete 
 
In general, many material models have been developed for practical industry applications 
especially for concrete as it is the most common engineering material used in construction. 
ABAQUS software (SIMULIA, 2015) provides three concrete material models for different 
problems in concrete structures. 
 
The brittle cracking model is designed for the case where the overall material behaviour is 
dominated by tensile cracking. It assumes that the compressive behaviour of concrete is always 
linear elastic. This may not resemble the reality and it is considered as the weakness of this 
material model. It may be useful for the model where the brittle behaviour dominates such failure 
and the assumption of material is always linear elastic in compression is adequate. This is not 
applicable for concrete bridge pedestal, since the concrete pedestal is heavily loaded under 
vertical load which the compression behaviour is not always linear. 
 
The smeared cracking model is also designed to represent the inelastic behaviour of concrete. In 
this material model, cracking is assumed to be most important aspect of the behaviour and 
representation of cracking and post cracking anisotropic behaviour dominates the modelling. 
However, this model is highly sensitive to mesh size and it has convergence issues upon 
formation of cracks. The analysis of concrete pedestal up to failure behaviour may not be 
suitable. 
 
The concrete damaged plasticity model uses the concept of isotropic damaged elasticity in 
combination with isotropic tensile and compressive plasticity to represent the inelastic behaviour 
of concrete. In contract to the brittle cracking model, it allows the definition of strain hardening 
in compression. It also sensitive to straining rate which resembling the response of concrete in 
more realistic.  
 
Out of the three concrete models, the concrete damaged plasticity model was selected in the 
present study. 
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5.5    Concrete  
 
In the present study, two grades of concrete strength were used, i.e. 32MPa and 50MPa. In the 
present study, two grades of concrete were used, i.e. 32MPa and 50MPa. The concrete 
compressive strength of 32MPa was selected because there are many pre-existing experimental 
database that are using concrete grade 30  3MPa, whereas concrete grade 50MPa was 
considered because there are many technical reports stating that compressive strength of concrete 
bridge pedestal should be about 50MPa.  
 
The concrete damage plasticity model (CDPM) was used to stimulate the non-linear behaviour of 
the concrete. Under low confining pressures, concrete behaves in a brittle manner where the 
main failure mechanisms are cracking in tension and crushing in compression. However, brittle 
behaviour of concrete can eliminate when the confining pressure is sufficiently large to prevent 
crack propagation. The CDPM aims to capture the effects of irreversible damage associated with 
the failure mechanism that occurs in concrete under fair amount of confining pressure (less than 
four or five times the ultimate compressive stress in uniaxial compression loading). This model 
is also capable of considering the following effects of concrete (Abaqus Users Manual, 2006): 
 
a) different yield strength in tension and compression 
b) softening behaviour in tension as opposed to initial hardening followed by softening in 
compression 
c) different degradation of elastic stiffness in tension and compression 
 
Note that the CDPM in ABAQUS is based on the models proposed by Lubliner et al (1989) and 
by Lee and Fenves (1998).  
 
Strain rate decomposition for CDPM is assumed for the rate-independent model: 
el pl    ………………………………….………..(5.8) 
where  is the total strain rate,  is the rate of change of elastic strain and  is the rate of 
change of inelastic strain 
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5.5.1   Concrete damage plasticity model  
 
The stress strain relations are governed by scalar damaged elasticity: 
     1 : :el pl el plod D D         ………..............…...(5.9) 
where 
o
elD  is the initial (undamaged) elastic stiffness of the material;  :el plD    is the 
degraded elastic stiffness; and  is the scalar stiffness degradation variable in range from zero 
(undamaged material) to one (fully damaged material).   
 
Damage is associated with the failure mechanism of the concrete (cracking and crushing) 
therefore results in a reduction in the elastic stiffness.  Within the context of the scalar-damage 
theory, the stiffness degradation is isotropic and characterised by a single degradation 
variable, . In CDPM, the effective stress is defined as: 
 :
def
el pl
oD    ……………………………….(5.10) 
The Cauchy stress is related to effective stress through the scalar degradation relation: 
 1 d   ……………………………..……..(5.11) 
For any given cross-section, the factor  1 d represents the ratio of the effective load-carrying 
area (i.e., the overall area minus the damaged area) to the overall section area. In the absence of 
damage, 0d  , the effective stress,  is equivalent to the Cauchy stress, . When damages occur, 
the effective stress is more representative than the Cauchy stress because only the effective area 
resists the external loads. It is convenient to formulate the plasticity problem in terms of effective 
stress.  
 
The evolution of scalar damage variables for both compression and tension behaviours for 
concrete strength 32MPa and 50MPa are given in Table 5.1(a) and (b) respectively. For example, 
the pattern of evolution scalar damage for concrete strength 32MPa is provided as shown in 
Figure 5.3. According to Wahalathantri et al. (2011) the model only behaves as a plasticity 
model if damage parameters are not specified.  
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Table 5.1(a): The evolution of scalar damage parameter for concrete strength 32MPa 
Compression damage Tension damage 
Damage Crushing strain Damage Cracking strain 
0 0 0 0 
0.1299 0.0004 0.30 0.0001 
0.2429 0.0008 0.55 0.0003 
0.3412 0.0012 0.70 0.0004 
0.4267 0.0016 0.80 0.0005 
0.5012 0.0020 0.90 0.0008 
0.5660 0.0024 0.93 0.0010 
0.7140 0.0036 0.95 0.0020 
0.8243 0.0050 0.97 0.0030 
0.9691 0.0100 0.99 0.0050 
 
Table 5.1(b): The evolution of scalar damage parameter for concrete strength 50MPa 
Compression damage Tension damage 
Damage Crushing strain Damage Cracking strain 
0 0 0 0 
0.000000 0.0000747307 0.000001 0.00003333 
0.000000 0.0000988479 0.406411 0.000160427 
0.000000 0.0001541230 0.696380 0.000279763 
0.000000 0.0007615380 0.920389 0.000684593 
0.195402 0.0025575590 0.980093 0.001086730 
0.596382 0.0056754310 
0.894865 0.0117331190 
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(i) In compression 
 
 
(ii) In tension  
 
Figure 5.3: Evolution of scalar damage  
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5.5.2    Material input parameters for concrete 
 
In nonlinear analysis, the material properties of concrete are required for elastic and inelastic 
behaviours. For the elastic stage, two input parameters are required; Elastic modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio as shown in Table 5.2.  
 
Table 5.2: Elastic properties 
 
 
Thirteen input parameters that govern the concrete damage plasticity model. These parameters 
include (i) dilation angle of , (ii) eccentricity value of  , (iii) ratio between initial equibiaxial 
yield stress and initial uniaxial compressive yield stress (fb0/fc0), (iv) K value, (v)viscosity 
parameter of , (vi) compressive yield stress, (vii)compressive inelastic strain, (viii) tensile yield 
stress, (ix) tensile cracking strain, (x) compressive damage parameter, (xi) tensile damage 
parameter, (xii) compressive inelastic strain and (xiii) tensile cracking strain.  
 
The concrete damage plasticity model in ABAQUS uses a yield condition based on the yield 
function proposed by Lubliner et al. (1989) and this model also incorporates the modification 
proposed by Lee and Fenves (1998) to account for different evolution of strength under tension 
and compression.  The evolution of the yield surface is controlled by the hardening variables,  
and  .  
 
 
 
 
Concrete strength (MPa) 
 
32 50 
Mass density ( kg/m
3
) 2400 2400 
Material parameters 
Elastic Modulus (GPa) 26.48 34.80 
Poisson’s ratio 0.167 0.19 
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In term of effective stresses the yield function takes the following form 
 
       max max1 3 0
1
pl pl
c cF q p
a
             

……..(5.12) 
 where 
 and are two dimensionless material constants 
 is the effective hydrostatic pressure 
 is the Mises equivalent effective stress 
 is the maximum principal effective stress 
The function  is given as 
 
 
 
   1 1
pl
pl
c c
pl
t t
 
   
 
    ………………………….(5.13) 
 is the effective tensile cohesion stress 
 is the effective compression cohesion stress 
0
0
0
0
: 0 0.5
2
b
c
b
c


 


 
 
   
 
 
 
………………………….(5.14) 
 
These parameters are referred from typical values that are available in ABAQUS documentation 
(2015). Some of parameters were obtained from various publications (Australian standard 
AS3600-2009; Starossek et al., 2008; Wahalathantri et al., 2011; Jankowiak and Lodygowski, 
2005, Chaudhari and Chakrabarti, 2012). The typical values adopted for current model is 
presented in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3: Inelastic material input parameters for CDPM 
Material parameters Typical values Values used in the 
present study 
Ratio of initial equibiaxial 
compression yield stress to 
initial uniaxial compression 
yield stress 0
0
b
c


 
 
 
 
1.1 to 1.16 (Lubliner et al., 
1989) 
 
1.12 
0
0
0
0
2
b
c
b
c





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0.08 to 0.12 (Lubliner et al., 1989) 
 
0.12 
Value of  for concrete 0.667 (ABAQUS default value) 0.666 
Value of  for concrete 3 (ABAQUS default value) 3 
Dilation angle ( ) 15 (Starossek, 2008) 
38 (Jankowiak and Lodygowski, 
2005) Grade 50MPa 
30 
Eccentricity (  0.1 (ABAQUS default value) 0.1 
 
The material parameters used in the present study for the hardening and softening stages for 
compression and tension behaviours for concrete grades 32MPa and 50MPa are given in Table 
5.4(a) and (b) respectively. The stress-strain curves adopted for compression and tensile 
behaviours of these concrete are shown in Figure 5.4(a) and (b) respectively. 
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Table 5.4(a): Compression hardening and tension stiffening of concrete grade 32MPa 
Compression hardening Tension stiffening 
Stress (MPa) Crushing strain Stress (MPa) Cracking strain 
24.02 0 2.28 0 
29.21 0.0004 1.46 0.0001 
31.71 0.0008 1.11 0.0003 
32.36 0.0012 0.96 0.0004 
31.77 0.0016 0.80 0.0005 
30.38 0.0020 0.54 0.0008 
28.51 0.0024 0.36 0.0010 
21.91 0.0036 0.16 0.0020 
14.90 0.0050 0.07 0.0030 
2.95 0.0100 0.04 0.0050 
 
Table 5.4(b): Compression hardening and tension stiffening of concrete grade 50MPa  
Compression hardening Concrete tension stiffening 
Stress (MPa) Crushing strain Stress (MPa) Cracking strain 
15.00 0 1.99 0 
20.20 0.0000747307 2.83 0.00003333 
30.00 0.0000988479 1.87 0.000160427 
40.30 0.0001541230 0.86 0.000279763 
50.01 0.0007615380 0.22 0.000684593 
40.24 0.0025575590 0.06 0.001086730 
20.24 0.0056754310 
5.26 0.0117331190 
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The tensile strength of concrete is determined based on the ratio of compressive strength of 
concrete. According to Australian Standard AS3600 (2001), Clause 6.1.1.3 stated that the 
characteristic principal tensile strength of concrete, fct can be taken as equal to 
0.4ct cuf f ……………………..………..(5.15) 
or determined by the indirect tensile test. In the present study, the typical value of tensile strength 
is calculated based on the above equation and results are shown in Table 5.5.  
 
Table 5.5: Tensile strength for both concrete grades 
Compressive strength (MPa) Tensile strength (MPa)  
0.4ct cuf f  
32 2.28 
50 2.83 
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Figure 5.4(a):  Compressive and tensile behaviours of concrete strength 32MPa  
Max. compressive stress = 32MPa 
Max. tensile stress = 2.27MPa 
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Figure 5.4(b):  Compressive and tensile behaviours of concrete strength 50MPa  
 
5.6 Steel reinforcement  
 
The steel reinforcement was modelled using a 2-node linear 1-D truss element arranged in 3D 
space which represented by “T3D2”. The axial stress levels were checked to determine the stress 
level of steel reinforcement.  The diameter of steel reinforcement was kept as 12mm for all 
models. The modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio for steel reinforcement is 200GPa and 0.3 
respectively. The tensile stress-strain relationship of steel reinforcement is shown in Figure 
5.5(a).  
Max. tensile stress = 2.84MPa 
Max. compressive stress = 50MPa 
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Figure 5.5(a): Tensile stress-strain behaviour of steel reinforcement 
 
In the reinforced concrete pedestal, the steel reinforcement was embedded in concrete pedestal 
using “embedded region” constraint. Since only the tensile force of the steel reinforcement is 
active, therefore its compressive force is not considered as it embedded in concrete would not 
resist compressive force a value at 1MPa was considered. Meanwhile, the concrete acts as host 
elements for the steel reinforcement as shown in Figure 5.5(b).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5(b): Solid elements with embedded elements 
Host solid element 
concrete pedestal 
(in black) 
Steel reinforcement (red) Solid element of steel plate 
(in blue) 
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5.7    Contact interface  
 
The contact behaviour of a concrete pedestal is only based on contact interaction due to frictional 
force between steel bearing plate surface and hard contact surface of the concrete pedestal. It is 
assumed that there is no bonding behaviour between the steel bearing plate and the surface of the 
concrete pedestal. Generally, the structural bonding can be modelled using tie-constraint or 
cohesive element. For the present study, the contact surface interaction between steel plate and 
concrete surface was modelled using “Surface-to-Surface” contact. Contact interaction 
characteristic between steel bearing plate and concrete bearing surface plays a key role in 
simulating the behaviour of a concrete pedestal. The selected master-slave surface of contact 
interface is shown in Figure 5.6.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Master-slave surface 
Physically, contact involves interaction between bodies such as contact pressure and frictional 
stress resists penetration and sliding respectively. Various classifications of contact interactions 
were considered for concrete bridge pedestal; 
a) Typically there are many nodes in contact  
b) Contact cause local deformation and shear  
Steel bottom surface 
(Slave surface) 
Concrete top 
surface (Master 
surface) 
Contact 
interface  
Steel plate 
Concrete 
pedestal 
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In the contact interface, surface-to-surface (S-to-S) technique was selected for contact 
discretization. The S-to-S use contact enforcement in an average sense over a region surrounding 
each slave node. Slave surface is much more than just a collection of nodes and slave nodes 
cannot penetrate the master surface facet. Master nodes are not explicitly resisted from 
penetrating slave surface facets (and sometimes do penetrate the slave surface). So, by refining 
of slave surface it helps avoid gross penetration of master nodes into slave surface. Refinement 
of slave surface leads to global accuracy. Some guidelines for master and slave surface roles: 
a) More refined surface should act as slave surface 
b) Stiffer body should be master surface 
 
In order to simulate the contact interaction between contacting bodies, firstly mechanical 
properties of contact model assigned; the two mechanical contact properties (see Table 5.6) 
a) Normal behaviour 
b) tangential behaviour 
 
In the normal behaviour, the pressure–overclosure relationship for default “hard” contact was 
selected. The “hard” contact minimise the penetration of slave surface into master surface at the 
constraint location and it does not allow the transfer the tensile force across the interface.  
 
In the tangential behaviour, when two surfaces in contact, they usually transmit the shear as well 
as normal forces across their interface. The relationship between these two forces is known as 
friction between the contact bodies. It is usually expressed in terms of the stresses at the interface 
of the contact bodies. In current model, the stiffness (penalty) method is implemented to simulate 
the friction between steel plate and concrete surface. This friction model is based on basic 
concept of coulomb friction. The equation for coulomb friction is given in Eq. 5.16. 
crit  ……………………………………..(5.16) 
where is critical shear stress;  is coefficient of friction and  is contact pressure between 
surface. 
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Table 5.6: Contact properties  
Contact properties Types 
Normal behaviour: Pressure-Overclosure  Hard contact 
Tangential behaviour: Friction Friction coefficient 0.3  
Penalty friction formulation 
 
5.8    Mesh sensitivity analysis 
 
In this present study, the mesh sensitivity study was carried out to determine the most optimum 
mesh size for the concrete bridge pedestal model. In this process, the FE models with different 
mesh sizes were first examined under linear analysis. Once the FE result has converged then the 
model with the optimum mesh size will be re-analysed for non-linear analysis.  
 
The FE model of a concrete pedestal consisted of a concrete block and steel bearing plate. The 
height of the concrete pedestal was set as 50mm. The concrete had surface area 400mm × 
400mm. Meanwhile, the steel plate has surface area 300mm by 300mm with the thickness of 
20mm. Note that this dimension is set to satisfy a load of 3500kN. The low ratio of area of 
concrete surface to steel is set for 1.78.  Since the model is double symmetric in xy and yz 
planes, only quarter size of pedestal was modeled. 
 
In order to obtain best results, the consistence cubic mesh size or closer to that dimension was 
maintained for both steel bearing plate and concrete pedestal. In this study, five different mesh 
sizes were considered i.e., 5, 7.5, 10, 15 and 30mm cubic. The coarsest (30mm) and the finest 
(5mm) mesh arrangements are shown in Figure 4.8(a) and (b) respectively. As a one quarter 
models were considered, the coarse mesh size model of 30mm for the concrete surface of 
200mm by 200mm had the total number of elements 123. For the finest mesh for a concrete 
block quarter size of 200mm by 200mm that has total number of elements of 19600.  
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Displacement control of 0.2mm is set for linear analysis and was applied uniformly on the top 
surface of steel plate. The vertical stress at the centre location was monitored to evaluate the 
effects of mesh size on the stress level at the contact area as shown in Figure 5.9(a). The centre 
location is considered because it may experience the highest level of confinement effects. 
 
In order to see clearly the effects of mesh size to the vertical load and vertical stress at centre 
location, these results are plotted as shown in Figure 5.9(c) and (d) respectively. Typical results 
of FE models for different mesh sizes under linear analysis are tabulated in Table 5.4. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7(a): Course meshes with up to 30mm cubic mesh size 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7(b): Fine meshes with 5mm cubic mesh size 
Top surface of steel plate for 
displacement control 
Concrete 
pedestal 
Stress monitor at 
centre location 
Imaginary boundary 
line for steel plate  
(in red box) 
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To illustrate the convergence of the models more clearly, the trends of convergence lines for 
different mesh size in term of compressive load and vertical stress (at centre location) are 
included as shown in Figure 5.7(c) and (d) respectively. 
  
 Figure 5.7(c): Load level for different mesh sizes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7(d): Vertical stress at centre location 
2568kN 
(7.5mm mesh size) 
2570kN 
(5mm mesh size) 
101.9MPa 
(5mm mesh size) 
101.9MPa 
(7.5mm mesh size) 
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Figure 5.7 clearly illustrates that the trends on mesh convergence were achieved when 
refinement model has been used. It can be concluded that the corresponding stress state 
convergence for model with mesh size of 5mm is confirmed as shown in Table 5.7.  
 
Table 5.7: Mesh convergence studies under linear analysis 
Mesh size (mm cube) 30 15 10 7.5 5 
(i=1) (i=2) (i=3) (i=4) (i=5) 
No. of elements 123 607 2450 6303 19600 
Compressive load  2513 2536 2559 2568 2570 
Percentage difference of compressive 
load (%) 
- 0.91 0.90 0.35 0.08 
Vertical stress at centre location (MPa) 102.7 102.3 102.3 101.9 101.9 
 
The percentage difference of compressive load and vertical stress (at sharp edge) between mesh 
sizes is calculated based on Eq. 5.17. 
 
 
( )1
( )1
100
ii
ii
average
value value
value value




 
 
…………………………(5.17) 
  
As shown in Table 5.7, the maximum compressive load when displacement control reaches 
0.2mm is 2570kN. It is also notified that maximum force was obtained when the mesh size used 
is for 5mm. The maximum compressive load converged when compressive load are achieved 
between 7.5mm and 5mm which percentage difference is at only 0.08%. In term of vertical 
stress, the stress levels at the centre location for all mesh sizes are considered quite consistence 
which their stress level at 1011MPa. To further examine these results, all models with different 
mesh sizes have been re-analysed in nonlinear analysis and then the result is compared with 
expected load predicted from Australian Standard. 
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5.9    Non-linear analysis results 
 
To examine the accuracy of FE results, the ultimate loads were compared against the expected 
load that is calculated based on the Australian Standard, AS3600 (2009).  The load - 
displacement curves for all models are provided in Figure 5.8.  
 
 
Figure 5.8: Force displacement curve for different mesh size 
 
It shows that the optimised mesh size model of 5mm significantly predicts the closest result to 
expected load of 3500kN with percentage difference of 4.81%. The expected load is determined 
as given in Chapter 4. Typical results of FE models for different mesh size are tabulated in Table 
5.8. 
 
 
 
Expected load of 
3500kN 
3668.50kN 
(5mm mesh size) 
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Table 5.8: Mesh convergence studies under non-linear analysis  
Mesh 
size 
(mm) 
No. of 
elements 
(No.) 
Predicted load  
(AS3600-
2009) 
(kN) 
Ultimate load, 
Fult from  
FE result 
(kN) 
Percentage difference 
between FE result and 
Predicted load 
(%)  
30 306 3500 4216.52 20.47 
15 607 3500 4561.96 30.34 
10 2450 3500 4710.96 34.60 
7.5 6303 3500 4467.60 27.65 
5 19600 3500 3668.50 4.81 
Note that:  
   
 
% 100
FE predicted
predicted
load load
Percentage
load

  ……………………..(5.18) 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
Model Validation 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6.1    Introduction 
 
The model validation is presented in two (2) parts: 
 
a. Part 1 deals with the confinement of concrete pedestal of a defined height due to different 
dimensions of steel bearing plate  
 
b. Part 2 deals with the confinement concrete pedestals of varied heights due to area 
prescribed dimension of steel bearing plate  
   
6.2    Part 1 – Effects of size of bearing plate 
 
The validation of the FE model predictions is based on the bearing capacities of concrete 
pedestals under different confinement effect provided by the neighbouring pier concrete at the 
bottom and steel bearing plates on the top. The confinement of concrete is a crucial benchmark 
for the validation work to ensure the FE model is capable of predicting the confinement level for 
different steel plate surface areas. The ratio of contact area of the concrete surface to the steel 
plate surface area is the key parameter in the investigation of the confinement in the concrete 
pedestals. In this validation work, only ratios in the range from 2 to 6 were considered since this 
range simulates the actual conditions of concrete bridge pedestals.     
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6.2.1    Analysis of pre-existing experimental results of Bonetti (2006) 
 
In order to examine the reliability of the FE results corresponding to concrete behaviour, a series 
of FE models were selected and their results compared with the experimental work conducted by 
Bonetti (2006). The experimental results are shown in Table 6.1.  
 
The experimental parameters stated in Bonetti (2006) are the surface dimensions of steel plates 
and concrete pedestals as well as the compressive strength of concrete. The stress-strain curves 
of the concrete samples are not reported in Bonetti (2006). Therefore for the validation purpose 
of this present study, a stress strain curve was considered in the FE modelling to stimulate the 
behaviour of concrete. To counter for the differences of the compressive strengths of the tested 
specimens and the FE models, the experimental and modelling results were normalised by 
introducing two dimensionless parameters that can be used to justify the difference of 
compressive strengths for both results. The two dimensionless parameters are: 
 
a) the ratio of bearing pressure, fcu divided by  the compressive strength of concrete, fcu  
b) the ratio of concrete contact surface, Ac divided by surface area of steel plate, As 
 
The bearing pressure, fb is equal to the ultimate load, Fult divided by surface area of steel plate, 
As as given in Eq.6.1. 
 
ult
b
s
F
f
A
 .........................................................(6.1) 
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In Part 1, the dimension for FE model is selected based on the experiment conducted by Bonetti 
(2006). The FE model consists of steel bearing plate and concrete pedestal. The dimension of the 
model is shown in Figure 6.1.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1(a): Schematic diagram for FE model dimensions based on Bonetti (2006) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1(b): Top view of concrete block and steel bearing plate 
Steel 
bearing 
plate 
 
Concrete 
block 
 
Square steel bearing plates  
Plate surface dimension = 
82.96  82.96mm 
101.60  101.60mm 
143.76  143.76mm 
Constant plate thickness = 12.7mm 
Concrete block 
height, h = 
406.4mm 
(Constant) 
 
width: height = 
1:2 
Square surface concrete block =  
203.2  203.2mm  
Steel  
 bearing plate  
 
Steel  
 bearing plate  
 
Centre line  
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Table 6.1: Pre-existing experimental results by Bonetti (2006) 
 
Note that:   Constant height of concrete block is 406.4mm   
   Constant thickness of steel plate is 12.7mm 
Specimen 
No. 
Concrete 
surface 
dimensions 
(mm x 
mm) 
Steel plate 
surface 
dimensions 
(mm x 
mm) 
Concrete 
surface 
area,  Ac 
(mm
2
) 
Steel plate 
surface 
area,  As 
(mm
2
) 
 Ac/As Ultimate 
load, 
Fult  
(kN) 
Bearing 
strength, 
fb  
= Fult / As 
(MPa) 
Concrete 
Compressive 
strength, fcu 
(MPa) 
 
Confinement 
effect, 
fb/fcu 
S1-1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
203.2 × 
203.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
143.76 × 
143.76 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
41290.24 
20666.94 2 663.87 30.71  
 
27.92 
1.10 
S1-2 101.60 × 
101.60 
10322.56 4 414.80 40.20 1.44 
S1-3 82.96 × 
82.96 
6881.71 6 328.06 47.74 1.71 
S1-4 71.84 × 
71.84 
5161.28 8 289.13 56.21  
 
30.06 
1.87 
S1-5 58.66 × 
58.66 
3440.85 12 249.10 72.44 2.41 
S1-6 50.80 × 
50.80 
2580.64 16 220.19 85.37 2.84 
S1-7 143.68 × 
143.68 
20645.12 2 718.39 34.75  
 
 
 
 
31.03 
1.12 
S1-8 128.51 × 
128.51 
16516.10 2.5 600.51 36.31 1.17 
S1-9 117.32 × 
117.32 
13763.41 3 531.56 38.79 1.25 
S1-10 101.60 × 
101.60 
10322.56 4 465.95 45.30 1.46 
S1-11 82.96 × 
82.96 
6881.71 6 375.87 54.61 1.76 
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Table 6.2: The percentage different of confinement effect, fb/fcu in the same ratio of (Ac/As) for experiment by Bonetti (2006)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note that: 
Percentage difference, 
 
1 2
1
1 2
(%)
average
a a
P
a a



…………………………….(6.2) 
 
 
Percentage difference, 
 
1 2
2
1 2
(%)
average
b b
P
b b



…………………………….(6.3) 
 
 
 
 
Specimen 
No. 
(Refer to 
Table 6.1) 
 
 
Ac/As 
 
Concrete 
compressive 
strength, 
fcu  
(MPa) 
 
Percentage 
difference, 
P1 
(%) 
 
Confinemen
t effects = 
fb/fcu  
(Refer to 
Table 6.1) 
 
 
Percentage 
difference, 
P2 
(%) 
S1-1  
2 
27.92 = a1 
 
 
10.6 
1.10 = b1  
1.8 
S1-7 31.03 = a2 
 
1.12 = b2  
S1-2  
4 
27.92 = a1 
 
 
10.6 
1.44= b1   
1.4 
S1-10 31.03 = a2 
 
1.46 = b2  
S1-3  
6 
27.92 = a1 
 
 
10.6 
1.71 = b1  
2.9 
S1-11 31.03 = a2 1.76 = b2 
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Table 6.1 shows that the compressive strength of concrete specimens varies from 27.92MPa to 
31.03MPa under different A2/A1 ratios. Comparisons of the confinement effects (fb/fcu) for the 
same A2/A1 ratio are shown in Table 6.2. It can be seen for compressive strength of 27.92MPa 
and 31.03MPa the difference in confinement is below 3%. Although the compressive strength 
differs by 10.6%, but the difference in the confinement effect is less than 3%. 
 
6.2.2    Comparisons of experimental results and FE results  
 
The comparisons have been made between experimental results and FE results to determine the 
accuracy of the FE model in predicting the confinement effects on the bearing capacity of 
concrete. The FE results are given in Table 6.3 and the selected data for comparisons are 
tabulated in Table 6.4. It can be seen that the normalised results for both the experimental data 
and the FE models are consistent in term of confinement effects and the different is less than 5%. 
The trend in variation to confinement determined from both the experimental and the FE models 
is shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Table 6.3: Finite element results  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Specime
n No. 
Concrete 
surface 
dimensions 
( mm x 
mm) 
Steel plate 
surface 
dimensions 
(mm  x 
mm) 
Concrete 
surface 
area, Ac 
(mm
2
) 
Steel plate 
surface 
area,  As 
(mm
2
) 
 Ac/As Ultimate 
load, Fult  
(kN) 
Bearing 
strength, fb =  
Fult / As 
(MPa) 
Concrete 
Compressive 
strength, fcu 
(MPa) 
 
Confinement 
effect, 
fb/fcu 
Fe1-1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
203.2  
×  
203.2 
 
 
 
 
143.76  
× 143.76 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
41290.24 
20666.94 2 748.97 36.24  
 
 
 
 
 
 
32 
1.12 
Fe1-2 128.51  
× 128.51 
 
16516.10 2.5 630.58 38.18 1.18 
Fe1-3 117.32  
× 117.32 
 
13763.41 3 556.73 40.45 1.25 
Fe1-4 101.60  
× 101.60 
 
10322.56 4 507.77 49.19 1.52 
Fe1-5 82.96  
× 82.96 
 
6881.71 6 387.51 56.31 1.74 
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Table 6.4: Comparisons of pre-existing experimental results (Bonetti, 2006) and FE models 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note that:  
Percentage difference, 
 3
(%)
column column
column column average
a b
P
a b



…………………..……(6.4) 
 Column a  Column b  
 Ac/As Experimental results (Bonetti, 2006) 
 
FE results Percentage 
difference,  P3 
(%) Concrete 
compressive 
strength, fcu 
(MPa) 
Confinement 
effect =  
fb/fcu  
(Refer to Table 
6.2) 
Average 
confinement 
effect 
 
Concrete 
compressive 
strength, 
fcu 
(MPa)  
Confinement 
effect = 
fb/fcu  
(Refer to Table 
6.3) 
2 
 
27.92 1.10 
 
 
 
1.11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
32 
 
 
1.12 
 
 
0.89 31.03 1.12 
 
2.5 31.03 1.17 
 
1.17 1.18 0.85 
3 31.03 1.25 
 
1.25 1.25 0.00 
4 27.92 1.44 
 
 
 
1.45 
 
 
1.52 
 
 
4.71 31.03 1.46 
 
6 27.92 1.71 
 
 
 
1.74 
 
 
1.74 
 
 
0.29 31.03 1.76 
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Figure 6.2: Comparisons of FE models with experiment results conducted by Bonetti (2006) 
  
It can be seen, from Figure 5.2 that the FE models are able to capture similar the trend of 
confinement effect in different ratios of (Ac/As) of experimental work by Bonetti (2006). The 
confinement effect, fb/fcu from the FE models also well agreement with the experimental data for 
each ratio of Ac/As. 
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6.3    Part 2 – Effects of height of concrete pedestal 
 
In this part, confinement in concrete pedestals of varying heights of pedestals under lower Ac/As 
ratios, i.e. 2, 4 and 6 were considered. In this part, the concrete blocks with constant surface 
dimensions of 203.2  203.2mm but with two different heights of 101.6mm and 203.2mm only 
were considered.     
 
6.3.1    Analysis of pre-existing experimental results of Au and Baird (1960) 
 
More data have been examined to ensure the FE models are not only predicted the bearing 
capacities for different contact areas but also for varied heights, h of the concrete pedestals. A 
series of FE models were selected and compared with pre-existing results of experimental work 
conducted by Tung and Baird (1960) whose experimental results are shown in Table 6.5(a), (b) 
and (c) for different ratios of concrete surface area to steel plate surface area, Ac/As of 2, 4 and 6 
respectively. The experimental and the modelling results have been normalized by adapting two 
dimensionless parameters refer to Eq 6.4. 
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In Part 2, the dimensions for the FE models are selected based on the experiment conducted by 
Tung and Baird (1960). The dimensions and top view of the models are shown in Figure 6.3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3(a): Schematic diagram for FE model dimensions based on Au and Baird (1960) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3(b): Top view of concrete block and steel bearing plate 
Concrete block 
height, h = 
101.6mm 
 
(Shallow 
height)  
width: height = 
1:0.5 
Steel  
 bearing plate  
 
Concrete block 
height, h = 
203.2mm  
 
(Normal 
height)  
width: height = 
1:1 
Concrete 
block 
 
Square steel bearing plates  
Plate surface dimension =  
83.06 × 83.06mm 
101.60 × 101.60mm 
144.02 × 144.02mm 
Constant plate thickness = 9.53mm 
Square surface concrete block  
203.2 × 203.2mm 
(Constant) 
Square surface concrete block  
203.2 × 203.2mm  
Concrete 
block 
 
Steel  
 bearing plate  
 Steel  
 bearing plate  
 
Centre line  
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Table 6.5(a): For ratio of concrete surface area to steel plate surface area, Ac/As of 2 
Note that: 
Constant plate thickness for all specimens is 9.53mm 
 
Specimen No. S2a-11 S2a-12 S2a-21 S2a-22 S2a-23 S2a-31 S2a-32 S2a-41 S2a-42 S2a-43 
 
Concrete surface 
dimension 
(mm x mm) 
203.2 
× 
203.2 
203.2 
× 
203.2 
203.2 
× 
203.2 
203.2 
× 
203.2 
Concrete height, 
h 
(mm) 
 
203.2 
 
101.6 
 
203.2 
 
 
101.6 
Steel plate 
surface 
dimension 
(mm x mm) 
144.02 
× 
144.02 
144.02 
× 
144.02 
144.02 
× 
144.02 
144.02 
× 
144.02 
Concrete type High Grade Low Grade 
Concrete 
compressive 
strength, fcu 
(MPa) 
 
55.5 
 
 
 
55.5 
 
31.03 
 
 
 
31.03 
Ultimate loads,   
Fult (kN) 
 
1401.19 
 
 
1534.64 
 
1645.84 
 
1601.36 
 
1467.91 
 
983.06 
 
1031.99 
 
1334.47 
 
1258.85 
 
1374.50 
Average loads 
(kN) 
 
1467.92 
 
1571.70 
 
1007.53 
 
 
1322.61 
Average bearing 
stress, fb (MPa) 
 
70.77 
 
 
75.78 
 
 
48.58 
 
 
63.78 
 
confinement 
effect, fb/fcu 
 
1.28 
 
 
1.37 
 
1.57 
 
2.06 
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Table 6.5(b): For ratio of concrete surface area to steel plate surface area, Ac/As of 4 
 Note that: 
Constant plate thickness for all specimens is 9.53mm 
Specimen No. S2b-11 S2b-12 S2b-21 S2b-22 S2b-23 S2b-31 S2b-32 S2b-33 S2b-41 S2b-42 
 
Concrete surface 
dimension 
(mm x mm) 
203.2 
× 
203.2 
203.2 
× 
203.2 
203.2 
×  
203.2 
203.2 
× 
203.2 
Concrete height, h 
(mm) 
 
203.2 
 
 
101.6 
 
203.2 
 
101.6 
Steel plate surface 
dimension 
(mm x mm) 
101.6 
× 
101.6 
101.6 
× 
101.6 
101.6 
× 
101.6 
101.6 
× 
101.6 
Concrete type High Grade Low Grade 
Concrete 
compressive 
strength, fcu 
(MPa) 
 
55.5 
 
 
 
55.5 
 
31.03 
 
 
 
31.03 
Ultimate loads,   
Fult 
(kN) 
 
934.13 
 
934.13 
 
925.23 
 
1058.68 
 
1031.99 
 
649.44 
 
678.35 
 
680.58 
 
658.34 
 
800.68 
Average loads 
(kN) 
 
934.13 
 
 
1005.30 
 
663.89 
 
713.20 
Average bearing 
stress,  fb   
(MPa) 
 
90.49 
 
 
97.39  
 
 
64.31 
 
 
69.09 
 
 
confinement 
effect, fb/fcu 
 
1.63 
 
 
1.75 
 
2.07 
 
2.06 
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Table 6.5(c): For ratio of concrete surface area to steel plate surface area,Ac/As of 6 
 
Note that: 
Constant plate thickness for all specimens is 9.53mm 
 
Specimen No. S2c-11 S2c-12 S2c-21 S2c-22 S2c-23 S2c-31 S2c-32 S2c-41 S2c-42 S2c-43 
 
Concrete surface 
dimension  
(mm x mm) 
203.2 
× 
203.2 
203.2 
× 
203.2 
203.2 
×  
203.2 
203.2 
× 
203.2 
Concrete height, h 
(mm) 
 
203.2 
 
 
101.6 
 
203.2 
 
101.6 
Steel plate surface 
dimension 
(mm x mm) 
83.06 
× 
83.06 
83.06 
× 
83.06 
83.06 
× 
83.06 
83.06 
× 
83.06 
Concrete type High Grade Low Grade 
Concrete compressive 
strength, fcu 
(MPa) 
 
55.5 
 
 
 
55.5 
 
31.03 
 
 
 
31.03 
Ultimate loads,   
Fult 
(kN) 
 
747.30 
 
720.61 
 
636.10 
 
831.82 
 
836.27 
 
478.18 
 
544.91 
 
578.27 
 
475.96 
 
725.06 
Average loads 
(kN) 
 
733.96 
 
 
768.06 
 
511.55 
 
593.10 
Average bearing 
stress, fb 
(MPa) 
 
106.39 
 
 
111.34 
 
74.15 
 
 
85.97 
 
confinement effects,  
fb/fcu 
 
1.92 
 
 
2.01 
 
2.39 
 
2.77 
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Table 6.6: Percentage different of ultimate loads for different height of concrete blocks (Au and Baird, 1960) 
 
 
Note that: 
Percentage difference, 
 
1 2
4
1 2
(%)
average
d d
P
d d



 ………………………………………………………….(6.5) 
Constant concrete block surface dimension is 203.2mm × 203.2mm for all specimens. 
Constant thickness of steel plate is 9.53mm for all specimens. 
 
 
 
Concrete 
compressive 
strength,  fcu   
(MPa) 
 
 
block 
height, 
h 
(mm) 
 
Specimen 
No. 
(Refer 
Table 
6.5a) 
Ac/As of 2  
Specimen 
No. 
(Refer 
Table 
6.5b) 
  Ac/As  of 4  
Specimen 
(Refer 
Table 
6.5c) 
Ac/As of 6 
Ave. 
Ult. load 
(kN) 
Difference,  
P4 (%) 
Ave. 
Ult. 
load 
(kN) 
Difference,  
P4 (%) 
Ave. 
Ult. 
load 
(kN)) 
Difference,  
P4 (%) 
 
 
55.5 
203.2 S2a-11 
S2a-12 
1467.92 
=d1 
 
 
6.83 
S2b-11 
S2b-12 
934.14 
=d1 
 
 
7.34 
S2c-11 
S2c-12 
733.96 
=d1 
 
 
4.54 101.6 S2a-21 
S2a-22 
S2a-23 
1571.70 
=d2 
S2b-21 
S2b-22 
S2b-23 
1005.3
0 
=d2 
S2c-21 
S2c-22 
S2c-23 
768.06 
=d2 
 
 
31.03 
203.2 S2a-31 
S2a-32 
1007.53 
=d1 
 
 
27.04 
S2b-31 
S2b-32 
663.89 
=d1 
 
 
7.16 
S2c-31 
S2c-32 
511.55 
=d1 
 
 
14.76 101.6 S2a-41 
S2a-42 
S2a-43 
1322.61 
=d2 
S2b-41 
S2b-42 
S2b-43 
713.20 
=d2 
S2c-41 
S2c-42 
S2c-43 
593.10 
=d2 
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Table 6.5(a), (b) and (c) show the experiment results for bearing capacities of concrete for 
concrete blocks under different concrete compressive strengths (55.5MPa and 31.03MPa) and 
different concrete block heights (203.2mm and 101.6mm).  
 
Comparisons of the ultimate loads for different concrete block height under ratio of 2, 4 and 6 
have been made in Table 6.6. It can be seen that the concrete blocks with concrete compressive 
strength of 55.5MPa for concrete block height of 203.2mm and 101.6mm, the difference in 
ultimate loads is less than 8% for all ratios. However, the concrete blocks with concrete 
compressive strength 31.03MPa with different height of 203.2mm and 101.6mm, the ultimate 
load was difference about 27% for ratio 2.  
 
The confinement effect of concrete of Au and Baird (1960) has been summarised in Table 6.7. In 
order to see the trend of confinement effect of concrete for different block height the graph of 
fb/fcu against Ac/As have been plotted as shown in Figure 6.4. 
 
 Table 6.7: Summary of confinement effect, fb/fcu by Au and Baird (1960) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ratio of concrete surface area to steel plate 
surface area,  Ac/As 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
6 
 
Concrete type 
 
Concrete 
compressive 
strength,  fcu  
(MPa) 
 
Concrete 
block 
height, h 
(mm) 
 
 
Confinement effect,   
fb/fcu 
 
High grade 
 
55.50 
203.2 
 
1.28 1.63 1.92 
101.6 
 
1.37 1.75 2.01 
 
Low grade 
 
31.03 
203.2 
 
1.57 2.07 2.39 
101.6 
 
2.06 2.23 2.77 
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Figure 6.4: Confinement effect, fb/fcu for different height of concrete blocks 
 (Au and Baird, 1960) 
 
Figure 6.4 shows the trends of confinement effect of concrete blocks is quite consistence for all 
specimens even when different compressive strength of concrete block are used. The graphs 
show that the confinement effect, fb/fcu increases if the Ac/As ratio increases.    
 
6.3.2    Comparisons of experimental results and FE results  
 
The comparisons have been made between experimental and FE results to determine the 
accuracy of the FE models in predicting the confinement effects of bearing capacities of concrete 
for different heights of concrete blocks. The FE results are given in Table 6.8 and the selected 
data for comparisons are tabulated in Table 6.9.  
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Table 6.8: Finite element results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Specimen 
No. 
 
Concrete 
surface 
dimension 
(mm x 
mm) 
 
Steel plate 
surface 
dimension 
(mm x 
mm) 
 
Concrete 
surface 
area,  
Ac 
(mm
2
) 
 
Steel 
plate 
surface 
area, As 
(mm
2
) 
 
 
Ac/As 
 
Block 
height,  
h  
(mm) 
 
Ultimate 
load, Fult  
(kN) 
 
 
Bearing 
strength,   
fb =  
Fult / As 
(MPa) 
 
Concrete 
Compressive 
strength, 
fcu 
(MPa) 
 
Confinement  
 fb/fcu 
Fe2-1  
203.2 
× 
203.2 
 
144.02  
×  
144.02 
 
 
41290.24 
 
 
 
 
20741.76 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
203.2 
 
 
1260.00 
 
60.75 
 
 
50 
 
1.22 
Fe2-2  
101.6 
 
 
1436.60 
 
70.56 
 
1.41 
Fe2-3  
203.2 
× 
203.2 
 
101.6  
×  
101.6 
 
 
41290.24 
 
 
10322.56 
 
 
4 
 
203.2 
 
 
849.20 
 
82.27 
 
 
50 
 
1.65 
Fe2-4  
101.6 
 
902.20 
 
87.42 
 
 
1.75 
Fe2-5  
203.2 
× 
203.2 
 
83.06  
× 
 83.06 
 
 
41290.24 
 
 
6898.96 
 
 
6 
 
203.2 
 
610.80 
 
88.54 
 
 
 
50 
 
1.77 
Fe2-6  
101.6 
 
746.80 
 
108.25 
 
 
2.16 
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Table 6.9: Comparisons of pre-existing experimental results (Au and Baird, 1960) and FE results 
 
Note that: Percentage difference, 
 
..
5
. .
(%)
colcol
col col average
a b
P
a b



………………………………………….………(6.6)
    Column a  Column b  
 
 
 
 
Ac/As 
 
Experimental results ( Tung and Baird, 1960) 
 
 
FE results 
 
 
 
 
Percentage 
difference,  P5   
(%) 
 
Concrete 
Compressive 
strength, fcu 
(MPa) 
Concrete 
block height, 
h 
(mm) 
 
Confinement effect,   
fb/fcu   
 
Average  
confinement 
effects  
 
Concrete 
Compressive 
strength, fcu 
     (MPa) 
Confinement 
effects,  
fb/fcu   
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
55.5 
 
203.2 
 
1.21 = a1  
1.27 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
50 
 
1.22 
 
4.80 
1.33 = a2 
 
101.6 
1.43 = a1  
1.37 
 
1.41 
 
2.88 1.39 = a2 
1.28 = a3 
 
 
4 
 
203.2 
 
1.63 = a1  
1.63 
 
1.65 
 
0.00 
1.63 = a2 
 
101.6 
1.62 = a1  
1.75 
 
1.75 
 
1.22 1.84 = a2 
1.80 = a3 
 
 
6 
 
203.2 
 
1.95 = a1  
1.92 
 
1.77 
 
8.13 
1.88 = a2 
 
101.6 
1.66 = a1  
2.00 
 
2.16 
 
7.69 2.17 = a2 
2.18 = a3 
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It can be seen in Table 6.9 that the confinement, fb/fcu for both experimental and FE models 
are consistence. The percentage difference of confinement effect between experimental and 
FE results are less than 2% and 5% for Ac/A ratio 2 and 4 respectively. For the specimens 
with Ac/As ratio of 6, the percentage different is slightly higher about 8%. Figure 6.5 and 6.6 
show the promising results on the trends of confinement effect for both experimental and FE 
model for concrete blocks with shallow height (101.6mm) and normal height (203.2mm). 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Comparisons of FE results and experimental results for shallow height concrete 
blocks of 101.6mm (Au and Baird, 1960) 
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Figure 6.6: Comparisons of FE results and experimental results for normal height concrete 
blocks of 203.2mm (Au and Baird, 1960) 
 
It proves that FE models are capable of capturing the trend of increase in confinement with 
the increase in the area of concrete relative to the increase in the area of steel; it is shown that 
the trend remained the same irrespective of the height of concrete pedestals. The prediction of 
confinement, fb/fcu for FE models are in good agreement with the experimental data for each 
Ac/As ratio.  
 
6.4   Failure mode 
 
In order to ensure accuracy of the current developed model, it was further analysed using 
appropriate dimension of an actual concrete pedestal. The failure mode obtained from this 
model was compared with a real field problem of concrete spalling as shown in Figure 6.7(a). 
For this purpose, the concrete pedestal model is based on 50mm height with the ratio of 
concrete surface to steel bearing plate area 1.78. Note that this model has also been used as a 
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control specimen throughout this thesis. Figure 6.7(b) shows the comparisons of failure 
modes obtained from numerical modelling and the real failure case. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7:  (a) observed in real failure (b) obtained from numerical modelling 
 
Figure 6.7(a) implies that stress singularity can cause localised damages such as concrete 
spalling due to combination of stress concentration, excessive bulging and/or even high shear 
stress at the contact between steel bearing plate and concrete bridge pedestals. It also 
illustrates that localised issue also leads to reduction of bearing area under the bottom bearing 
plate and shear cracking of the concrete pedestals. In Figure 6.7(b), similar failure mechanism 
is obtained from the numerical modelling as the critical tension failure zone is exhibited at 
the surrounding bearing area especially at the sharp edge of contact area due to high 
concentrated tension stresses. In order to see more clearly, Figure 6.7(b)(ii) shows that the 
tension failure zone is located at the outer edge of the bearing area which explains the 
spalling concrete failure mechanism of the pedestal.  
 
 
 
(b)(i) max principle stress contour 
(a) Loss of contact due to spalling concrete of 
bridge 2097 of the Molongo River in the ACT 
TAMS 
 
The sharp edge area of 
steel bearing plate 
 
High tension 
zone
 The sharp edge area of 
steel bearing plate 
 
 
 
High tension zone due to bulging 
behaviour 
 
Loaded bearing 
area
 The sharp edge area of 
steel bearing plate 
 
 
 (b)(ii) max principle stress contour (plane section) 
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6.5    Summary 
 
In the validation work, it can be concluded that; 
 
1. The FE model is capable of predicting the load capacities of concrete blocks and 
capture the trends of increase in confinement of concrete block for different Ac/As 
ratios and  different height of concrete blocks. 
 
2. From the pre-existing experimental results conducted by Bonetti (2006) and Tung and 
Baird (1960), it also can be concluded that the ratios of concrete block surface area to 
steel plate surface area, Ac/As and the height of concrete block, h are the key 
parameters that affecting the bearing capacities of concrete blocks.  
 
3. Under critical Ac/As ratio of 2, the shallow height of blocks concrete (101.6mm 
height) has highest confinement effect, fb/fcu compared to normal height concrete 
blocks (203.2mm height) or slender height concrete blocks (406.4mm height) as 
shown in Table 6.10.  
 
Table 6.10:  Confinement effect, fb/fcu of concrete block for the critical Ac/As ratio of 2  
 
Specimen 
No. 
 
Researcher 
(year) 
Concrete 
block 
height,  
h 
(mm) 
Concrete 
block type 
Concrete 
compressive 
strength, 
fcu 
(MPa) 
 
Confinement 
effect, 
 fb/fcu   
 
S1-1 
S1-7 
(Refer Table  
6.1) 
 
Bonetti 
(2006) 
 
 
406.4 
 
Slender 
 
 
 
 
 
 
31.03 
 
1.12 
S2a-31 
S2a-32 
(Refer Table 
6.5a) 
Tu and 
Baird 
(1960) 
 
 
203.2 
 
Normal 
 
1.57 
S2a-41 
S2a-42 
S2a-43 
(Refer Table 
6.5a) 
Tu and 
Baird 
(1960) 
 
101.6 
 
Shallow 
 
2.06 
  
Note that: Constant concrete block surface area, Ac = 203.2mm × 203.2mm 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
Structural response of concrete pedestal 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7.1    Introduction 
 
This chapter provides the details of FE analysis results for full scale model of 50mm high 
unreinforced concrete pedestal with a compressive strength 32MPa. All FE models presented 
in this chapter explains double planes symmetries with respects to XY and YZ planes. All FE 
models are meshed with 3D brick elements. Certain key elements and critical nodes are 
identified whereby their FE results are discussed in this chapter.  
  
As the prime aim of this present study is to understand the localised failure mechanisms in 
the concrete bridge pedestal, the following seven main structural responses are considered; 
a. Load – displacement  relationship 
b. Deformation shape  
c. Vertical stress distribution 
d. Minimum principal stress  
e. Maximum principal stress  
f. Shear stress distribution 
g. Failure mode (including comparison with field cases) 
 
In the nonlinear analysis, use of ABAQUS/implicit can cause incomplete analysis due to 
convergence issues especially dealing with stress singularity. ABAQUS/explicit analysis was 
used for the nonlinear analysis. It also incorporates high quality mesh control to prevent mesh 
distortion especially at the area that experience severe material deformation (Radampola, 
2008). It is also noted that the use of square mesh size also improves the modelling results. 
The explicit algorithm is found to be suitable for quasi- static test such concrete bearing test 
although its main purpose is to model high velocity impact events such earthquake or impact 
loading.  
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7.2    Coordinate system and labelling 
 
For ease of explanation, the coordinate system and the planes are labelled as shown in Figure 
6.1(a). The origin of the coordinate is set at Point Pa. Two key Point Aa and Ac are chosen to 
monitor response of the system. The 2D view of section Z-Z is also included in Figure 
7.1(a)(ii). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(i) Quarter scale size 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(ii) XY-plane in view Z-Z 
 
Figure 7.1(a): Coordinate system and labelling 
 
 
Point Pa 
 
Point Ac 
 
Z 
Z 
x 
y 
z 
Point Aa 
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7.3    Load-displacement relationship  
 
In order to provide load-displacement relationship of a concrete pedestal, the applied vertical 
load is taken as the summation of loads on all nodes on the top surface area of the steel plate, 
Pabcd. The load – displacement relationship obtained from the analysis is given in Figure 7.2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1(b): A quarter size of a concrete pedestal model  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Steel 
Concrete 
Materials 
Selected node to measure 
vertical displacement Top surface area of 
steel plate  
Pa 
Plane of Z-
symmetry  
Plane of X-
symmetry  
Pb 
Pc 
Pd 
X 
Y 
Z 
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Figure 7.2: Applied load-displacement relationship 
 
Figure 7.2 shows the load versus vertical displacement curve for the FE model. It can be seen 
that the ultimate load reaches up to 3668kN which is only 2.86% higher than the predicted 
load of 3500kN (as explained in the Chapter 6). It can be seen that the ultimate global failure 
load exhibited is at displacement of 0.114mm (100% of the ultimate load). It is also notified 
that nonlinear behaviour of load distribution starts after the displacement reaches 0.022mm 
(30% of the ultimate load).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Predicted Ultimate 
Load of 3500kN 
Nonlinear behaviour of load distribution 
0.022mm 
(30% of 
ultimate 
load) 
0.114mm 
(100% of 
ultimate 
load) 
 
FE result of 
Ultimate Load 
3668kN 
Linear 
behaviour up 
to 1117kN 
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7.4    Deformation shape  
 
Structural response of concrete pedestal in term of deformation shape due to excessive plate 
penetration on concrete surface is firstly investigated.  
 
7.4.1    Deformation shape 
 
The undeformed and deformed shapes of the concrete pedestal are shown in Figure 7.3 and 
7.4 respectively. Figure 7.4(ii) shows the 2D views of deformed shapes of section X1-X1. 
The red broken lines in these figures are showing the original shape. The load-displacement 
control causes the concrete surface at the contact area to have deformed downward (below 
broken red line) whereas the outer part of concrete edge to have deformed upward (above 
broken red line). Hence, the portion of concrete subject to downward deformation is under 
compression and upward deformation caused tension in concrete. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3: Undeformed shape of concrete pedestal 
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Figure 7.4: Deformation shape of concrete pedestal at ultimate load when vertical 
displacement reaches 0.114mm (100% of the ultimate load) 
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7.4.2    Comparison of vertical displacement prior to and at ultimate load 
 
Referring to Table 7.1, the percentage increment of upward displacement considering before 
and at ultimate load in tension zone is higher by 94.65% as compared to downward 
displacement which is only 80.70%. The percentage ratio of upward over downward 
displacements before ultimate load is 9.50% which is considered acceptable because this 
value is in the range from 7% to 10% of tensile over compressive strength of concrete. As the 
loading reaches the ultimate load, the percentage ratios has increased up to 3.60 times from 
9.50% to 34.28%. 
 
Table 7.1: Maximum vertical displacement prior to and at ultimate load 
 
Vertical displacement 
30%  of 
the  
ultimate 
load 
100% of 
the 
ultimate 
load 
Percentage difference of 
displacement prior to 
and at ultimate load (%) 
Maximum upward displacement (mm) 
(in tension zone) 
 
0.002 
 
0.039 
 
94.65 
Maximum downward displacement (mm) 
(in compression zone) 
 
0.022  
 
0.114 
 
80.70 
Percentage ratio of upward displacement 
over downward displacement (%) 
 
9.50 
 
34.28 
 
 
7.5    Vertical stress distribution 
 
In the vertical stress distribution, it is observed that the stress levels are critical and localised 
at discontinuous regions especially near the sharp edge of contact area between the steel 
bearing plate and concrete surface as shown in Figure 7.5(a) and (b). Figure 7.5(a) shows the 
stress contours for the steel plate. Figure 7.5(b) shows for the concrete surface near sharp 
edge of contact area. For comparison purpose, the stress contours are observed prior to and at 
ultimate load as vertical displacement reaches 0.022mm (30% of the ultimate load) and 
0.114mm (100% of the ultimate load). The vertical stress contours prior to and at ultimate 
load are provided in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 respectively. 
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Figure 7.5(a): Vertical stress contour before ultimate load at steel plate when the vertical 
displacement reaches 0.022mm (30% of the ultimate load) 
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Figure 7.5(b): Vertical stress contour before ultimate load at concrete surface when the 
vertical displacement reaches 0.022mm (30% of the ultimate load) 
 
In Figure 7.5(a) and (b), it should be noted that the vertical compression stress at sharp edge 
of steel plate is -48.84MPa compared to the sharp edge of concrete pedestal is only -
29.90MPa. Even stress level of -29.90MPa on concrete is considered low, but it is critical as 
this value is close to compressive strength. In comparison, the stress level of -48.84MPa for 
steel plate is not critical because steel can simply resist up to -250MPa. It is also notified that 
when the steel plate is hidden, the maximum negative stress in Figure 7.5(b) is changed to 
29.09MPa from 48.84MPa as in Figure 7.5(a) as can be seen in the stress scales. 
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Figure 7.6(a): Vertical stress contour at failure when the vertical displacement reaches 
0.114mm (100% of the ultimate load) 
 
Referring to Figure 7.5(a)(i) and (b)(i), it can be observed that the vertical stress for 
compression zone before reaches ultimate load was localised near sharp edge of the concrete 
surface with the stress level of -29.09MPa. It also noted that the outer edge of concrete 
surface is to have tension stress level only +1.68MPa. However, this is the highest value for 
the concrete for 0.022mm vertical displacement control. When the load reaches ultimate, 
there is a significance change of maximum vertical compression stress contour pattern from 
uniform as shown in Figure 7.5(b)(i) to different contour levels as shown in Figure 7.6(a). 
The highest compression zone is concentrated at the area, Aaef with comparatively high stress 
level of -58.50MPa. Meanwhile, the vertical stress contour zone is gradually decreasing 
toward the sharp edge down to -12.27MPa. It is also notified that there is significant 
reduction even has changed to +0.74MPa in tension zone at the outer edges of the concrete 
surface. 
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To investigate further, certain key elements at different locations with different stress 
contours are selected for comparison purpose. The three locations are considered are: 
 
 At the centre location 
 At the middle point between centre location and sharp edge of contact area 
 At the sharp edge of contact area 
 
These three locations are identified as Point Aa, Ag and Ac respectively (see Figure 7.6(b)). 
The vertical stress-strain curves for all points are shown in Figure 7.7.   
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.6(b): Selected key elements for comparison purpose 
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Figure 7.7: The vertical stress versus vertical strain curves for Point Aa, Ag and Ac 
  
It should be seen in Figure 7.7 that all points show different stress-strain behaviours. Point Ac 
(sharp edge) and Point Ag have a non-linear behaviour where the maximum stress levels 
reach -37.66MPa and -48.74MPa respectively. It should also be noted that the linear 
behaviour are up to strain 0.00136 and 0.001935 for Point Ac and Ag, respectively.  To 
illustrate that the stress level on the average is still elastic, Point Aa at the centre of the top 
surface of concrete surface under contact area was considered. The stress strain response of 
Point Aa has linearity of stress level is even at -58.18MPa and corresponding strain level of 
0.002136 which shows that the material at this point is elastic in spite of the compressive 
strength of concrete used is only -32.36MPa.  The reasons for this elastic behaviour up to -
58.18MPa is due to  the confinement effect that is provided by the steel bearing plate which is 
located on the top concrete surface and neighbouring concrete. The stress strain relationship 
shows that the element at the centre location is able to carry higher load than the element at 
sharp edge. In order to understand the relationship between stress levels, the vertical stress in 
time-history of the loading are plotted as shown in Figure 7.8.  
 
Sharp edge (37.66MPa) 
Centre location (58.18MPa) 
Middle point (48.74MPa) 
0.001935 0.002136 0.00136 
        Point Aa (centre location)          Point Ag (Middle point)          Point Ac (Sharp edge) 
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Figure 7.8(a): The vertical stress in load-displacement history at Point Aa, Ag and Ac  
  
Under the load-displacemenet history, for the displacement at 0.032mm, the element at the 
centre location is still elastic with stress level of -16.27MP as shown in Figure 7.8(a). 
Whereas the vertical stress at the sharp edge has nonlinearity behaviour with the maximum 
stress already reaches -37.66MPa. This  concentrated stress is higher by 57% compared to the 
element at centre location. It is also noted that the stress rate for the red line is faster than the 
blue and green lines. The slope of the red curve becomes negative after the element achieves 
the maximum stress of -37.66MPa. However, at the same vertical stress -37.66MPa, it noted 
that the blue line has slower stress rate before it reached the maximum stress of -48.74MPa 
followed by decreasing stress level. For red and blue curves, after reaching ultimate loads, the 
elements start to have reducing stresses which indicates element failure which is controlled 
by the damage rate,  (which is explained in material model of concrete in Chapter 5). 
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Meanwhile, there is no stress reduction for green line as the material at centre location 
behaves linearly until the end of the load-displacment history. The Figure 7.8(b) is also 
provided to illustrate the failure mode of concrete pedestal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.8(b): Failure modes of concrete pedestal at displacement control 0.114mm (100% 
of the ultimate load) 
   
7.5.1    Localised to global ultimate load due to stress concentration 
 
In order to explain the localised stresses in a concrete bridge pedestal, the ratio between 
localised to the global failure loads were determined. These values are used as the important 
benchmark to determine the most critical failure type that governs the localised damages in 
unreinforced concrete bridge pedestal. The three types of expected localised issues are due to: 
 Stress concentration at the sharp edge of contact area 
 Bulging of concrete surface due to excessive tensile force (to be explained in   
Section 7.7) 
 Direct shear cracking due to plate penetration on the contact surface (to be      
explained in Section 7.8) 
The phenomenon of concentrated stress is strongly related to discontinuity region between 
the steel bearing plate and concrete surface especially at sharp edge of the contact. Therefore, 
Figure 7.9 is plotted to compare the localised failure load caused by stress concentration to 
global failure load. 
Sharp edge 
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Middle point 
(-46.55MPa) 
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(-58.18MPa) 
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Figure 7.9: Localised failure in load-displacement history for Point Aa, Ag and Ac 
 
It can be seen that Figure 7.9 shows the localised failure load caused by stress concentration 
at sharp edge which is 1473kN. This load is much lower than the global failure load of 
3668kN (see Figure 7.2). At the global failure load 3668kN, it is noted that the element at the 
middle point and centre location exhibit elastic behaviour with stress levels reaching at -
46.55MPa and -58.18MPa, respectively. 
 
It is also observed that the stress level at the middle point is continued to increase up to -
47.84MPa. However, at the centre location it is more than -81.37MPa even after the global 
failure load is reached. This is because of the confinement effect provided by the steel 
bearing plate placed on the concrete surface that has increased the bearing capacity of 
concrete which allows the concrete at the middle area to carry higher load than its 
compressive strength. The same explanation goes to other similar experimental results 
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whenever there is no failure at any particular points on the concrete block even global 
ultimate load is already achieved. 
 
7.6    Minimum principal stress-strain characteristics 
 
The minimum principal stress-strain characteristics for Point Aa, Ag and Ac as shown in 
Figure 7.10 have similar relationship with vertical stress-strain curves (see Figure 7.7). Since 
Figure 7.10 shows only slightly more stress values than Figure 7.9, meaning that the principal 
planes or orientations are almost vertical. 
 
 
  
Figure 7.10: The minimum principal stress strain curves for Point Aa, Ag and Ac 
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7.7    Maximum principal stress-strain characteristics 
 
The maximum principal stress-strain characteristic is important because it is strongly related 
to the localised damages in concrete pedestals due to concrete bulging caused by high tensile 
force. The maximum principal behaviour is the highest level of tensile stress in critical 
orientation planes. 
 
To illustrate the presence of excessive concrete bulging in concrete pedestal, therefore the 
maximum stress contours are observed at vertical displacement control of 0.022mm (19% of 
ultimate load) and 0.032mm (40% of the ultimate load) as shown in Figure 7.11(a). Figure 
7.11(b) shows the maximum principal stress when vertical displacement control reaches 
0.022mm (30% of the ultimate load). Note that the positive contour is indicating the tension 
zone whereas negative contour is indicating compression zone. Due to penetration of steel 
plate on the concrete surface, concrete bulging is notified critical at the outside perimeter 
edge of contact area and the side edge of concrete pedestal as shown in Figure 7.11(b) which 
causes bulging and spalling of concrete respectively. 
Figure 7.11(a): The maximum principal stress level in load-displacement history 
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Figure 7.11(b): The maximum principal stress strain contour when vertical displacement 
control reaches 0.022mm (30% of the ultimate load) 
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To further investigate the behaviour of concrete bulging, certain key elements are selected at 
Point Be, Bd and Bb when the vertical displacement control reaches 0.032mm (40% of the 
ultimate load) that just reached highest level of maximum principal stress is obtained as 
shown in Figure 7.11(c). In order to see damage propagation near sharp edge, additional 
Point Bf and Bg are considered. The maximum principal stress-strain curves for the selected 
locations are plotted in Figure 7.12(a). Note that Figure 7.12(b) is using 10 times smaller 
strain scale than Figure 7.12(a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.11(c): The maximum principal stress strain contour when vertical displacement 
control reaches 0.032mm (40% of ultimate load) 
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It can be seen in Figure 7.12, the highest maximum principal stress which is among the 
selected key elements has reached up to 1.80MPa at Point Bb whereas the lowest maximum 
principal stress is at Point Bg with stress level of 1.25MPa. In order to identify the points that 
have comparatively earlier or later to fail, the stress levels in load-displacement control at 
these points are determined as shown in Figure 7.13.  
Figure 7.12(b): Maximum principal stress strain using small strain scale of 10 times smaller than 
Figure 7.12(a) 
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Figure 7.12(a): Maximum principal stress strain 
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Figure 7.13: Maximum principal stress in load-displacement history 
 
It should be noted that Figure 7.13 is indicating the stress rates for the points. Point Bb, Bd 
and Be seem to have similar stress rate but the maximum principle stresses at displacement 
0.022mm (19% of ultimate load) are slightly different where Point Bb, Bd and Be achieve up 
to 1.80MPa, 1.76MPa and 1.71MPa respectively. It is also notified that Point Bf and Bg reach 
their maximum principle stresses are slightly delayed at displacement 0.044mm (38% of 
ultimate load) and 0.058mm (51% of ultimate load) respectively. It clearly shows that the 
stress rates for Point Bb, Bd and Be are faster than Point Bf and Bg.  
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7.7.1    Localised versus global ultimate load due to concrete bulging 
 
The phenomenon of concrete bulging or spalling is strongly related to high tension zone on 
outside edge of contact area. Therefore, Figure 7.14(a) is plotted to determine the localised 
failure load caused by concrete bulging at Point Bb, Bd and Be. It can be found that the 
localised failure loads for Point Bb, Bd and Be are the same which is at 1117kN. To 
investigate further, Figure 7.14(b) is plotted to determine the localised failure load near sharp 
edge for Point Be, Bf and Bg. 
 
 
Figure 7.14(a): Localised failure load in load-displacement history at Point Bb, Bd and Be 
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Figure 7.14(b): Localised failure load in load-displacement history at Point Be, Bf and Bg 
 
Figure 7.14(b) shows different localised ultimate loads for Point Be, Bf and Bg. The highest 
localised ultimate load is 2445kN for Point Bg and followed by Point Bf for 1923kN.  The 
lowest localised load is at Point Be for 1117kN. It also notified there is significant load 
increment from Point Be, Bf to Bg which indicates the damage propagation at concrete surface 
near the sharp edge whereby the element at Point Be would not more load after the vertical 
applied load has reached 1117kN, followed by Bf (1923kN) and Bg (2445kN) in accordingly.  
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7.7.2    Logarithmic strain at concrete surface 
 
In order to see the concrete crack pattern, the deformation shapes are provided to show the 
effects of concrete bulging and spalling in tension zones of the concrete pedestal as shown in 
Figure 7.15. The concrete bulging is seen at points Be whereas concrete spalling is at Point 
Bh. Note that the given deformation shape is taken just reaching global ultimate load when 
vertical displacement control has reached 0.163mm (22% after reach ultimate load). The 3D 
view of logarithmic principal strain vector before and after ultimate load are provided to give 
better views on the localised damage due to concrete bulging and spalling as given in Figure 
7.16 and 7.19 respectively. Note that the vertical displacement control at 0.022mm (19% of 
ultimate load) and 0.163mm (22% after reach ultimate load) are considered for the case 
before and after global ultimate load has reached respectively. The 2D view of section Z2i-
Z2i and Z2ii-Z2ii are provided to visualise the different stress levels on these selected sections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.15: Deformation shape at 22% after reach ultimate load 
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Figure 7.16(a): 3D view of maximum principal strain vectors before ultimate load when 
vertical displacement control is at 0.022mm (30% of the ultimate load) 
 
At vertical displacement control of 0.022mm (30% of the ultimate load). In elastic region, 
Point Be has a maximum principal strain at 96.4 which is greater than the maximum 
principal strain of Point Bh (43.3) as shown in Figure 7.16(b) and (c) respectively. 
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Figure 7.16: 2D and 3D views of maximum principal stress vector before failure when 
vertical displacement control reaches 0.022mm (30% of the ultimate load) 
(b) XY-plane in section Z2i-Z2i 
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Figure 7.17(a): 3D views of maximum principal strain vector at ultimate load when vertical 
displacement control of 0.163mm (22% after reach ultimate load) 
  
Figure 7.17(a) shows the critical maximum principal strain vector when vertical displacement 
control is at 0.163mm. It is notified that the critical zones for high tensile strain are located at 
Point Be and Bh. In order to visualise crack direction, the 2D views for different sections such 
as Z2i-Z2i and Z2ii-Z2ii are provided as shown in Figure 7.17(b) and (c) respectively.  It is 
also notified that the maximum principal strain of Point Bh has increased tremendously from 
43.3 (30% of ultimate load) to 17418.1 (22% after reach the ultimate load). The 
maximum principal strain for Point Be is also increased from 96.4 (30% of ultimate load) 
to 13249.6 (22% after reach the ultimate load). 
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Figure 7.17: 2D and 3D views of maximum principal stress vector just after failure when 
vertical displacement control at 0.163mm (22% after reach ultimate load) 
Figure 18(iv): 2D view of section of S-S 
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 (c) XY-plane in section of Z2ii-Z2ii 
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7.8    Shear stress distribution 
 
The penetration of steel plate on concrete surface can cause localised damages due to direct 
shear especially on the perimeter edges of contact area. In order to illustrate this behaviour, 
therefore the shear stress contours at shear stress levels of 6.83MPa and 9.70MPa are 
considered. Note that the vertical displacement control of 0.032mm and 0.044mm are 
considered for the shear stress levels at 6.83MPa and 9.70MPa respectively as shown in 
Figure 7.18. Certain key elements at Point Bb, Bd and Bi are selected for comparisons purpose 
as shown in Figure 7.19(a). The 2D views of shear stress for sections Z2-Z2 is also included 
to give better views on localised damage of shear failure as given in Figure 7.19(b) and 
7.20(b). The shear stress strain curves for all points are shown in Figure 7.21.   
 
 
Figure 7.18: Shear stress levels in load-displacement history 
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  (a)  Shear stress contour before failure when vertical displacement control reaches 0.032mm 
(40% of the ultimate load) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.19: Shear stress contour at the maximum shear stress of 7.66MPa when vertical 
displacement control reaches 0.032mm (40% of the ultimate load) 
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(a) Shear stress contour at maximum shear stress when vertical displacement control reaches 
0.044mm (52% of the ultimate load) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.20: Shear stress contour at maximum shear stress of 9.70MPa when vertical  
displacement control reaches 0.044mm (52% of ultimate load) 
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Figure 7.21: Shear stress strain characteristics for selected key elements 
 
It should be seen in Figure 7.21 that the highest shear stress is reached up to 9.70MPa for 
Point Bi whereas Point Bb and Bd has lower stress levels of 6.84MPa and 6.30MPa 
respectively. It should be noted that linear behaviour is up to strain of 0.00056, 0.0006 and 
0.0006 for Point Bb, Bd and Bi respectively.  As maximum shear stress levels are achieved for 
both stress levels at Point Bb and Bd the curves have sudden dropped up to failure whereas 
Point Bi has dropped gradually before the failure to occur. In order to understand the 
relationship between these shear stress levels, the shear stress levels in load-displacement 
history of loading are plotted in Figure 7.22. 
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Figure 7.22: Shear stress levels in load-displacement history 
 
Figure 7.22 shows the element at Point Bi has faster stress rate compared to Bb and Bd. Point 
Bi has stress level reaching maximum at 9.70MPa and the curve decreases and is dropped 
after reaching stress level of 9.19MPa. Meanwhile, points Bb and Bd has similar stress rate up 
to 6.30MPa whereas curve for Point Bb continues to increase before it drops after 6.84MPa.  
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9.70MPa 
(Point Bi) 
0.044mm  
52% of 
ultimate 
load 
6.84MPa 
(Point Bb) 
Dropped gradually 
up to 9.19MPa 
(Point Bi) 
       Point Bb  
       Point Bd           
       Point Bi (near sharp edge) 
0.032mm  
40% of 
ultimate 
load 
(mm) 
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The phenomenon of shear failure is strongly related to penetration of steel plate on concrete 
surface due to high shear stress at perimeter edges of contact area. Therefore, Figure 7.23 is 
plotted to compare the localised failure load due to shear failure against the global failure for 
certain key elements at different locations; Bb, Bd and Bi. It can be found that the localised 
ulitmate load for Point Bd is 1473kN whereas Point Bb and Bi has similar localised ulimate 
load of 1923kN.  
 
 
Figure 7.23: Localised failure loads for Point Bb, Bd and Bi 
 
 
 
 
 
       Applied load            Point Bb  
       Point Bd                                Point Bi (near sharp edge) 
Global ultimate load 
(3668kN) 
Point Bd 
(1473kN) 
Point Bb, Bi 
(1923kN) 
Displacement (mm) 
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7.9    Failure mode (including comparison with field cases) 
 
In the field experience, stress singularity also has been confirmed with localised damages 
such as concrete spalling due to combination of concentrated stress, excessive bulging and/or 
even high shear stress at the contact between steel bearing plate and concrete bridge 
pedestals. Figure 7.24(a) and (b) illustrate the localised issues also leads to reduction of 
bearing area under the bottom bearing plate and shear cracking of concrete pedestals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (a) Loss of contact due to spalling concrete of bridge 2097 of the Molongo River in the ACT 
TAMS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (b) Material degradation due to poor mortar 
 
Figure 7.24: Localised failures in concrete bridge pedestal 
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7.10    Summary 
 
In this chapter, it can be concluded that; 
 
1. In the present study, three causes of localised damages in concrete pedestal are 
identified, i.e. stress concentration at the sharp edge, tension-bulging at outer part of 
contact area of concrete and shear failure due to steel plate penetration. 
  
2.  It should also be noted that the tension-bulging failure (at critical element) is the 
governing failure mode in the localised damages issues of the unreinforced concrete 
pedestal with the factor 0.305. As shown in table below, the ratio of localised failure 
load over global ultimate load for stress concentration, tension-bulging (outer part 
of concrete edge), and shear failure are 0.402, 0.305, and 0.402 respectively. 
According to Australia standard (AS3600), a safety factor given for bearing is 0.6. 
However, this factor is consider comparatively high as compared to the FE results 
for the ratio of localised ultimate load over global ultimate load; i.e. 0.402, 0.305 
and 0.402. Therefore, it can be said that the given factor in the standard is not 
conservative as factor of 0.6 is far higher than ratio of localized failure load over 
global failure load.  
 
Table 7.2: Ratio of localised over global failure load 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Types of failure Localised 
failure load  
(kN) 
Global  
failure load  
(kN) 
Ratio of localised 
failure load over  
global failure 
load 
Stress concentration  1476 3668 0.402 
Tension-bulging failure at outer 
part of concrete edge  
1117 3668 0.305 
Shear failure  1476 3668 0.402 
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CHAPTER 8 
 
Parametric Studies 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
8.1    Introduction 
 
In bridges, concrete bridge pedestals can be designed for different heights and shapes even in 
different loading positions (concentric or eccentric). The effects of such design parameters 
and loading conditions have not clearly being explained in already published studies. 
Therefore this present study is to investigate the effects of different parameter and also load 
cases for better understanding behaviour of concrete pedestals. 
 
Previous studies on concrete supports had been strongly focused on the bearing capacities of 
concrete blocks under confinement effects of neighbourhood concrete.  Majority researches 
have conducted experimental works on concrete blocks with the height to width aspect ratio 
of 2 and the aspect ratio of concrete surface area to steel contact surface area varies from 2, 4, 
8, 16, 32 to 64. However, these experimental studies are not really representing the actual 
behaviour of shallow structure supports such as concrete bridge pedestals that have low 
height to width ratio and low concrete to steel contact surface area ratio. 
 
As result of lack of fundamental researches carried out, the design provision for concrete 
bearings in Australian standard has been criticised (Bennett, 2014; Kirkcaldie, 2008). With 
the validated finite element model developed in this present study, an attempt is made to 
understand the responses of different design parameters including effect of block height, edge 
clearance distance, loading position and confining pressure on the structural performance of 
concrete bridge pedestals.  
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8.2    Typical dimension and control model  
 
In this present study, the structural performances of concrete pedestals were evaluated based 
on ultimate loads and structural ductility. Typical dimensions of the pedestal model are 
illustrated in Figure 8.1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.1: Typical dimensions of unreinforced concrete pedestal 
 
For comparison purpose, the concrete pedestal with 50mm height was selected as the control 
model where the steel plate surface area of 300mm by 300mm is kept constant for all models. 
The steel plate thickness of 20mm was also taken for all models. In order to obtain consistent 
results, all finite element models were meshed with 5mm cube elements except for elements 
having smooth surfaces. Only one quarter size model was considered in this present study 
except for when the cases with different loading positions were considered due to 
unsymmetrical loading configuration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Concrete pedestal 
Edge 
clearance 
distance (dc) Steel plate width  
= 300mm  
Concrete block width = 400mm 
Height of 
concrete 
block (h), 
varies 
 
Steel plate 
thickness = 20mm  
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The concrete pedestal models considered in this chapter include: 
 
a. Unreinforced concrete pedestals under concentric loading: 
 Square prism pedestals with different heights (50, 75, 100, 125 and 150mm) 
 Square prism pedestals with constant 50mm height but different edge clearance 
distances (25, 50, 75, 100, 125 and 150mm) 
 Cylindrical pedestals with different heights (50 and 150mm) 
 
b. Unreinforced concrete pedestal subject to eccentric loading 
 Square prism pedestals with 50 and 150mm height subject to different load 
eccentricity (25 and 50mm) 
 
c. Unreinforced concrete pedestal subjected to confining pressure 
 Square prism pedestals with 50 and 150mm height subject to different pre-
compression pressure (0.5, 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0MPa) 
 
All above models are supporting square bearing plates of the same dimension. For the models 
under concentric loading, in Figure 8.2(a) and (b) show only a quarter scale model was 
analysed due to double symmetries. The concrete bridge pedestal models for square and 
cylindrical pedestals. Meanwhile, half scale model had been used to model concrete pedestals 
under eccentric loading as the symmetry is only in one plane. Figure 8.2(c) is included to 
illustrate half scale model of concrete pedestals under eccentric loading. To understand the 
effects of different parameters such as different height of pedestal, edge clearance distances, 
subjected to confining pressure and load eccentricity on the localised damages, two structural 
responses of concrete pedestals were monitored; the ultimate load and stress concentration of 
concrete at the sharp edges. 
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Figure 8.2(a): Square prism pedestals containing square bearing plate to be modelled in a 
quarter size 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Square bearing plate  
Square prism pedestal 
yz-plane and xy-plane (side view) 
xz-plane (top view) 
Due top double symmetry, 
only one-quarter size 
is to be modelled 
 
x 
 y 
z 
centre line 
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Figure 8.2(b): Cylindrical prism pedestals containing square bearing plate to be modelled in 
quarter size 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Square bearing plate  
yz-plane and xy-plane (side view) 
xz-plane (top view) 
Due top double symmetry, 
only one-quarter size 
is to be modelled 
 
x 
 y 
z 
Cylindrical prism pedestal 
 
centre line 
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Figure 8.2(c): Square prism pedestals containing square bearing plate with load eccentricity 
(e) to be modelled in half size  
 
From Figure 8.2(a), (b) and (c), it shown that each model consists of two main parts; steel 
bearing plate and concrete pedestal. In actual field, the bottom surface of concrete pedestal is 
cast on the top surface of bridge abutment or pier crosshead. Concrete pedestal is heavily 
loaded as the external load carries from bridge bearing that transfers load to concrete pedestal 
through bottom bearing plate. For such structural behaviour, the contact interface between 
steel and concrete surface might influence the structural response of concrete pedestal.  
 
For further analysis, the stiffness characteristics of the pedestal at the onset of yielding is also 
examined. The stiffness at the yield point was calculated based on the secant modulus at 
yielding as shown in Figure 8.2(d).  The unit of stiffness parameter was kNmm
-1
. 
 
Square bearing plate  
Concrete bridge pedestal 
yz-plane (side view) 
xz-plane (top view) 
Due top single symmetry, 
only half size 
is to be modelled 
 
x 
 y 
z 
e 
centre line 
e 
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Figure 8.2(d): Schematic diagram to determine the stiffness 
Based on the Eurocode 8 Part 1 (2004), ductility is defined as the ability of a structure or part 
of it to sustain large deformation beyond the yield point without breaking. The ductility 
concept is very important aspect in structural design especially in the field of applied seismic 
action. The easiest way to define ductility is in term of displacement, using the maximum 
displacement value divided by the displacement at yield point. 
 
 
 
Where  is the ductility, max is the maximum displacement, y is the displacement at 
yielding. For this purpose, method proposed by Park (1989) was used to identify the yielding 
point.  In this method, yield point is determined by considering equivalent area in the shaded 
area as shown in Figure 8.2(e). A yield point is defined as a constructed line for the shaded 
area that intercept with projected horizontal line of the peak force. The yield load (Fy) was 
determined for quasi-brittle material at either first yield or 0.75 times the ultimate load, 
whichever is lesser. 
 
 
 
Load 
Displacement  
Fpeak 
Fult 
max 
Ky 
Yield point 
max
y




.....................................................Eq 8.1 
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Figure 8.2(e): Schematic diagram to identify the yield point 
 
8.3    Effects of different height (h) for concrete pedestals  
 
By referring to the guidelines in Australian standard AS3600 (2001) and American Concrete 
Institute (ACI) Committee 318 (1989), the bearing capacity of a concrete block depends on 
the concrete strength and aspect ratio of concrete to steel plate surface only. It is notified that 
there is no provision for the concrete block height in the provided formulation Also, the 
published design standards or codes have not included discussion on the effects of different 
heights on the bearing capacities of concrete blocks.  
 
In this present study, the effect of different pedestal heights for unreinforced concrete 
pedestals has been firstly investigated. Generally, for concrete bridge pedestals, use of 
different heights of concrete blocks may change their failure modes or even their load 
capacities. But, there is limited information about this effect. Therefore, a series of FE models 
were evaluated using the following heights, i.e. 50 (control), 75, 100, 125 and 150mm. To 
illustrate meshing of these models, the models with three different heights of 50mm (control), 
100mm and 150mm are presented as shown in Figure 8.3(a). It should be noted that the 
heights of concrete blocks were set in the range of 50mm to 150mm by considering the 
typical height of a shallow concrete pedestal used in actual bridge field. The results of FE 
models are shown in Figure 8.3(b). 
Load 
Displacement 
Fpeak 
Fult 
Fy 
Yield point 
Equivalent area 
0.25 × Fpeak 
 
max y 
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Figure 8.3(a): Concrete pedestal finite element models with different heights 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(i) 50mm height (control) 
h0 = 50mm 
(ii) 100mm height 
h3 = 100mm 
(iii) 150mm height 
h5 = 150mm 
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Figure 8.3(b): Load-displacement relationships for different heights of concrete pedestals 
Figure 8.3(b) shows that the ultimate loads of the control specimen drop significantly from 
3668.50kN to 2866.91, 2343.69, 2002.49 and 1667.50 when the concrete pedestals height 
increase to 75, 100, 125 and 150mm respectively. It also notified that the concrete pedestal 
with 150mm height reached the ultimate load of 1667.50kN at displacement control 0.214mm 
which was slightly delayed as compare to control specimen that reached the ultimate load of 
3668.50kN at displacement 0.114mm. It clearly shows that the change in height of concrete 
pedestal does have significant effect on the load carrying capacity of pedestal. This result 
were analysed and tabulated in Table 8.1. 
 
 
 
3668.50kN (control) 
1667.50kN 
(150mm) 
2754.25kN  
2051.63kN  
1639.36kN  
1365.17kN  
0.114mm (100% of 
ultimate load of 
control specimen) 0.214mm 
2002.49kN 
(125mm) 
2343.69kN 
(100mm) 
2866.91kN 
(75mm) 
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Table 8.1(a): Percentage difference of vertical load for different block heights 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note that:  * pedestal height, ho = 50mm 
Height ratio, 
...................................................................(8.1) 
 
Table 8.1(b): Structural ductility for different height of pedestals 
 
Height ratio, 
   
Displacement 
at yield point 
 (mm) 
Max. 
displacement 
(mm) 
Ductility Stiffness at 
yield point 
(kNmm
-1
) 
1  
50mm*(control) 
0.064 0.131 2.04 43750 
1.5 
75mm* 
0.078 0.157 2.01 27215 
2.0 
100mm* 
0.080 0.184 2.30 21975 
2.5 
125mm* 
0.090 0.214 2.37 16683 
3.0 
150mm* 
0.095 0.277 2.92 13888 
 
 
 
 
 
Height ratio, 
   
Displacement 
at max. load 
(mm): 
downward 
Ultimate load 
in compression  
(kN) 
Percentage 
difference of 
ultimate load 
between 
control block 
with different 
pedestal 
heights (%) 
Vertical 
stress at the 
sharp edge 
(MPa) 
1  
50mm*(control) 
0.114 3668.50 - 37.66 
1.5 
75mm* 
0.132 2866.91 22 (reduce) 33.51 
2.0 
100mm* 
0.157 2343.69 36 (reduce) 28.86 
2.5 
125mm* 
0.184 2002.49 45 (reduce) 27.46 
3.0 
150mm* 
0.214 1667.50 55 (reduce) 25.59 
0
h
h

 
  
 
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By referring to Table 8.1(a), it should be notified that the ultimate load of the concrete 
pedestal with 150mm height was reduced to almost half of the ultimate load for the control 
specimen. For the comparison purpose, vertical loads at the constant at low displacement 
0.114mm and at high displacement 0.214mm were monitored.  At the displacement 
0.114mm, the vertical load was reduced from 3668.50kN to 2754.25kN, 2051.63kN, 
1639.36kN and 1365.17kN for the pedestal height of 75, 100, 125 and 150mm respectively. 
Whereas at the high level of displacement 0.214mm, the vertical loads were reduced strength 
and merged about 1500kN except for the control specimen. This indicates that at high level of 
displacement, the shallow pedestal can resist better level of vertical load than greater height 
of concrete pedestal. In design stage, perhaps more precaution needs to be considered when 
designing for greater high of concrete pedestals. In Table 8.1(b), it indicates that increase of 
the pedestal height can improve ductility of the structure but stiffness is reduced as the 
pedestal can only carry low load with high heights. To understand the effect of different 
heights of pedestal with respect to localised damages, the vertical stress-strain relationships at 
the sharp edges for all pedestal heights are plotted as shown in Figure 8.4. 
 
Figure 8.4: Relationship of vertical stress-strain at the sharp edge for different heights of 
pedestals 
37.66MPa 
25.59MPa 
33.51MPa 
28.86MPa 27.46MPa 
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Figure 8.4 shows the vertical stress at the sharp edge decreases with increasing height of 
pedestal. The vertical stress decreases from 37.66MPa (control specimen) to 33.51MPa, 
28.86MPa, 27.46MPa and 25.59MPa for heights of pedestal 75mm, 100mm, 125mm and 
150mm respectively. It is also notified that the vertical stress is decreasing following the 
same trends as the load carrying capacities decrease as shown in Figure 8.3(b) 
 
8.4    Effects of different edge clearance distances for concrete pedestals 
 
The edge clearance distance of a pedestal is directly related to the ratio of concrete to steel 
surface areas. In most standards, this ratio is considered as an important parameter to 
determine the allowable bearing stress of a concrete block. However, there is no clear 
explanation about the effect of different edge clearance distances on the bearing capacities of 
unconfined unreinforced concrete pedestals.  In this present study, the effects of different 
edge clearance distances for 50mm height concrete blocks were evaluated and results are 
shown in Figure 8.5(a) and (b) respectively. The selected edge clearance distances are 25, 
50(control), 75, 100, 125 and 150mm. The edge clearance distances are limited to range 
25mm to 150mm which are totally depending on the sizes of steel plate bearing and concrete 
pedestal. In the actual field, this range is considered common that represents most typical 
cases.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(i) 25mm edge clearance 
(ii) 50mm edge clearance (control) 
 
25mm B0=150mm 
B1=175mm 
50mm B0=150mm 
B2=200mm 
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Figure 8.5(a): Concrete pedestals finite element models with different edge clearance 
distances 
 
 
 Figure 8.5(b): Load-displacement relationships for different edge clearance distances 
(iii) 150mm edge clearance 
150mm 
B0=150mm 
B6=300mm 
3668.50kN 
(50mm-control) 
4048.72kN 
(150mm) 
0.071mm 
0.114mm 
(100% of 
ultimate 
load 
control 
specimen 
0.089m
m 
0.156mm 
3785.75kN 
(125mm) 3640.22kN 
(75mm) 3845.73kN 
(100mm) 
3440.94kN 
(25mm) 
3094.25kN 
(regardless  
edge clearance) 
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Figure 8.5(b) shows that the ultimate load drops from 3668.50kN to 3440.94kN when the 
edge clearance is reduced from 50mm to 25mm. It should be noted that at the displacement 
0.071mm, the ultimate loads about 3090kN were achieved for all models regardless of edge 
clearance distances. This indicates that there is no effect of edge distance on the vertical load 
up to 3090kN. After that, loads start to disperse and reach ultimate loads at 3440.94kN, 
3668.50kN, 3640.22kN, 3845.73kN and 4048.72kN for the edge clearance distances 25, 50, 
75, 100, 125 and150mm respectively. However, pedestal with 25mm edge clearance distance 
reduced strength gradually quite earlier at displacement control 0.089mm as compare to the 
control specimen at 0.114mm. This result were analysed and tabulated in Table 8.2. 
 
 Table 8.2(a): Percentage difference of vertical loads for different edge clearance distances 
 
Edge 
clearance 
ratio,  
Displacement 
at max. load 
(mm): 
downward 
Ultimate load 
in compression 
(kN) 
Percentage 
difference of 
ultimate load 
between control 
block with different 
edge clearance 
 (%) 
Vertical stress 
at the sharp 
edge 
(MPa) 
1.17  
25mm* 
0.089 3440.94 6 (decreased) 28.31 
1.33  
50mm* 
(control) 
0.114 3668.50 - 37.66 
1.50  
75mm* 
0.114 3650.28 1 (increased) 37.71 
1.67 
100mm* 
0.114 3845.73 5 (increased) 37.78 
1.83  
125mm* 
0.156 3785.75 4 (increased) 37.85 
2.00  
150mm* 
0.156 4048.72 10 (increased) 37.97 
 
Note that:  * edge clearance distance, Bo = 50mm 
Edge distance ratio, 
                   ..................................................(8.2) 
 
 
 
 
 
0
B
B

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Table 8.2(b): Structural ductility for different edge clearance distances 
 
Edge 
clearance 
ratio,  
 
Displacement 
at yield point 
 (mm) 
Max. 
displacement 
(mm) 
Ductility Stiffness at 
yield point 
(kNmm
-1
) 
1.17  
25mm* 
0.064 0.109 1.70 40324 
1.33  
50mm* 
(control) 
0.064 0.131 2.04 43750 
1.50  
75mm* 
0.064 0.146 2.28 43773 
1.67 
100mm* 
0.065 0.157 2.42 43283 
1.83  
125mm* 
0.065 0.167 2.57 44123 
2.00 
 150mm* 
0.070 0.184 2.63 44285 
 
Note that:  * edge clearance distance, Bo = 50mm 
 
In Table 8.2(a), it is notified that there is only a small increase of ultimate load for edge 
clearance up to 125mm where the percentage increase is not more than 5%. It also notified 
that the ultimate load increases by only 10% when the edge clearance is increased to 150mm.  
In the actual field, the edge clearance can be increased but depending on spacing of the 
abutment-top or pier crossheads and bearing size. In Table 8.2(b), it indicates that by 
increasing the pedestal edge clearance would increase both ductility and stiffness of the 
structure. The ductility of pedestal is improved due to greater increase of edge clearance. 
Hence, it is noted that the stiffness at yielding of pedestal (with 25mm edge clearance) is 
reduced from 43750kN/mm to 40324kN/mm as compared to the control specimen (50mm 
edge clearance). However, the other pedestals stiffness values increase only about 1% even 
when the edge clearance is increased up to 150mm. To understand the effect of different edge 
clearance distances with respect to localised damages of pedestals, the relationship of vertical 
stress-strain at the sharp edges for all pedestal heights are plotted as shown in Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.6: Vertical stress-strain at the sharp edge for different edge clearance distances of 
pedestal 
 
By referring to Figure 8.6, it should be notified that there is negligible effect of vertical stress 
at the sharp edge for edge clearance distances from 50mm to 150mm of the pedestals. 
However, there is a significant reduction of the vertical stress is decreased from 37.66MPa to 
28.31MPa (decrease by 25%) for the edge clearance distance from 50mm to 25mm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
37.66MPa (50mm-control) 
28.31MPa (25mm) 
38MPa 
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8.5    Effects of confining pressure   
 
According to previous studies by other researchers, by providing confining pressure such as 
external confinement may increase the structural performance of concrete structures.  
Scheffers (2010) studied on bearing strength of CFRP confined concrete. Most of previous 
studies suggested that confining pressure is an effective method to improve the structural 
performance of concrete structures. However, effects of confining pressure on shallow 
concrete blocks are not well explained. In this present study, two selected height of concrete 
pedestals are considered, i.e. 50mm and 150mm. 
 
8.5.1    50mm high concrete pedestal 
 
In order to incorporate with this concept, an external confinement effect was introduced to 
the concrete pedestal with application of external confining pressure on every side surface of 
the concrete block. The confining pressure values selected are 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, and 5.0MPa 
for concrete block height 50mm as seen in Figure 8.7(a). The results of analysis are shown in 
Figure 8.7(b). An additional effect due to confining pressure for another concrete block 
shape, i.e. circular is also included in the present study.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Confining 
pressure 
(i) Schematic diagram of concrete pedestal with confining pressure 
Steel bearing plate  
 
Concrete pedestal 
Confining 
pressure 
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Figure 8.7(a): 50mm height of square concrete pedestal with confining pressure 
 
Figure 8.7(b): Load-displacement relationships for 50mm high square pedestal with different 
magnitudes of confining pressure 
 
 
 
Confining pressure 
loading surface 
(ii) Concrete pedestal model 
with confining pressure 
(iii) Concrete pedestal finite element model 
showing its meshes 
50mm 
Confining pressure 
loading surface 
3668.50kN 
(Control) 
7022.72kN 
(5.0MPa) 
0.114mm 
100% of 
ultimate 
(control) 
0.214m
m 
0.156mm 
0.184mm 
5782.28kN 
(2.5MPa) 
5105.00kN 
(1.0MPa) 
4654.00kN 
(0.5MPa) 
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Figure 8.7(b) shows that the ultimate load is increasing consistently from 3668.50kN 
(control) to 4654, 5105, 5782.28 and 7022.72kN with the increasing of confining pressure 
0.5, 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0MPa respectively. In Table 8.3, the ultimate load can increased to almost 
double (91%) when confining pressure 5.0MPa is used. Even with low confining pressure 
0.5MPa, the ultimate load is still increased up to 27%. It is also notified that confining 
pressure was not only increase strength but also the ductility of the concrete pedestal as load 
reached ultimate for control specimen at displacement 0.114mm as compared to 0.156, 0.184, 
0.124mm and 0.124mm for confining pressure 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0MPa respectively. This 
indicates that concrete pedestals that incorporate confining pressure show promising results 
with better structural performance as compare to the control specimen without confining 
effect. This result were analysed and tabulated in Table 8.3. 
 
Table 8.3(a): Percentage increment of ultimate load for square prism concrete pedestal for 
50mm height subjected to different confining pressure 
Square 
pedestal for 
50mm height 
subjected to 
confining 
pressure 
(MPa) 
Displacement 
at max. load 
(mm): 
downward 
Ultimate 
load in 
compressio
n (kN) 
Percentage 
different of 
ultimate load 
between control 
block with 
different confining 
pressure (%) 
Vertical 
stress at 
sharp edge 
(MPa) 
0 (control) 0.114 3668.50 - 37.66 
0.5MPa 0.156 4654.00 27 (increased) 52.45 
1.0MPa 0.184 5105.00 39 (increased) 59.73 
2.5MPa 0.214 5782.28 58 (increased) 93.53 
5.0MPa 0.214 7022.72 91(increased) 116.23 
 
Table 8.3(b): Structural ductility for square prism concrete pedestal for 50mm height 
subjected to different confining pressure 
Square pedestal for 
50mm height 
subjected to 
confining pressure 
(MPa) 
Displacement 
at yield point 
 (mm) 
Max. 
displacement 
(mm) 
Ductility Stiffness at 
yield point 
(kNmm
-1
) 
0 (control) 0.064 0.131 2.04 43750 
0.5MPa 0.080 0.184 2.30 44437 
1.0MPa 0.090 0.213 2.37 43333 
2.5MPa 0.095 0.244 2.57 45836 
5.0MPa 0.100 0.278 2.78 46875 
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To study the effect of confining pressure on another shape, a circular pedestal was selected 
and is set to the same top surface area as the square pedestal 400mm ×400mm (area = 
16000mm
2
). So, the diameter of the cylindrical pedestal used is 451.35mm (area = 
16000mm
2
). The cylindrical pedestal model is shown in Figure 8.8(a). For comparison 
purpose, the same confining pressure was applied on the side surface of the cylindrical 
pedestal, i.e. 0.5MPa, 1.0MPa, 2.5MPa and 5.0MPa. The results of the cylindrical pedestals 
with 50mm high are shown in Figure 8.8(b).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.8(a): Cylindrical pedestal subjected to confining pressure  
 
Figure 8.8(b): Load-displacement relationship for 50mm high cylindrical pedestal subjected 
to different confining pressure magnitudes 
 
(i) Cylindrical pedestal model with confining 
pressure 
(ii) Cylindrical pedestal finite element 
model showing its meshes 
Confining pressure loading surface  
50mm 
7045.64kN 
(5.0MPa) 5925.92kN 
(2.5MPa) 
3400.49kN 
(Control) 
4387.72kN 
(0.5MPa) 
5031.56kN 
(1.0MPa) 
0.089mm 
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Figure 8.8(b) shows that there is significant improvement of ultimate load for 50mm high 
circular prism concrete pedestal when under confining pressure. In comparison between 
Table 8.3(a) and 8.4(a), it notified that cylindrical prism has ultimate load slightly than square 
prism pedestal under the same level of confining pressure up to 2.5MPa. However, under 
confining pressure 5.0MPa, there is not much different of ultimate loads for both pedestals as 
the ultimate load reach 7022.72 and 7045.64kN for the square and cylindrical prism 
respectively.  
 
Table 8.4(a): Percentage increment of ultimate loads for cylindrical prism concrete pedestal 
for 50mm height subjected to different confining pressure 
 
Table 8.4(b): Structural ductility for cylindrical prism concrete pedestal for 50mm height 
subjected to different confining pressure 
 
 
 
 
Cylindrical 
pedestal for 
50mm height  
subjected to 
confining 
pressure  
(MPa) 
Displacement 
at max. load 
(mm): 
downward 
Ultimate load in 
compression 
(kN) 
Percentage 
different of 
ultimate load 
between control 
block with 
different  
confining pressure 
(%) 
Vertical 
stress at 
sharp edge 
(MPa) 
0 (control) 0.089 3400.49 - 38.34 
0.5 0.109 4387.72 29 (increased) 53.43 
1.0 0.132 5031.56 48 (increased) 59.30 
2.5 0.157 5925.92 74 (increased) 95.10 
5.0 0.214 7045.64 107 (increased) 116.79 
Cylindrical pedestal 
for 50mm height 
subjected to confining 
pressure  
(MPa) 
Displacement 
at yield point 
 (mm) 
Max. 
displacement 
(mm) 
Ductility Stiffness at   
yield point 
(kNmm
-1
) 
0 (control) 0.060 0.138 2.30 40833 
0.5 0.082 0.191 2.33 41470 
1.0 0.089 0.221 2.48 42396 
2.5 0.102 0.252 2.47 43627 
5.0 0.115 0.285 2.48 44031 
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In Table 8.4(a) the highest ultimate load achieved is 7045.64kN when 5.0MPa confining 
pressure was used. The percentage increment of the ultimate load is more than double 
(increase by 107%) compared to without confining pressure.  
 
Table 8.3(b) and 8.4(b) show that the section shape of pedestals can also affect their ductility 
and stiffness values. It should be noticed that the increase of confining pressure improves the 
ductility and stiffness of the structure. As confining pressure is increased, the pedestal 
becomes more ductile as ductility increases from 2.04 (control) to 2.78 (5.0MPa) and 2.30 
(control) to 2.48 (5.0MPa) for square and circular pedestals respectively,  Also, the pedestal 
stiffness increase from 43750kN/mm to 46875kN/mm at confining pressure 5.0MPa and 
40833kN/mm to 44031kN/mm at confining pressure 5.0MPa for square and circular pedestals 
respectively. 
 
To understand the effect of different confining pressure  with respect to localised damages, 
the vertical stress-strain at the sharp edges for 50mm high square prism and cylindrical 
pedestals subjected to confining pressure are plotted as shown in Figure 8.9(a) and 8.9(b) 
respectively.  
 
 
Figure 8.9(a): Vertical stress-strain for 50mm high square prism pedestal subjected to 
different confining pressure magnitudes 
 
116.23MPa (Pressure = 5.0MPa) 
37.66MPa 
(control) 
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Figure 8.9(b): Vertical stress-strain for 50mm high cylindrical pedestal subjected to different 
confining pressure magnitudes 
 
It should be noticed that the vertical stress increases with increasing of confining pressure for 
both square and circular pedestal. The highest vertical stresses increase from 37.66MPa to 
116.23MPa and 38.34MPa to 116.79MPa when confining pressure increase to 5.0MPa for 
square and cylindrical pedestals respectively 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
116.79MPa (Pressure = 5.0MPa) 
38.34MPa 
(control) 
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8.5.2    150mm high concrete pedestal 
 
Further study was carried out to investigate the effects of different shapes on ultimate loads 
of 150mm high concrete pedestal. The concrete pedestal models for square and cylindrical 
are shown in Figure 8.10(a). The results of analysis for square and cylindrical concrete 
pedestals are shown in Figure 8.10(b) and 8.10(c) respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.10(a): 150mm high of square and cylindrical concrete pedestals finite element 
models subjected to confining pressure 
 
 
 
 
 
(iv) Cylindrical surface concrete pedestal model 
subjected to confining pressure showing its 
meshes 
150mm 
Confining pressure loading surface 
(iii) Cylindrical surface concrete pedestal 
model subjected to confining pressure 
Confining pressure 
loading surface 
Confining pressure 
loading surface 
150mm 
(i) Square surface concrete pedestal 
model subjected to confining 
pressure 
(ii) Square surface concrete pedestal model 
subjected to confining pressure showing its 
meshes 
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Figure 8.10(b): Load-displacement relationship for 150mm high square pedestal subjected to 
different confining pressure 
 
In Figure 8.10(b), it was notified that the level of load for concrete pedestal reduced in its 
strength were increase consistently from 1167.50kN (control) to 2266.84, 2620.99, 3371.36 
and 4413.52kN with the increasing of confining pressure 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0MPa 
respectively. These confining pressures were not only increase the load carrying capacity but 
behave more ductile as concrete pedestals reach the ultimate load at displacement at 0.214 
(control), 0.350, 0.387, 0.425 and 0.463mm for confining pressure 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0MPa 
respectively. This indicates that the greater high of concrete pedestal also provide promising 
results due to confining effects. 
 
1667.50kN 
(Control) 
4413.52kN 
(5.0MPa) 
0.214mm 0.350mm 
0.463mm 
0.425mm 0.387mm 
3371.36kN 
(2.5MPa) 
2620.99kN (1.0MPa) 
2266.84kN 
(0.5MPa) 
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Figure 8.10(c): Load-displacement relationship for 150mm high cylindrical prism pedestal 
subjected to different confining pressure 
 
Figure 8.10(b) and 8.10(c) show significance improvement of the vertical load level before 
pedestal reduce its strength for both square and cylindrical prism concrete pedestals under 
different confining pressure. Figure 8.10(c) shows the ultimate load for 150mm height for 
cylindrical prism concrete pedestal reached at under confining pressure. In comparison, it 
notified that cylindrical prism has ultimate load only slightly higher than square prism 
pedestal under the same level of confining pressure up to 2.5MPa. Meanwhile, under 
confining pressure 5.0MPa, there was no much difference of failure load for both pedestals as 
the load reached 4413.52kN and 4454.64kN for the square and cylindrical prism respectively. 
For greater height of pedestals, square pedestals is also more preferable for easier 
construction as it proven cylindrical prism pedestal has little effect on the ultimate load of 
structure. 
1762.31kN 
(control) 
4454.64kN 
(5.0MPa) 
0.214mm 0.350mm 
0.387mm 
3438.04kN (2.5MPa) 
2686.61kN (1.0MPa) 
2335.38kN 
(0.5MPa) 
0.415mm 
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Table 8.5(a): Percentage increment of ultimate loads for square concrete pedestal for 150mm 
height subjected to different confining pressure 
Square pedestal 
for 150mm height 
subjected to 
confining 
pressure  
(MPa) 
Displacement at 
max. load 
(mm): 
downward 
Ultimate load 
in 
compression  
(kN) 
Percentage 
different of 
ultimate load 
for different 
confining 
pressure 
(%) 
Vertical 
stress at 
sharp edge 
(MPa) 
0 (control) 0.214 1667.50 - 29.47 
0.5 0.350 2266.84 36 (increased) 33.38 
1.0 0.387 2620.99 57 (increased) 59.86 
2.5 0.425 3371.36 102 (increased) 80.19 
5.0 0.463 4413.52 183 (increased) 92.02 
 
 
Table 8.5(b): Structural ductility for 150mm height subjected to different confining pressure 
Square pedestal for 
150mm height 
subjected to 
confining pressure  
(MPa) 
Displacement 
at yield point 
 (mm) 
Max. 
displacement 
(mm) 
Ductility Stiffness at 
yield point 
(kNmm
-1
) 
0 (control) 0.085 0.277 3.25 20833 
0.5 0.100 0.387 3.87 21950 
1.0 0.110 0.425 3.86 22181 
2.5 0.112 0.463 4.13 24415 
5.0 0.120 0.510 4.25 27242 
 
Table 8.6(a): Percentage increment of vertical loads for circular concrete pedestal for 150mm 
height subjected to different confining pressure  
Cylindrical 
pedestal for 
150mm height 
subjected to 
confining pressure  
(MPa) 
Displacement 
at max. load 
(mm): 
downward 
Ultimate load 
in 
compression  
(kN) 
Percentage 
different  load 
for different 
confining 
pressure 
(%) 
Vertical 
stress at 
sharp edge 
(MPa) 
0 (control) 0.214 1762.31 - 32.02 
0.5 0.277 2335.38  33 (increased) 36.38 
1.0 0.387 2686.61 52 (increased) 58.92 
2.5 0.387 3438.04 95 (increased) 83.29 
5.0 0.415 4454.64 141 (increased) 90.94 
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Table 8.6(b): Structural ductility for 150mm height subjected to different confining pressure  
Cylindrical 
pedestal for 
150mm height 
subjected to 
confining 
pressure  
(MPa) 
Displacement 
at yield point 
 (mm) 
Max. 
displacement 
(mm) 
Ductility Stiffness at 
yield point 
(kNmm
-1
) 
0 (control) 0.090 0.250 2.78 13200 
0.5 0.115 0.387 3.36 15217 
1.0 0.118 0.424 3.59 17072 
2.5 0.120 0.463 3.86 21250 
5.0 0.122 0.501 4.11 26379 
 
By referring to Table 8.5(a) and 8.6(a), the highest ultimate loads achieved are at 4413.52kN 
and 4454.64kN for square and circular pedestal respectively. The percentage increment of 
ultimate loads at maximum confining pressure 5.0MPa is 183% and 141% for square and 
circular pedestals respectively. The circular pedestal as expected has slightly lower capacity 
due to shorter edge clearance distance compare to the square pedestal as illustrated in Figure 
8.11.  It is also found that the effect of confining pressure is more obvious in greater height of 
concrete pedestal as the incremental of ultimate load is higher in case of 150mm high rather 
than 50mm high.  
 
Table 8.5(b) and 8.6(b) show that the increase of confining pressure improves both the 
ductility and stiffness of the structure. As confining pressure increased, the pedestal become 
more ductile as ductility increase from 3.25(control) to 4.25(5.0MPa) and 2.78(control) to 
4.11(5.0MPa) for square and circular pedestals respectively. For the structural stiffness, the 
pedestal stiffness increase from 40833kN/mm to 44031kN/mm (5.0MPa) and 40833kN/mm 
to 44031kN/mm (5.0MPa) for square and circular pedestals respectively. 
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Figure 8.11: Comparisons of edge clearance distances between 150mm high square and 
cylindrical concrete pedestals 
To understand the effect of different confining pressures  with respect to localised damages, 
the relationship of vertical stress-strain at the sharp edges for 150mm high square prism and 
cylindrical pedestals subjected to confining pressure are plotted as shown in Figure 8.12(a) 
and (b) respectively. It should be noticed that the vertical stress increases with increasing 
confining pressure for both square and circular pedestal as the load carrying capacity of 
pedestal is also increasing. The highest vertical stresses at 150mm height increase from 
29.47MPa to 92.02MPa and 32.02MPa to 90.94MPa when confining pressure is at 5.0MPa 
for the square and circular pedestals respectively. 
 
(iii) Square pedestal with meshes (iv) Cylindrical pedestal with meshes 
(i) Longer edge clearance distance (de) (ii) Shorter edge clearance distance (de) 
 de  de 
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Figure 8.12(a): Vertical stress-strain for 150mm high square prism pedestal subjected to 
different confining pressure magnitudes 
 
Figure 8.12(b): Vertical stress-strain for 150mm high cylindrical pedestal subjected to 
different confining pressure magnitudes 
90.94MPa (Pressure = 5.0MPa) 
32.02MPa 
(control) 
92.02MPa (Pressure = 5.0MPa) 
29.47MPa 
(control) 
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8.6    Effects of load with eccentricity 
 
In the real bridge field, the bearing plate is not always located at the centre of the concrete 
pedestal. At times, adjustment on the position of bridge bearing may be necessary in order to 
ensure the correct position and level after installation of the bridge bearing. Eccentric loading 
may be considered if the final loading position is slightly away from the centre location of 
concrete pedestal. However, there is still lack of research work regarding the effects of 
eccentric loading on the bearing capacities of concrete support structures especially for 
shallow type concrete supports such as concrete bridge pedestals. This present study carried 
out further study on eccentric loading of concrete pedestals. 
 
In the present study, two typical heights of square concrete pedestals were considered, i.e. 
50mm and 150mm. The distance of eccentric loading was selected for 25mm and 50mm only 
in z-direction only. Note that half model was used as its symmetry is only in x-direction. To 
illustrate the finite element meshing, the half size models with two different eccentricity 
distances, i.e. 25mm and 50mm are presented as shown in Figure 8.13(a) and (b) for concrete 
pedestal with 50mm and 150mm height respectively.  Black dot indicates the centre location 
of steel bearing plate. It should be noticed that the maximum eccentricity is set to be 50mm 
due to limitation of concrete surface. The results of analysis are shown in Figure 8.14(a) and 
(b) for pedestal with 50mm and 150mm high concrete pedestals respectively.    
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Figure 8.13(a): Concrete pedestal with 50mm high in different eccentricity distances 
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Figure 8.13(b): Concrete pedestal with 150mm high in different eccentricity distances 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(i) 150mm high concrete pedestal 
with eccentricity 25mm  
(ii) Finite element model with 
meshes  
(iii) 150mm high concrete 
pedestal with eccentricity 50mm  
(iv) Finite element model with 
meshes 
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Figure 8.13(c): Load-displacement relationships for 50mm high square prism pedestals in 
different eccentricity distances 
 
 
 
Figure 8.13(d): Load-displacement relationships for 150mm high square prism pedestals in 
different eccentricity distances 
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Figure 8.13(c) shows that the effect of eccentricity 25mm and 50mm on the load carrying 
capacity of concrete pedestal with 50mm height was little even at different levels of 
displacement 0.114mm. Meanwhile, Figure 8.13(d) shows there is significant reduction of 
ultimate load for 150mm height for loading with 50mm eccentricity. It should be noticed that 
there is also small difference of ultimate load for eccentric loading of 25mm. It indicates that 
the low level of eccentricity can be allowable to deal with construction constraint in real 
practise.  
 
Table 8.7(a): Percentage difference of ultimate loads for different loading eccentricity 
Pedestal 
height 
(mm) 
Loading 
eccentricity 
(mm) 
Load-
displacement 
control: 
downward 
(mm) 
Ultimate 
load in 
compression  
(kN) 
Percentage 
different of 
ultimate load 
of control 
block with 
different 
loading 
eccentricity  
(%) 
Vertical 
stress at 
sharp edge 
(MPa) 
50 0  0.114 3668.50 - 37.66 
25  0.114 3664.54 1(decreased) 36.89 
50  0.114 3661.96 1(decreased) 37.88 
150 0  0.214 1667.50 - 27.46 
25  0.214 1614.40 3(decreased) 25.89 
50 0.114 1415.94 15(decreased) 17.66 
 
Table 8.7(b): Structural ductility for different loading eccentricity 
 
Pedestal 
height 
(mm) 
Loading 
eccentricity 
(mm) 
Displacement 
at yield point 
 (mm) 
Max. 
displacement 
(mm) 
Ductility Stiffness at 
yield point 
(kNmm
-1
) 
50 0 (control) 0.064 0.131 2.04 43750 
25  0.066 0.131 1.98 41840 
50  0.068 0.131 1.92 41176 
150 0  0.060 0.244 3.73 20833 
25  0.060 0.224 3.73 20000 
50 0.070 0.156 2.23 15214 
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In Table 8.7, the ultimate load was reduced from 1667.50kN to 1415.94kN when the bearing 
plate is exactly at the edge of concrete pedestal with 150mm height. The percentage reduction 
of ultimate load at 50mm loading eccentricity is 15%. It should be notified that the concrete 
pedestal of 150mm height with eccentricity 25mm reach the ultimate load at displacement 
0.214mm which was dropped to 0.114mm due to increase of eccentricity to 50mm. 
 
Table 8.7(b) shows the effect of load eccentricity to the ductility and stiffness of the 
structure. Due to loading eccentricity of 50mm. there was only slightly drop of ductility from 
2.04 to 1.92 and stiffness from 43750kN/mm to 41176kN/mm for the 50mm height of 
pedestal. However, it should be noticed that there was a significant drop of ductility from 
3.73 to 2.23 and stiffness 20833kN/mm to 15214kN/mm for 150mm high pedestal. 
 
 To understand the effect of different load eccentricity with respect to localised damages, the 
vertical stress-strain at the sharp edges for 50mm and 150mm with different load eccentricity 
are plotted as shown in Figure 8.14 (a) and (b) respectively. It is notified that there is 
insignificant difference in vertical stress for 50mm high pedestals with different load 
eccentricity where the stress levels are about 37MPa.  For 150mm high pedestals, the effect 
of eccentricity is more obvious as the vertical stress drop from 27.46MPa to 17.66MPa when 
the eccentricity increases to 50mm.   
 
Figure 8.14(a): Vertical stress for 50mm prism pedestal subjected to different eccentricity 
37MPa  
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Figure 8.14(b): Vertical stress for 150mm square prism pedestal subjected to different 
eccentricity 
 
8.7    Summary 
 
The FE models have examined the structural responses of concrete bridge pedestals for four 
design parameters, i.e. height, edge clearance distance, confining pressure and load with 
eccentricity. The following observations are made from the data generated from the 
prediction;  
 
1. The height of concrete pedestal is an important design parameter in the determination 
of bearing strength of a concrete pedestal. However, none of existing standard or 
design equation on in various national standards takes account on this parameter. By 
increasing the height would only reduce the ultimate load of the concrete pedestal. It 
was found that the ultimate load for a 150mm block high was drop to almost half as 
compare to the control specimen of 50mm block high. Hence, increase of the pedestal 
height can improve ductility of the pedestal. However the stiffness is reduced because 
it can only carry low load. 
 
 
17.66MPa (50mm) 
25.89MPa (25mm) 
27.46MPa (control) 
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2. The edge clearance distance has negligible effect on the ultimate capacity of shallow 
concrete pedestal based on 50mm high concrete pedestal. Even when the edge 
clearance is increased by three times (150mm) of the control specimen, the ultimate 
load is only increased by 10%. Hence, generally the ductility of a pedestal is 
improved due to greater edge clearance.   It is also noted that the stiffness at yielding 
of the pedestal is reduced when 25mm eccentricity was used. However, for other 
pedestals, their stiffness increase only about 1% even the edge clearances increase up 
to 150mm (three times the control). 
 
3.  Confining pressure has beneficial effect to enhance the structural performance of 
concrete pedestals. It is also found that the shape of concrete pedestal also plays an 
important role. Greater height is more affected by the confining pressure for both 
square and cylindrical prism pedestals. Under the confining pressure of 5.0MPa, the 
square prism concrete pedestal with 50mm and 150mm high pedestal can achieve 
increment ultimate load by 91% and 183% respectively higher than the control 
specimen without confining pressure. Hence, generally the increase of confining 
pressure improves the ductility and stiffness of the structure. As the confining 
pressure increases, the pedestal becomes more ductile with increased stiffness. 
 
4. Eccentricity of loading has significant effect on the bearing capacity of concrete 
pedestals. It is found that the effect of loading eccentricity on the ultimate load for 
shallow type of concrete pedestals such as 50mm high is less significant. However, 
for the case of 150mm high with 50mm eccentricity, the affect is more obvious as the 
ultimate load were dropped by 15%. The effect of load eccentricity on the ductility 
and stiffness of the structure is more obvious for 150mm high pedestal as compared to 
50mm high pedestal. It was notified that there is slight significant effect on the 
ductility and stiffness for different load eccentricities of 50mm height of pedestal.  
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CHAPTER 9 
 
Strategies for Mitigation 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
9.1    Introduction 
 
As the major purpose of this present research, this chapter is aimed at identifying the 
potential mitigation strategies for reducing the risks of localised damages in concrete 
pedestals for bridge girder bearings. Firstly, the potential mitigation strategies were identified 
from the literature that are based on current techniques used for structural enhancement 
especially in advanced concrete or steel structure performance. The identified strategies then 
were evaluated through numerical modelling approach to determine effects on the structural 
performance of concrete pedestals.  The effectiveness of mitigation strategies was determined 
based on ultimate loads of pedestals and the stress concentration of concrete at the sharp 
edges. Finally, the key strategies for mitigation localised failure of concrete pedestals are 
explained in detail later in this chapter.  
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9.2   Potential strategies for mitigation  
 
According to literature, there are a number of potential techniques for industry applications 
that may be effective for concrete pedestals and some existing techniques had been proven as 
effective way to improve the structural performance in concrete or steel structures. For 
example, in concrete structures, it is a common practise by the industry to add steel 
reinforcements in the tension zones of the structure in order to prevent tensile failure. 
Whereas, in steel structures, the shape design optimisation was used widely in order to 
eliminate stress concentration of the steel member, i.e. railway-wheel train interaction. These 
two techniques have been selected and re-examined for mitigation strategies of localised 
damages in concrete pedestals, i.e. providing the confinement reinforcement and 
smoothening the sharp edge of the steel bearing plate at the contact area. The concrete 
pedestal models considered in this chapter include: 
 
a)  Unreinforced concrete pedestals with smoothened sharp edge for shape design 
optimisation 
 Square prism pedestals with smooth surface at the sharp edge in four different 
types design shape (10mm radius cut inside, 10mm radius, 20mm radius and 
10mm arc fillet cut) 
b) Confined cage reinforced concrete pedestal 
 Square prism pedestals with 50mm height in two different mass densities of steel 
bars; either 40mm or 60mm reinforcement spacing 
c) Embedded  steel sheet reinforced concrete pedestals: 
 Steel sheet with a particular height either 25mm, 40mm and 50mm embedded in a 
square prism pedestal with definite pedestal height 50mm either without edge 
clearance or with 50mm edge clearance 
 
All above models are supporting square bearing plates of the same dimensions. To 
understand the effectiveness of mitigation strategies in reducing the effect of localised 
damages, two structural responses of concrete pedestal were monitored; the ultimate loads 
and stress concentration of concrete at the sharp edges. 
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9.2.1 Confinement reinforcement 
 
In industry practices, generally the steel reinforcement is placed in the tension zone in order 
to prevent failure. Most of existing design codes did not consider this effect, since they limit 
the bearing stress magnitude of the concrete in order to control the internal cracking. The 
effect of reinforcement is considered as one of the important design parameters which need to 
be investigated further. Therefore, in this present study, steel reinforcement bars are 
embedded in the concrete pedestal (50mm selected height). There were two types of confined 
reinforcements considered, i.e. cage reinforcement and embedded steel sheet that are 
categorised as Type I and II as shown in Figure 9.1 and 9.2 respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(i)  40mm spacing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(ii) 60mm spacing 
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spacing 
40mm 
spacing 
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(iii) Cut section X-X: confined by cage reinforcement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(iv) Top view: 60mm reinforcement spacing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(v) Top view: 40mm reinforcement spacing 
Figure 9.1: Confinement cage reinforcement (Type I) 
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(i) 25mm high steel sheet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(ii) 50mm high steel sheet (with edge clearance) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(iii) 50mm high steel sheet (without edge clearance) 
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(iv) Cut section X1-X1: with edge clearance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
(v) Top view: with edge clearance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(vi) Cut section X2-X2: without edge clearance 
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(vii) Top view: without edge clearance 
Figure 9.2: Embedded steel sheet (Type II) 
 
Figure 9.1 and 9.2 show the confinement reinforcements modelled for two different mass 
densities of steel bars for Type I and Type II respectively. Concrete covers 20mm and 25mm 
were used for all models confined by cage reinforcement and embedded steel sheet 
respectively. Diameter of each steel reinforcement is 12mm (area = 113mm
2
). In the confined 
cage reinforcement, 40mm and 60mm reinforcement spacing were used for the first and 
second arrangement respectively. In the embedded sheet reinforcement, the first, second and 
third arrangement use 25mm, 40mm and 50mm height steel sheet respectively. One last 
arrangement uses 50mm high steel sheet but with zero edge clearance was used for 
comparison purpose. The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 9.3 and Table 9.1. 
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Figure 9.3(a): Load-displacement relationship for different reinforcement arrangement 
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Table 9.1(a): Percentage difference of vertical loads for different internal reinforcement 
arrangements 
 
Type of reinforcement Load-
displacement 
control: 
downward 
(mm) 
Ultimate load 
in 
compression 
(kN) 
Percentage different of 
ultimate load between 
control block with different 
internal reinforcement  
(%) 
Without reinforcement 
(control) 
0.114*  3668.50 - 
Confinement reinforcement 
40mm spacing 
0.221 5967.12 63 (increased) 
Confinement reinforcement 
60mm spacing 
0.221 5659.36 54 (increased) 
Embedded steel sheet  
25mm high 
0.138 3940.08 7 (increased) 
Embedded steel sheet 
 40mm high 
0.138 4066.64 11 (increased) 
Embedded steel sheet  
50mm high 
0.138 4017.28 10 (increased) 
Embedded steel sheet 
50mm high (without edge 
clearance) 
0.138 4005.36 10 (increased) 
 
Note: *displacement 0.114mm is at 100% of ultimate load for control specimen 
 
As shown in Figure 9.3(a) and Table 9.1(a), the use of confinement cage reinforcement able 
to increase the ultimate load better than the use of embedded steel sheet. Even the use of three 
different heights of steel sheets gives no significant difference of the ultimate loads of 
3940.08kN, 4066.64kN, 4017.28kN and 4005.36kN for 25mm, 40mm, 50mm and 50mm 
(without edge clearance) steel sheet height respectively. However, model with confinement 
cage reinforcement gives relatively higher of ultimate load. The highest ultimate load was 
achieved at 5967.12kN (increase by 63%) for confinement cage reinforcement with 40mm 
reinforcement spacing.  
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Table 9.1(b): Structural ductility for different internal reinforcement arrangements 
 
Table 9.1(b) shows the effects of applying embedded steel sheet and confinement 
reinforcement to the ductility and stiffness of the pedestal. The ductility of the pedestal 
increases from 2.04 (control) to 2.79 (confinement reinforcement 40mm spacing). Also, the 
pedestal stiffness increases from 43750kN/mm (control) to 44117kN/mm (confinement 
reinforcement 40mm spacing). The relationship between the confinement ratio and ductility 
is provided in Figure 9.3(b). 
 
Types of 
reinforcement 
Confinement 
ratio  
(steel to 
pedestal) 
(%) 
Displaceme
nt at yield 
point 
 (mm) 
Max. 
displacemen
t (mm) 
Ductility Stiffness at 
yield point 
(kNmm
-1
) 
Without 
reinforcement 
(control) 
0 0.064 0.131 2.04 43750 
Embedded steel 
sheet 25mm high 
0.86 0.068 0.149 2.13 43455 
Embedded steel 
sheet 40mm high 
1.38 0.070 0.155 2.21 43146 
Embedded steel 
sheet 50mm high 
1.73 0.072 0.162 2.25 43139 
Embedded steel 
sheet 50mm high 
(without edge 
clearance) 
2.35 0.073 0.166 2.27 43465 
Confinement 
reinforcement 
60mm spacing 
5.86 0.100 0.252 2.52 44000 
Confinement 
reinforcement 
40mm spacing 
7.21 0.102 0.285 2.79 44117 
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Figure 9.3(b): The relationship between confinement ratio (steel to pedestal area) and 
ductility 
 
Figure 9.3(b) shows linear relationship of the confinement ratio and ductility of pedestal. It 
indicates that an increase of the confinement ratio in reinforced concrete pedestal should 
increase the ductility and stiffness of the pedestal. To understand the effect of confinement 
reinforcement to localised damages of pedestal, the vertical stress-strain at the sharp edges for 
all reinforcement types are plotted as shown in Figure 9.4.  
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Figure 9.4: Vertical stress-strain at the sharp edge for different confinement reinforcement 
arrangement 
 
By referring to Figure 9.4, it should be notified that the vertical stress at the sharp edge is 
increased with increasing confinement reinforcement that also increases the load carrying 
capacity of concrete pedestal. The vertical stress is increased at the highest stress level to 
58.33MPa (increase by 54%) for the confinement cage reinforcement 40mm spacing 
compared to only 37.76MPa for the control specimen. For the confinement using embedded 
steel sheet, it is notified that the vertical stresses for all models are quite consistent which are 
about 54MPa. 
 
 
37.76MPa 
(Without 
reinforcement) 
58.33MPa (Confinement cage 
reinforcement 40mm spacing) 
54MPa 
(Confinement using embedded steels sheet) 
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9.2.2 Smoothening the sharp edge of the steel bearing plate at the contact area  
 
Generally in a structural component, any abrupt change in the geometry can create disruption 
on the load distribution. In a concrete pedestal, the geometric discontinuity near the edge of 
the steel plate may create highly localised stress concentration. The high contact pressure is 
also capable of causing localised damage in the concrete pedestal. In order to minimise 
localised damage, the steel plate at the sharp edge at location S-S was reshaped to be smooth 
as either round or arc fillet. The round was designed using two radii, i.e. 10mm and 20mm, as 
illustrated in Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.6. The fillet cut was designed based on 30mm length (lf) 
and 10mm depth (df).  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.5: Steel plate edge with different smooth surface techniques 
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Concrete block  
 
Geometric 
discontinuity 
Top steel plate width (wt)  
 
Geometric 
discontinuity 
S 
 
(i) Sharp edge 
S 
Type I 
Type II Type III 
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Figure 9.6: Steel plate edge with different smooth surface techniques 
 
In Figure 9.6, the most optimised smooth surface technique should be identified based on 
their design efficiency, i.e. increase load capacity and/or structural ductility. For comparison 
purpose, the contact area of all models was set to be similar with control model for 300mm × 
300mm except for the model Type I. In order to provide smooth surface; the top width of the 
steel plate was extended to incorporate with round cut at the edge. The cuts of 10mm and 
20mm radii cause the upper plate width to increase to 320mm and 340mm respectively as 
shown Figure 9.7. Mesh sensitivity analysis was also conducted to determine optimised 
meshing. It is also noted that mesh refinement was implemented at smooth edges of the 
contact area for better results. The results of analysis are shown in Figure 9.8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(iii) Smooth surface 10mm 
radius (wt = 320mm) 
 
Radius (r) = 
10mm 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
Type I Type II 
Type III 
(ii) Smooth surface 10mm 
radius (wt = 300mm) 
 
Radius (r) = 
10mm 
(iii) Smooth surface 20mm 
radius (wt  = 340mm) 
 
Radius (r) = 
20mm 
 
S 
S 
Type IV 
(iv) Arc fillet cut   
(wt  = 360mm) 
Fillet depth 
(df) = 10mm 
Fillet length (lf) = 30mm 
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(iv) Type IV 
 
Figure 9.7: Concrete pedestal finite element models with smooth surface steel plate 
 
 
Figure 9.8: Vertical load-displacement relationships for different smooth surface types 
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Table 9.2: Percentage different of vertical load for concrete edge clearance 
 
Type of smooth 
surface 
Load-displacement 
control: downward 
(mm) 
Ultimate load 
in 
compression 
(kN) 
Percentage difference of 
ultimate load between 
control block with 
different smooth surface 
type  
(%) 
Sharp edge 
(control) 
0.114* 3668.50 - 
Type I 0.132 3512.02 6 (decrease) 
Type II 0.184 4465.52 22 (increase) 
Type III 0.157 4369.12 19(increase) 
Type IV 0.157 4291.08 17(increase) 
Note: *displacement 0.114mm is 100% of ultimate load for control specimen 
 
Table 9.2(b): Structural ductility for different smooth surface 
 
Type of smooth surface Displacement 
at yield point 
 (mm) 
Max. 
displacement 
(mm) 
Ductility Stiffness at 
yield point 
(kNmm
-1
) 
Sharp edge (control) 0.064 0.131 2.04 43750 
Type I 0.068 0.156 2.29 38735 
Type II 0.075 0.205 2.73 44660 
Type III 0.070 0.184 2.55 46428 
Type IV 0.073 0.214 2.93 45138 
 
Figure 9.8 shows that the ultimate load increases when the edge has been smoothened. By 
referring to Table 9.2, it should be noticed that the highest ultimate load achieved is at 
4465.52kN when Type II was used. However, the ultimate load of Type II is not much 
different compared to Type III or Type IV as their loadings reach ultimate at 4369.12kN and 
4291.08kN respectively. Even Type IV has slightly lesser load than the ultimate load of Type 
III. However, Type IV behaves more ductile behaviour as the load is gradually dropped after 
reaching ultimate as compared to sudden drop for Type III. In the case of Type I, the ultimate 
load has dropped to 3512.02kN because the contact area is reduced from 300mm × 300mm to 
280mm × 280mm. Table 9.2(b) shows the effect of smooth surface on the ductility and 
stiffness of the pedestal. The ductility of the pedestal has increased from 2.04 (control) to 
2.93 (Type IV) due to smooth surface contact. It is noticed that pedestal of Type IV has 
slightly lower stiffness 45138kN/mm as compared to of Type II (46428kN/mm). To 
understand the effect of smoothen sharp edge on localised damages of pedestal, the vertical 
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stress-strain at the sharp edges for different smoothen techniques are plotted as shown in 
Figure 9.9. 
 
Figure 9.9: Vertical stress-strain relationships for different smooth surface types 
 
By referring to Figure 9.9, it should be notified that the vertical stress at the sharp edge was 
increased with smoothing the sharp edge by radius-cut or fillet-cut that also increases the load 
carrying capacity of concrete pedestal. The vertical stress is increased at the highest stress 
level 50.63MPa (increase by 34%) for the 10mm radius-cut as compared to only 37.76MPa 
for the control specimen. For the confinement using 20mm radius and fillet-cut, it notified 
that the vertical stresses for these models are quite similar about 48MPa. For the Type I, the 
vertical stress is dropped to 33.52MPa because of reduction bearing area that significantly 
reduce the load carrying capacity of pedestal as shown in Figure 9.5 and 9.6. 
 
 
 
37.76MPa 
Sharp edge 
(control) 
50.63MPa  
Type II (10mm radius) 
33.52MPa  
Type I    
(10mm radius) 
48MPa 
Type III and IV (20mm radius and fillet-cut) 
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9.3   Implication for practical application 
 
In this chapter, critical observation was made from the analysed data which are as follows; 
 
i. Use of confinement reinforcement can improve the ultimate load and improve the 
load carry capacities at the sharp edges of concrete pedestals. The reinforcement 
especially with cage reinforcement is more effective to improve the structural 
performance of concrete pedestal as compared to embedded steel sheet. For the 
confinement cage reinforcement with 40mm spacing, it was found that the ultimate 
load is increased up to 63% as compared to the control specimen without 
reinforcement. Increase of the confinement ratio in a reinforced concrete pedestal can 
increase the ductility and stiffness of the pedestal as it can carry more load. This 
techniques can be used for repair pedestal but with some concern of construction 
difficulties due to time constraint and costly. This strategy is more suitable for new 
construction of pedestal in future.  
 
ii. Having smooth surface edge can be one important strategy to improve load carry 
capacity at the sharp edge due to the stress concentration between steel bearing plate 
and concrete pedestal. Use of arc fillet-cut at the edge can perform better as its 
behaviour is more ductile as compared to round-cut edge. The smoothened sharp edge 
did not only increase the ultimate of concrete pedestal but it is also found to increase 
the load carrying capacity as stress level at the sharp edge which increase up to 34% 
as compare to the control specimen with sharp edge. Use of smooth surface can also 
increase the ductility and stiffness of a pedestal. This technique is very suitable for 
repair pedestal as it easy to implement. 
 
9.4   Summary 
 
In this chapter, it can be concluded that these two mitigation strategies in minimising risk of 
localised damages were adopted in the present study as that these strategies have been proven 
to provide beneficial improvement on the structural performance of concrete pedestals by 
increasing the ultimate load of pedestal and increase the load carrying capacity to resist stress 
concentration at the sharp edge.  
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CHAPTER 10 
 
Conclusion and Recommendations  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
10.1    Summary 
 
The main aim of this research is to explain on the load transfer mechanism of concrete 
pedestals for bridge girder bearings and also to develop mitigation strategies regarding 
concrete pedestal failures. This research was firstly driven by problems faced by industries 
due to localised failure in concrete pedestals. Apart from that, the Australia standard 
committee also had been criticized on the issues of load distribution from the bridge bearings 
which were not clearly addressed in AS5100. They also stated that usage of thick plates does 
not resolve the issue of high contact stresses on concrete bearing surfaces and would often 
exceed the limit of bearing pressure in Clause 12.3 of AS5100.5  To date, in spite of all 
criticisms, still there is limited fundamental studies have been conducted to investigate this 
problem. Therefore, this PhD thesis has been developed based on a fundamental explanation 
on localized issues in concrete pedestals through finite element analysis.  
 
The finite element method was carried out in four main stages, i.e. mesh sensitivity analysis, 
model validation, model analysis and parametric studies. The model validation is based on 
available experimental database obtained in literature. A number of finite element models 
with different dimensions of concrete blocks and different ratios of surface contact areas had 
been validated. These calibrated models were used to develop the concrete pedestal models 
for further analysis.  
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For the finite element analysis, the explicit analysis technique was adapted and found to be 
suitable to simulate the structural response of concrete bridge pedestals. The concrete damage 
plasticity model was adopted to simulate the concrete behaviour with appropriate mesh size. 
The hard and frictional “surface-to-surface” contacts found to be suitable to give appropriate 
response of steel bearing plate and concrete surface at contact interface. Finally, the load-
displacement curve, deformation shape, vertical stress-strain relationship, maximum principle 
stress-strain relationship and shear stress-strain relationship are plotted.  
 
The validated models of the concrete pedestals were further examined in order to understand 
effects of different pedestal heights, edge clearance distances, confining pressures and 
loading positions. Then, three mitigation strategies had been proposed to minimise localised 
damages of pedestals and improve the load carrying capacities of the pedestals. The strategies 
are to confine the pedestal by cage reinforcement and embedded steel sheet and also to 
smoothen the sharp edges of steel bearing plate.  
 
10.2    Conclusions  
 
The logical results obtained from the finite element analysis lead to the following major 
findings. 
 
1. Three localized failure modes have been identified, i.e. stress concentration, tension 
bulging failure and shear failure. Out of these three failure modes, the tension-bulging 
failure is considered the governing failure mode as it has the lowest localised ultimate 
load ratio and low ratio is confirmed with similar finding that was reported in the 
Austroad AP-R405 Report (2012). 
 
2. The localised-to-global failure load ratios for all localized failure modes, i.e. stress 
concentration ratio 0.402, tension bulging failure ratio 0.305 and shear failure ratio 
0.402, are lesser than the given safety factor in AS5100, which is equal to 0.6 in the 
case of concrete bearings including pedestals. Localised damages were also found to 
cause increase of stress levels and also consequently would reduce the bearing areas 
which could be translated into increase in damages and hence reduces in life of the 
pedestals. Therefore, this research suggests that safety factor of 0.6 is to be revised as 
a precaution to prevent localized damages in concrete pedestals.  
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Specific conclusions can also be made from the data generated by the finite element analysis 
which are as follows: 
 
1. Height of a concrete pedestal is a significant parameter in determining the load 
capacity of concrete pedestal. For a 150mm block high, the ultimate load dropped to 
almost half of the control specimen of 50mm block high. Hence, increase of the 
pedestal height can improve ductility of the pedestal. However, the stiffness is 
reduced because it can only carry low load. However, most of the design equations in 
various national standards do not account for this parameter. This present research 
strongly recommends that standard committee members to examine this parameter in 
their design expression. 
 
2. By increasing the edge clearance distance in a concrete pedestal was found to have 
negligible effect on improving the load capacity of the concrete pedestal.  In the case 
of concrete pedestals, only 10% increment of ultimate load was achieved for 150mm 
edge clearance distance compared to the control specimen with 50mm edge clearance 
distance. Hence, generally the ductility of a pedestal is also improved due to greater 
edge clearance.  It is also noted that the stiffness at yielding of the pedestal is reduced 
when 25mm eccentricity was used. However, for other pedestals, their stiffnesses 
increase only about 1% even the edge clearances increase up to 150mm(three times 
the control). 
 
3. As expected, the concrete pedestals that are subjected to confining pressure have 
shown higher load capacities compared to without subjected to confining pressure. 
The ultimate load has increased up to twice of the ultimate load of the control 
specimen depending on the levels of confining pressure. It is also found that the effect 
of confining pressure is more obvious for greater height of pedestal. Under the 
confining pressure 5.0MPa, the specimens with 50mm and 150mm high pedestals 
have increased the load carrying capacities by 91% and 183% respectively. Hence, 
generally the increase of confining pressure improves the ductility and stiffness of the 
structure. As the confining pressure increases, the pedestal becomes more ductile with 
increased stiffness. Therefore, this present research suggests that the future design of 
pedestals needs to incorporate with confining pressure in order to enhance the 
confinement effect of the pedestals. 
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4. Eccentricity of the loading clearly has beneficial effect on the bearing capacities of 
pedestals. It was found that the effect of load eccentricity was more significant for 
greater height of concrete pedestals. It was found that the ultimate loads were dropped 
to 4% and 15% for the specimens with 50mm and 150mm pedestal heights 
respectively compared to the control specimen without load eccentricity. However, 
most existing standards do not include this parameter. The effect of load eccentricity 
on the ductility and stiffness of the structure is more obvious for 150mm high pedestal 
as compared to 50mm high pedestal. It was notified that there is slight significant on 
the ductility and stiffness for different load eccentricities of 50mm height of pedestal.     
This present research suggests that further experimental work needs to be carried out 
in order to evaluate this effect.  
 
5. Use of confinement reinforcement can improve the ultimate load and improve the 
load carry capacities at the sharp edges of concrete pedestals. The reinforcement 
especially with cage reinforcement is more effective to improve the structural 
performance of concrete pedestal as compared to embedded steel sheet. For the 
confinement cage reinforcement with 40mm spacing, it was found that the ultimate 
load is increased up to 63% as compared to the control specimen without 
reinforcement. Increase of the confinement ratio in a reinforced concrete pedestal can 
increase the ductility and stiffness of the pedestal as it can carry more load. This 
techniques can be used for repair pedestal but with some concern of construction 
difficulties due to time constraint and costly. This strategy is more suitable for new 
construction of pedestal in future. 
 
6. Having smooth surface edge can be one important strategy to improve load carry 
capacity at the sharp edge due to the stress concentration between steel bearing plate 
and concrete pedestal. Use of arc fillet-cut at the edge can perform better as its 
behaviour is more ductile as compared to round-cut edge. The smoothened sharp edge 
did not only increase the ultimate of concrete pedestal but it is also found to increase 
the load carrying capacity as stress level at the sharp edge which increase up to 34% 
as compare to the control specimen with sharp edge. Use of smooth surface can also 
increase the ductility and stiffness of a pedestal. This technique is very suitable for 
repair pedestal as it easy to implement. This present research positively recommends 
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that the sharp edge of contact surface to be smoothened by fillet which can prolong 
the life of the pedestals. 
 
10.3    Recommendations for Further Work 
 
The present study has successfully achieved the objectives defined in Chapter 1. In particular, 
the FE models have been developed which are capable of simulating the structural response 
of concrete pedestals for bridge girder bearings with logical matter.  In addition, it is crucial 
to develop the FE models that are associated with other materials in order to gain more 
understanding. Some key suggestions for the future work areas are as follows: 
 
 The present study is only based on logical explanations from the numerical point of view. 
Therefore, further examination by experimental work is suggested in order to reflect other 
structural behaviour of concrete pedestals. 
 
 The present study is limited to the effects of vertical load from the traffic load and 
selfweight of a bridge. Therefore further examination on combined effects of vertical and 
also horizontal load are recommended. The horizontal load may come from breaking 
force of vehicle or from curve bridges. 
 
 The present study considers the effect of static load only, therefore further examination 
subject to cyclic loading due to effect of moving vehicles for fatigue response under long-
term performance in bridge repair and maintenance works are recommended. 
 
 The present study is only limited to technical explanation of the localised damage in the 
structural performance of concrete pedestals without considering cost implication of 
pedestals in bridge maintenance works. Therefore, further investigation on the cost 
implication of re-construction of pedestals to the overall bridge maintenance work can be 
useful information for industrial practises.  
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